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ABSTRACT

Advancements in Science, technology, and industriali-

zatton during the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries

had a subtle and almopt undetected Impact on the conduct of

warfare. The increased lethality of weapons systems, the we

efftcient means of mass-production, and the improved lines of

communications, especially the rutlroads, caused most military

and political strategists to overestimate their national

power. This misperception was compounded by the inability to

recognize and exploit the military advantage offered by tech-

Snological advancements. Instead of developta m# doctrines,

tactics, arid techniques to complement end maximite the

i advantages of improved technologies, these plenws relied on

doctrines that had prone successful in the past. This was

especially true during the openitu phase of the first World

War.

By mlytng on autdated tactical doctrin, industry us

relegated to providing the *sinews" of vir prior to the first

battle. Limited vwre were t be fought with sto&piled materi-

al and no catpreheasive plans %*re made to insure- an uminter-

rupted flow of supplies from tA factory to the tront in the

event the war laoted longer than anticipaced. NIo eP-aicgful

contiageacy plans vere dtevelopod be~forand for musterirg the



resources of the nation in support of fiarl victory. Iri short,

the economic element of power was noc significantly considered

during strategical planning.

This study focuses on this strategic failu-re by using

the German experience in World Wars I and II as an example.

It should bW noted that the failure to properly access and

employ the economic element of power was not unique in Ger-

many. The other industrialized nations of the world were just

as negligent of this omission.

This study has been divided into four major parts:

the industrialization of Germany prior to World War I; the

Rathenau System of war-production during the First World War;

German military and economic preparation for war froo 1919-

1939; and the Speer system of vr production during the Second

World War. The analysis, basically, follows a chronological

coursevand results is an examiuation of those decisions and

events which influenced Gerany's econoic and milltary potential

during botZa world wars. %he 7 Ist chapter is an assessment by

the author of the- major lessons learned from both world wntrs.

The conclusions of this study iudicate that any in-

dustrialized natiop contomplating war, defonsive or offeasivw,

should prepare detailed plans for mobillzir4 the human and

P--tionei . "sturcea of the nation for total war, even if

1W lId martial effort is the objective. Additionally the

I



study shows that centralization of strategic and economic

planning at the national level is key in achieving the

national objective during war.
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k •During the last 150 Vs the economic industrialization

of marny nation-states brought with this "revolution" an appar-

ently undetected change in the nature of warfare. As a result

of this change, -ruling monarchs and national leaders losat the

freedom of eploying amlitary forces indiscrinately in pur-

suit of personal tin. Unfortnately for those nations invol-

ved in the evolving industrial proams tbhir mdlitary stustegists

did not perceive the change; nor the gull ra of miLtary

advantages offered by an e•s lg tus trial boss,

With tbe exception of a few mew such as Alfred Kahan

(1840-1914)g strategists failed to grasp the ailitary potential

of an industrial bae,; ne tchiolosln; and ne productio tech-

niqucs. They viewed tndtatry as aW a*#ntsge, b~t oly in so

far an it could provide thn with great quantit4e of weapon,

munitiont &and equipennt for stcx•pi11n prior to the outbreak

of hoettlttiee. Little thoa.ght was given to full uobilisation~

of industry during war. contsequenltly, ccspnheutiv. econtsic

contingency plautng in support of the natial wilitary and[political objectives us eittsw neglectad or ignored camplfaetay.

By rnaglectwmg to consider thes new (eecncui) *I ten

of national pmr in it. proper parspactive, milUary s politi-

cal planners placed the *crLty and s•uvlval of their nptioa
It
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in Jeopardy. Furtz rmoreo 1tor faLlure condoaced the planners

to hold on to superarmuaeted stateies tich ware rigid and

inflexible because of inadequate contingency planning.

The Caman experience in the t�o world 'ars of this

century provides an excellent emple of an industrial nation

that did not properly consider the economic eLasnt of power

during the foraulation of military and political strategy.

This caisuion ws not comnidered to be a failure in CGrmany

in 1914, nor in 1939, because the military strategits planned

only for limited %are to achieve their objectives.

In retrospect, it-is easy to criticize the German

strategists of 1914 for their failur, to consider properly the

sulitary potential of their country's industries; hwever, their

culpability can be muitiated in tie light of past bhttle •pxeri-

ences. This cannot be said for Hittler's strategists in 1939.

The military planners of t Third Reich bad the e"riance

of the First World Wsr at their ftvpertipe. Unfort=stely

fo forAmany. the lessoans Inrnd during the prevtous war played

oly a sinor role In the foru4Lattoo of strategy under the

Futbrer.

Prior to 1914 German estrategiets b-s their pLaantng

on a unique type of %arfare introduced by von twarCk, von

ottke, end von Roo* during the tre for Ge---ru Unifcatton

(L8"tfi 1866a and 1870-71)0 In each confIitt Prussfa strumck,
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with heJ6 efficient, well -diaciplined military forces to gain c

strý-1fc strangle~-hold over her enemy. By carefully selecting

the "asu and place for employing her forcev, Prussia was &-Ole

to 4ain a pvapondersn~e of military p0iet over h*r opponent at

to&a point of decision. It wns in thiis manner that FýUssia was

")le to defeat a nmnerically superior Austria -%uu1gary, and France.

Bismarckta and von H4oltkoe' strategy did not eniail

the total m~obilization of the population, ncr the total resources

of the nation as envisio-ned by Lazare Carnot (1753-1823), the

r'rganizer of the levee en masse during the French Revolution,1

Carnotts situ~ation was different. He had to support armed for-

ces involved in a protracted conflict. Pruvasia t s strategists

developed their plans to avoid such a long-term conflict,, and

t~hay were succesrsful,-

it can Le argued th~at the German strategy of the last

imif of the nineteenth cenut~ry, and the first half of the

twentieth century, i.s best described as favoring ai "Uniited

war viv.iy Surprise,, 9"fe and strategic advantage were

the e~ssantial. ingredier~ts--and becam the key to the success

0Z~ this mechcod of warfare.

'Hiuitley bumni Lu~are Car~not, (oxford: ~The Mississippi
Vall~ey Press, i94rrn t~~fs levee en masse envisioned
all, of the nationts r~eao sa civill iar,37tMI ry, being
directed to the war effort. Carnot believed that all elements
o~f society should share$ and i~deed had$ the vesponcibility to
mnake sacrifices in support of the n~ation's ability to prosecute
the war.
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In order to achieve success, the strategy of limltid

war required very detailed planning and preparation. The new

rail-roads, and other lines of coxmmunications, were used to

mass forces quickly. Helnut-i von ?4oltke, wh~o was Chief of the

Prussian, anid later the German,, General Staff (1857-1888), was

one of the first man to recognize the tactical and strategic

advantages offered by the railroads in military operations.

Under von Moltkets direction the General Staff became

involved deepl.y in preparing detailed continpncy plans directed

primarily against Austria-Hungary., France,, and R7,ssia. These

planj involved very intricate timetables fox mobilization; andý

4- these timetables were based on the availability of railroads,

rolling stock, and the new road &7. iL. bexng developed in

Europe. With the railroads, a-rmies could be x.ransported fl. *..ix

tim~s as fast as the armies of Napoleon h'id marched, and the

fundamentals of all strategy--time and space--appeared in a

new light."~

TLP military successes realized by employing von ?4oltke's

strategy had a profound, devastating effect on German militaxry

thinking in the twentieth century. increased em-phasis was

placed on planning for war-. Timetables for mobilization and

2Hajo Holborn, ff4oltke and Schlieffe.n: The Prussian->Ii German School," 4g.ýr of imtodern Stat (Princeton: Prince-
ton Urtiversity ftess My,S7137a. )y EM r M. Earle, 177.



movement of military forcos wre so detailed that last minute

changset were deemed unfeasible. Once the decision to go to war

i'S was made,* nothing was permiitted to interfere with these planrL,

9. There was no flexibility to alter *xiating co~ntingency plans

based on a changing political situation~. It waa for this reason

that considerations of stiategy became paramount in Germany,

which -rasulted in the General Staff ass=.ming a position of

primary importance for political, as well as military, deci.sion-

3m~aking.

Bly relying on von ?oltke's formula for military success,

as well as in viewing industrialization as the means of pvp-

paring and stackptling t~e "sinew. of war iv peacetime, the

Ge3rman strategists from von Schlieffen to Hitler made a fatal

errors Unlike von Moltke, they did not perceive the military1

potential offered by science and industry,. Their strategic

concepts were based on doctrines, tactics, and techniques that

were succesaful for von ~oltke with the.equipment availvble to

him. Prior to the beginning of World War 1, what the General

Staff failed to percteive waa the impact sophisticated machine-

guns, precision firing artillery, improved coguoiuications, air-

planies, and motor vehicles would have on the battlefiold.

3Gordon A. Craig, The P'olitics of th~ePrussian Lr-: 1640-
14,(Oxfo~d: CaegnF~i,1
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It has been suggested thit the imperial strategy would

have worked if von Moltke (the Lesser) had faithfully implemented

tha Schlicffeu Plan. 4 Available evidence indicates that this

thesis is not valid. The introduction of the machinegun in

great quantities quickly put an end to the anticipated war of

vovwent, AddltlonAly atlthough the modern weapons were

available for smetime prior to the start of the war, it is

clear thct the General Staff did not adequately determine the

coznmnption rates of the new weapons, and then compare this

drain to existing stocks. Had they done so, they would have

been more cautious in advising tie K.';iser to implemnt the

Schlieffen Plan.

Because of this lIck of tortsight, along with the cox-

viction that tneir wes would be V1mitad in duration, the

General Staff failed to develop now doccrines, tactics, and

techniques to enhance ati complsinnt dhe new weapozta systems,

equipment, and industrial capabilities avaissbLe to them.

The Reich was not alone in this failure. The strategists of the

other industrialized nations wore Jast as blin2 as the Germans.

4'tynn Moet-roas, War deAS.(eYork: Pniper &

Row, 1960), 694; Walter Goerlic, H_ i•y o e German General
Staff: 1657-1945, (New York: FreericK A, Paeger7'6l -
W-Sy uBTq'i battrshaw, 159-162; Waio Holborn, A i of
Modern Germany, (3 vols.! New York: Alfred A. Knop, T 9 6 9 )
Z94 347-349; and Barbara W. Tuchmn, The Guns of

A2-uaut(New York,: Dell Publishing Co., 1971), •C5.
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Owing to the predicted short duration of their offen-

sives, the Imperial strategists saw no need to mobilize fully

Itheir industrial base. It was expected that the ware would be

won with the supplies and equipment available from stockpiles

I at the outbreak of hos~tilities. Hindsight now reveals that

R- Germany's military planners uvre guilty of making preperations

to fight their last war all over again.5 In military circles

this camon mistake is inexcusable.

j ~ Because of the optimnism associated with the Schlieffen

Plan,, coupled with the General Staff's inability (or lack of

foresight) to consider the alternative of failure, economic

I ~ and industrial contingency plans were not considered seriously

for collateral development. 6 The only economic planning under-

taken in support of this plani by the Imparial Govermnent was

.... in the sphere of money and credit and of public finances." 7

Consequently, the nation entered the First World War (as did

the other combatant pouvrs) with no major plans for muobilizing

~ the e-conomy; with no thought of the possible consequencea of

Sa protracted var: and with outd-ated military doctrine,, tactics,,

6Tcun 8IL. Gerald D). Feldman. industry and Labor in Cetmany 1914-
1918. (P.-rinceton: 7?rincoton Univeral.ty Press, 196),727

k. Stolpter, K(. Ha5user, and K. Blorchardt, Thie Germnn Iconom
1870- to the Prenent. (New York: llarcouxt, Bra~ce, aaWr
Ixic.2 1967),, ~tr7V nU Stolper, 54.



and techniques. 8

Within a month after the outbreak of the war, in Septem-

ber 1914, the German offensive strategy was defeated at the

First Battle of the Marne. The old military concepts of tight

4 formations, massed infantry, and flamboyant cavalry charges

fell prey to the lethality and accuracy of modern wapons. The

devastating effects of the new weapons, coupled with the outdated

tactics of the nineteenth century, gave birth to the static

war of attrition. Owing to a lack of planning in industrial

production capabilities, the Reich was ill-prepared for thiis

type of war.

Shortly after the outbreak of World War I, Walther

Rathenau, an industrialist and head of the German General

Electric Coampany (Allegmeine Elektrixitats Gesellschaft, or

A.EG.), recognized there just might be a shortage of critical

4' ~raw materials needed to support a program of var procuremant

in the event of a blockade. Encouraged by one of his associates,

Richard von Moellendorff, Rathenau went directly to the War

Ministry a few days after the war began and suggested a survey

be couducted to determine the status of raw materials cutrently

8H4olborna, I1, 459.
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available in Germany. 9

The initial survey, based on estivates, indicated that

Germany only had on hand stores of raw materials for six months I

of fighting.10 Impressed with Rathenauts insight and industrial A

•background, Erich van Falkenhayn,, the War Minister,, prevailed

upon him to organize and head a War Raw Materials Bureau

(Kriegs Rohatoffabteilung, or K.R.A.) within the War Ministry.

Rathenau accepted the appointment and immediately tackled the

eask at hand--the conversion of tOe Reich's peace-time economy

into a unr-time economy* He was able to accomplish his mission

within a year. Through the Y.R.A., the administrative founda-

tion was laid for Germany's war-economy. It was the central-

ized economic control of this organization that sustained the

Kaiser's forces through four years of the most torturous war-

fare ever experienced by man.

During the openlng phases of the Second World War (1939-

1941), AdoLf Hitler skillfully used the strpte•y of short,

9David Felix, ffWalter Raensau.," sy Todayl, XX (Siep..
tember, 1970), 641.

-~ 
1OF~eldzn,, 45.

llStolper,, 65.

gl30~R'
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violent, offensive wars of movement called Lightning War

(Blitzkrieg). Reminiscent of the strategy of von Moltke the

Elder, and von Schlieffen, Hitler's Blitzkrieg was very suc-

easeful until it was stopped before Moscow in December 1941.

Hitler's strategy of B~ltkri was initially srrcessful

because it recognized the value of new technologies on mobile

weapons systems (i.e., such as the airplane, the tank, and

wireless conmuntcations), and it used these new means to restore

I ~ movemeat to the battlefield. J.F.C. Fuller, B.H. Liddell-

i Hart, and Heinz Guderian are credited by most scholars as being
! 12
the fathers of the modern mechanized army. While these men

SI did make significant contributions in mechanized concepts, it

was Hans von Seeckt, the man charged with rebuilding Germany's

4 , •Army after the Great War, who originally conceived the idea.

I •In his famoua memorandum on "Basic Ideas for the Re-

construction of our Armed Forces" (Grundlegeade Gedanken fur

den Wiederaufbau unserer Wehrrncht), in 1921. von Seeckt

12Larry H. Addington, 7%e Elit:44s Era and the German
I General Staff, 1805-1941.~e ThiBrunoi~tk Ru ue¶iverst

?ress, I%1 2FZ33.. a-rly worka of Fuller and Liddell-Hart on
this subject: JSF.C. Fuller, The Foundations of the Science of
War, (London: Hutchinson and -o. M.,f19M, -ndOn Future
warfare, (London: S3ften Praed & Co. Ltd., 1928); and B-H.
ftdeili-nsrt, The Remakin of Modern Armies, (London: JohnMurray,1927). Also e:o'-- nier Leader, (New
York: Ballautine Books, 1972), tr. by Contanti tzgbbon,

and F.%1, von Mellanthin, Panzer Battles, (New York: Ballantine
Books, 1973), tr. by H. BetlR,1 ed. by L.C.F. Turner.



stated, "The whole future of warft--i appears to me to be in the

employment of mobile armies, relatively small but of high qual-

ity, and rendered distinctly more effective by tho additiol

of aircraft, and in the simultaneous mobilization of the whole~

defence force..*eo Von Seeckt was forced into searching

for new military concepts because !)f the nuirtial limitations

placed upou Germany by the Versailles Treaty. Restr'icted tu

100,000 men, von Seeckt felt that motorization,/aecianization

was the only means available to him to maximize the Rec'

military strength.1

Because of: von Seeekt's inaight, besides the contribu-

tions of the other aforementioned strategists,, the General

Staff successfully developed no~w doctrine, tacties, and tech-

nliques to capitali~e on the military poteiitia of new technology.

Born out of this effort was the CooblAed Arms' Team. This

concept. integrated infantry, tank, artillery, and air unitt

into a single formation. This fornmatioii streesed mobility,

L.irepower, and sboc1k-a c ton. Ito Coiubf tw4 Axmns To=x p-eoved

1 3 John W4. Whealer-Bennett, The NeTxŽaigis -of Power: The
German jAri7 in Politics 19l81,9-I , TI 4E i:WaIt~fn Jý o.

t Addington, 29.
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itself to be highly iffecive in fluid combat9 and was thi

primary reason for the success of the Blitzkrieg. This con-
Ircept revolutionized military 'thinking and since has been adopted

by most modern .rmies of the world.

Hitler learned many lessons from the First World War. He

knew the importance of restoring mobility to the battlefield;

the need to keep the home-front placated during time of war;
4

and the criticality of being prepared economically for war.

In attempting to avoid many of the mistakes of the First World

War, however, and yet prepare for any future conflict, Hitler

subordinated "...the promises of social revolution contained

in the 'immutaislet Nazi program...to the task of rearmament." 15

Like von Moltke's strategy, Blitzkrieg did not require

total mobilization of the natton's economy or population. The

economic support o! the "Lightning War" was based on the stock-

A piling of needed supplies in advance; using captured resources
to the maximum; and expanding industrial production (not facill-

Sties) in the hom-land during time of war to meet the needs of

the military. Consumer goods wre not to be curtailed completely,

1 Ibut reduced in quantity for short periods of time. Unlike

Vlý von Moltke's wars, the Blitzkrieg was designed to be supported

' 1Raymond J. Sontag, A Broken Word 1919-1939, (New York:
Harper and Row, 1971), 261-M2. - --

VV



by short, but intensive bursts v. economic effort. 16

Prior to both world war* Germn stretegiant failed

aclordingBly to consider defeat of thneir primary strategy and

plan. In both ixistanc*s the Relc__.h was neither industrially,

nor economically prepared to fight a protracted war. Unfor-

tunately for the nation, both wars evolved into battles of

production lasting over four years. In all fairness one could

argue that Hitler %va better *repared than Wilhelm II to fight

a wr of ettrition. The Fuehrer made plans for the wr indus-

trips to Lcrease their production dur periods of vmr;

however, his error lay in not preparing contingency plans for

inomplete mobilization of the economy and population. Possible

-- ilure of the Blizkrieg had not been considered seriously,

Again, optimism clocded prudent judgwnt.

The early succeases of the B krieg in Poland, Den-

mark, Norway, the Low Countries, and France seemed to vindicate

Hitlerts economic policies. Thwse victories obscured the need

for any long range economic planning and the German economy

"•...wa permitted to operate in a leisurely, svW!-peccetime

16 Alan S. Milwrd, The (e-rvn Ecaýr2N at War, (London:
Atllone Press, 1965), 7.
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fashion..." until 1942.17

In terms of perspective mn this problem, Hitler, like

Wilhelm I19 failed to recognize how warfare in the twentieth

century had changed. Wallensteinfs seventeenth-century theory

of an army living off the land was no longer valid. Twentieth11 century armies could not fashioai their own weapons in the field,
nor produce their own munitions. Industrialization, advance-

merits in technology, and mechanization had changed the very

nature of warfare. Industrial capability became a limiting

factor as 1las an advantage.

A nation'.:ý Ability to engage im aggressive, short wars

was limited by an incre&.tng nu~ber of defensive alliances

A-C ormed for a-concamic, as well as niailitery, purposes. This

resulted in more countrias possibly b'eccman involved in any

ma jor coifliet, and that, in turn, expanded the duration af

war 4 When industrial ruations are drawn into protracted wars

victm7r is deterne -tot at the frontline but rather on the

asemblyline. W~ar in this century has evolved into combat

betwn rvalindusitrial. camplexe,. Th-e- nation with th@

greatest econosiiic resouarces snd potanktial enjoys a growing

1 7 9f~ffact* of Strategic brx-vbing on the Ger=n War Econo~,
trngtgd St~ttaq Str t*e;ic Bombing Survey tW~ahtn~gton,, DC..

Gc ýria?~ -i in ofc, .5,21
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advantage as each day of the war paseses.

With his war-machine stopped before Moscow in December

1941, Hitler had to face the problem of providing his military

forces with the "sinew of war" to fight a war of attrition.

I, Again, under fire, the German industry and economy had to be

converted to a war-time footing. In order to acccmplish this

seemingly impossible task, Hitler appointed his personal friend

and architect, Albert Speer, as Minister of Armamerts and

Munitions in February 1942.

In reorganizing the Reich's industrial base to support

a war of attrition, Speer employed many of the techniques

advocated by Rathenau during the First World War. He ex-

panded Rathenau's System and streamlined it to suit the needs

of the times. By doing so, Speer accomplished miracles in

production .Ahich enabled the Third Reich to sustain herself for

almost four years against the- ccuabLned econmic might of Gr•eat

BrA'lin, the Soviet Union, and the United States.

Although R-athenru and Speer bece the organizers of

Germnt war-production during the First and Second World wara

-IGordon Wright, The Ordeal of Total War, (New York: Harper

and Row, 1968); 44-45-
19Allhert Speer, !aside tih Third Reich, (New York: Ka!-4illan

Co., 1970), tr. by Ri-r a Car- on, 208.

3"v "



iA respectively, Speer's Job was exceedingly more difficult.

Speer came to power three years after the war began, and he had
4A 'to struggle with various members of the Nazi hierarchy to gain

coritrol over the economny. Hitler gave him econanic authority

I in a piecemeal fashion. being very careful not to give Speer

too much power. Bormann, the Party Secretary,, fought many of

Speer's policies because they infringed on the "~powers" of the

local Party officials (Gauleiters). Goering, second in power

to Hitler, felt that Speer had too much powmer and fought to

limit this threat to himself. Hinmmler, head of the S.S.,

was concerned with constructing his ownm industrial ba-se; and

competad with Speer for the available resources of the Reich

and cptured territories. Theme men,alstugigfroe

pow-r, made Speor's job of gearing the economy for totL War

almost impossible. Oinly his J3edication and organizational

genius- enabled h'- to avvereono mast of the stumbling blocks

placed along his p~.th.

Wher comnparing the contributions of Rathensu and Speer,

it is essential to examine- the ea.virormat iti 14ich they wo -ed.

Ofpartlcu-lar U~prtwanc to t~hia problezm-, is the attituch of

Cthe civilian populatton (th* rminal wIll). A& Rathenau

SN.approached his task of convertirxg the eco-nocmy to a u--i

footing,, the, Gerr~n people still were flushed with the victo~ries

of the late nixneteenth century. The Kaiser had convinced the

" kJ.s
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populace that the Reich'3 ne-igbors v. conspiring againat

Germany. Consequently, when the Itqrial Army crossed the

border into Belgiwm on its way to France, the action had the

support of the masses.

Speer, on the other hand, came to power after Germanyts

military strategy had been thwarted. Fortunately for Speer,

the word "defeat" had not yet entered the people's mind. They

considered the set-back before Moscow ae being minor. A slight

change in the military timetable was required--nothing more.

By early 1943, however German confidence began to wane and

gr'adually transformed itself into determination and fear,.

These ingredients, the experience of defeat in the last war,

and the Allies' call for the Reich_ s ,unconditional surrender,"I

drove the flagging national will back into Hitler's camp.

After the initial defeat of her military strategy, the

Rathenau and Speer Systems of Industrial war-production were

key factors in Germany's ability to prolong both world wars.

Both systems provide the strategist with invaluable lessons

concerning the marshalling of a nationts limited natural and

human resour-ces in support of military and political objec-

tives, These lessons are:

1. Industrial and economic planning must go hand-

in-hand with strategical planning for the possibility of total

war. In other words, plan for total war, aud prepare a
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productive base for total war, even if llimited martial and

industrial efforts for limited war are your objectives;

2. Centrailized military and industrial elements

are the key. Prc-per preparation and deployment of huiman and

r'atural resources to fight and produce for total war are

essential;

3. The nature of warfare in the twentieth century

has changed. War today is characterized by battles between

opposing industrial complexes. The nation that contemplates

a defensive, or offensive, war -must 'Lay the proper economic

anid industrial foundltion, duriug& times of peace. To do other-

K~i wise, especially in the nucleav age, is to court disaater; and

4. Industrial nations m,.mt continually be alert to

identify men of rare organization~al and administrative ability,

and be prepared to tap this resource as necessary. Men llike

Rathenau and Spe~er, who 6Xamoncatrate the vision to assess stra-

12?tegically and draw upon national strengths,~ while minimizing
~ national weaknesses, enhance the industri~al war-inaking capability

of a nation.

............ . . . . .
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CHAPTER I

GERMANY ON msE EVE OF WORLD WAR I

After the French defeat in the Franco-Prussian War of

1870-71, the German states united under Prussian leadership

and became the Second German Empire. Recognizing the dangers

inherent in rapid expansion,, the Germazi C)'i=nciallor; Otto von

Bismarck (1862-1890), proposed consolidation and "Ge'¶manization"

R 20
of the states and territories that comiprised the Reich. To

stabilize Europe, Bismarck deliberately avoided destroyiag

Austria-Hungary and France during the wars for unification.

He believed that e balance of power system was necessary for

Sthe maintenance of peace. The Chancellor also believed that

Germany had earned Francefs undying emnity as a result of the

war. This belief became the cornerstone of Imperial diplomacy

& while Bismiarck was in office. 1

In attempting to circtmvent the possibility of French

revenge, Bismarck used his dipl.om~tic skill to isolate France,

A _ _ _ _ _ _

* 20Bismarck's policy of "Germanization" was designed to fos-
ter and develop a sense of nationhood within the territorial

X_ limits of the new Rei~ch. He wanted the people to consider
Lhemselve. Geruisrs as opposed to Saxons, Prussians, Bavarians,

2HolbornII 234-2-36,
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politically, from t-..e other majov powers of Europe. To accom-

plish this, the Imperial Chancellor employed a series of shifting

alliances with the other Continental powers. By doing so, he

was able to counter-balance changing political trends in Europe

to the Reich's advantage and to keep France isolated. Austria-

Hungary was used as a counterforce to Russian ambitions in the

Balkans. Russia was used to counter Austria-Hungaryts Polish

ambitions. Theo alliance with Italy was designed to keep France

isolated fromi a Continental ally and to insure German access

to the Mediterranean. Friendly relations were maintained with

England; again, primarily to isolate France. As complicated

as Bismarck's Alliance System was it was successful in accom-

pliahing its designed purpose and it did contribute to peace,ilIin Europe as long as the old "master" was at the helm.

Part of Germany's territorial acquisitions as a result

of the Franco-Prussian War were Alsace and Lorraine. In addi-

t ~on to these two territories,, France- was required to pay the

new Reich five taillard francs as indemnities. These provinces

bec-aze a thorn in the diplomatic relations between Germany and

France, and were the focal pioit of Francets desire for revenge.

After the introduction of the Thotas and Gilchrist taethod of

processing low-grade iron ore prjfitably, Alsace-Lorraine,

with their iron ore resources, played a very important role

in the rapid industrialization of the German Empire.



The introduction of the Thomas and Gilchrist method of

steel production in Germany in the 1880's helped in laying

the industrial. foundation for the developmnent of an arme pro-

ducing base. Additionally, the new steel-making process triggered

an industrial boom, owing to the almost inexhaustible reserves

of low-grade iron ore in Lorraine. 2 The impact of this boom

7. was felt in most segments of German society and it resulted

in the Reich becoming one of the leading industrial powers of

* ,~1 ~the world by the First World War.

industrialization was late in coming to Germany and it

was characterized by three fairly distinct stages. Th~e first

T& stage involved the introduction of machines and the factory

systemu of production during the first quarter of the nineteenth

century. N4o great quantum~ jumps were recorded during this peri-

od; however, the Prussian Gover-nment c-miiitted it-self to assisting

in the developrnant of industries, In 1821 it created the Insti-

tute of Trades (Gewerbe Ins titut) to spread technical knowledge

aind encourage experimentation in new methods. By subsidizing

this program the Prussian &overnment act a precedent which waG

followed for the remainder of tha~cixet and early twentieth

. .. .. .. . . .c .nturcies. 2 3

2 2 Tj{*C]pham, The Economic Development of France and
German 1815 1914, (Gambdge Cambridge. University Press,

231bid. 87.

. .. . ..- .. .S ..
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The second stage of industrial developineni coincides
24

with the rapid expansion of railroads after 1840. This stage

was of particular importance because it stimulated the growth

of the steel, machinery, and transportation industries. A

collateral effect of the increase in the number of railroads

was the gradual shift of the population frm rural to urban

areas.

The final stage of German industrial growth prior to

the First World War began after 1880. The growing density of

rail lines of communication permitted businessmen to locate

their factories pretty much where they wanted to. These plan-

ners were not restricted to locations that were abundant in

natural resources. Again, the railroads were a key factor.

They provided the major means of mobility fer the shifting work

force as well as material, 2 5

In addition to the key role railroads played in the in-

dustrialization process in Germany, they were of particular

importance in the formulation and execution of Imperial military

strategy. The railroads were considered of such importance

in Germany that they were nationalized in 1876. Prior to the

__ 24

Ha2 4 olborn, III, 374.

__ 
2 5See Table in di for population distribution in

Germny from 1871 to 1910.

4 ,* 4 - - - • - - 7 - ' " " - " ' = " • ' ' • ' ' ' ' . . .- " " ; : - - "
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government's takeover, approximately one-half of the 27,960

kilometers of track was in private hands. By 1912, of the 60,521

kilometers in operation,, only 3,631 kilometers were privately

owned. 6 Despite nationalization, th~e amount of track put

27

The German Empire was particularly blessed in natural

resources necessary for industrialization. She had bountiful

............ reserves of coal and iron; as well as the minerals necessary

for the development of a large chemical industry; and the lines

of com~munications (railroads,, highways,, and canals) necessary
A

to support developing industries. Paramount in industrializa-

tion is the iron and steel production. Without a significantII iron and steel industry, the other industries of a nation

suffer and are impeded in their progress. With the acquisition

of Alsace and Lorraine-, Germany was able to compete with the-

Wtt rest of the world in iron and steel production. By 1900 Ger-

many became- the leading steel producer in Europe. Teo short

Zyears later, the Reich's, output of iron and &teel exceeded the

combined output of Great Britain and France. Z
H

26Stolper, 40-41.
27 __ _ _

SeTable 2 in Appendix for growth of Gerrman railroads
frm1835 to 1915.

2 Clapham, 285. Also see Table 3 in ýpýencdix for c~oparison
of iron and steel outputs for Great Britain, Germany, France,

___ and Belgium.
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Germanyts ore deposits would have been of little use to

her if she would noL have had the means of processing them.

At the heart of any industry, and especially iron and steel

processing, fti the need for energy. The primary source of

ý;nergy during the period of European industrialization was coal,

M Ideaily, these coal beds should be located within the nation's

territorial borders to insure unrestricted access. In this

respectr Imperial Germany was again very fortunate. She appeared

to have almost limitless coal reserves dispersed throughout

the coun~try. The primary coal deposits were located in the

Ruhr, the Saar basin, the Saxon basin, and in Silesia. The

Reich's output in coal and lignite rose from 37,900,000 metric

tons in 1871 to an unbelievable 279,000,000 metric tons in

1913. By 1913 Germany ranked second, behind Britain, in total

coal production in Europe and she ;ms challenging Great Britain

for leadership in this field also.2

The rapid expansion of Gerany's transportation, coal,

and iron :,nd steel industries were directly responsible for the

developm~ent and growth of numerous other businesses. Of par'-

ticuar ~petane bcause of their future military and political

roles was the developm~ent of the shipbuilding and wachinery

U, 2 9 1bid.21,83 Also see Table- 4 in ýpDendix for comn-
parisonF~ coal outputs for Great Brita n, Gavm~ny, Franct, and
Belgium.
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industries. Within the machinery indwutry the armamentst

firms achieved a position of unprecedented heights.

The shipbuilding and marine-engine industries we%- located

mainly at Hamburg, Bremen, and Stettin. These concerns played

an important role in German history: industrially, politically,

and militarily. Industrially, they provided a merchanL fleet

which carried raw materials to Germany and finished products to

the rest of the world from the Reich, In her search for new

sources of raw materials and markets, the Imperial government

posed a potentially serious commercial threat to Great Britain.

From the military standpoint, the rapid growth of the

German battle-fleet challenged Britaints domination of the seas.

Admiral Alfred von Titpitz, (1849-1930) Secretary of State for

the Imperial Navy from 1897 to 1916, was the Reich's chief

advocate for a strong; navy. Like Mahan, von Tirpitz believed

that an industrialized nation needed a strong navy to protect

its interests. Tirpitz stated, "Without an industry protected

by naval power we ceased to be a great continental power....

-~ ~Without naval power Germny's status in the world remained that

.~ ~1'30of a mollusc without a shell."0 These arguments found a rady

listener in Wilhelm II who "As anxiaas to enter the arena of

3 0 Golo Mann, The HItir of G,•many Since 1789,(New York:

Fredrick A. 1 t-r.-y Ma•rian Jack•oný, 261.
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world politics (Weltpolitiken).

In Lhe political prospective, the growth of Germany t s

merchant-marine and battle fleets was perceived by Great Britain

as a strategic threat to her position in the world. Efforts to

have the Kaiser scale down his shipbuilding programs fell on

deaf ears. Consequently, diplomatic relations between these

two countries became very strained. An examination of the

Reich's naval production program points out Britain's reason

for alarm. The tonnage of German steam-powered vessels rose

from 216,000 tons in 1880 to 724,000 tons in 1890. By 1900

this figure was 1,348,000 tons; rising to 2,397,000 tons by

4 1910.31

4 The machine and armaments industries grew at a rate

comparable to the iron and steel industry. A study of the

-i growth of German heavy industry reveals that they were used

to: expand the railroads; construct a powerful merchant

fleet; and to stimulate and expand the machinery and aruamenta'

industries. Machinery and armaments' workers grew in number

4 tfrom 51,000 in 1861 to 356,000 in 1882, rising to 1,20,000

Sby 1907.'2 Pro4uct. cof the machinery industry conscituted the

Ai• bulk of Gerimn exports. The income realized from these exports

"Clapham, 286.

32Stuipe, 24.

V,
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provided Germ~any with the resources and capital necessary to

g continue her industrial expansion.

The chemical industry of Germany started its major

expansion in the 1880's also. Initially, the chemical firms

started out by making use of coal by-productU and later shifted

to dyestuffs and pharmaceuticals.33 Qualitative achievements

by Germany in these fields were particularly important because

they stimulated the growth of the chemical industryL. It is

very difficult to compare Germany's chemical industry growth

D, ;ý4ith the other European nations because of a lack of statistics.

Within the Reich,, however, while only employing 1.54 percent

of the total work force in i'071, the chemicai industry's con-

tribution was significant to tho expansion of Lx~th other in-

34
dustries and agriculture.

~The net re-sult of Germany's accelerated industrial

growth was that she be-ca~e heaviiyr depev~ent on other countries

forraw -atrials ad fe "tu~ffs. By '.914 Ute atate c-ould only

satisfy her own needs In coal, phosphates, and zinc. All other

~4W.E. Bruck, Soc1ia niid Econtymic tfiistoryoF Cnrmany fro-m
W1 1 ain I I to H -Utr 1 88-l73F? aR M l~~T~ ord Uoiversity Press,

34.
A.' UJgher, Int.orpretati~ong of Recent Economic Progress

in Gemin," Arrwric;'in H. ýtoricai1 Review, X.Ill (July, 191,q), 30e-
',S 3ls fae Tabe 5 1n A p ndT~xCrP data on production of

Stsfurt crude potassium salts ir~ Gariwny 1861-1911.
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raw materials had to be imported in varying q:antities to support

induatrial production. 3 5

Unique to the development and growth of Geiuan industries

were the monopolie•' (cartels), and the banking system. The

cartels were of minor importance in the nation prior to 1873;

however, the depression of that year caused cartelization to

become a way of life and survival for German industries. The

basic goal of the monopoly was to insure its own survival in

baa, ds well as good, times. To accomplish its goal, the car-

tels were very active in restricting competition and stabilizing

prices for their products. As industries and their associated

cartels grew in size, they began to diversify their interest&.

Eventually, they attexapted to gain control of lthe sources of

raw materials they needed and to pr-vide them at the same

price to all members of the cartel. The next step was to gain

control of tive markets. Since the Imperial government considered

unrestrict!d capitalism to be in the general interest of both

the state and the people, c¢apture of the -isrkets in the Reich

was simple. The big car tels were ead motly in the heavy

indtwtries such as coal; iron, and ateel; a•d chemicals. 3 6

35Fritz Sternberg , enda Ltnin• WarL (Lc~don:
Faber and Faber, 1938), tr.; y -7Edard rit.zerald,-144-149.

36 Holborn, III, 384-386.
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By 1914 the cartýýala of Germany had interests and holdings all

over the world., Yet, the cartels still only accounited for a

very small percentage of German business and industry.

The banking system during the nineteenth and early

twentieth centuries pL~yed a key role in the industrialization '

of Germany. The banks in this country differed fromn the banksVI
of Great Britain and the United States in that_ they were a

combination of commercial banks, investment ban~ks2, and invest-

ment t-rusts backed by a strong central bank. The German

bariVý were designed froa their founding to be institutions to

finance industry. Specific German banks carae to be associa-ted

......... ith specific industries or geographical areas. it wqaa not

uncom~ion to have industrialists as members of the bankst board

of dii-ectors and vice versa. Banks witlh similar interests

began to merge in the game monnar indust-inlist.i had farmed

cartels. 1This permitted the bsnki t-o tncreas@ their invest-

mvnt acrass the board and 6y doing so stimulated the grovth

an further cartelization of 1indutigIy. If Ctie Rei~chul

have- had to rely on fo-reiLgn copit~j for the deve-lopent of her

industrial base. she would aot have -made the progress ahe recor-d-

ed In the period prior to World War 1

Stolper. 25-29.
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The formation, growth, and increasing influence of the

cartels involved with heavy industry and their increasing as-

sociation with government programs, particularly defense pro-

grams, marked the beginning of a large military-induscrial

complex in Germany. This can best be demonstrated by an examina-

tion of the shipbuilding programs of Wilhelm II. Impressed

with her rising stature and power in world politics, the Empire

was caught up in the resurgence of imperialism during the last

decade of the nineteenth century. Nationalist and special in-

terest groups, such as the Pan-German Union and the Navy League,

respectively, gained in strength and influence throughout the
1'

country. These organizations, as well as many political and

military leaders, supported the concept of Germany as a world

empire (Weltreich). To achieve this goal, these groups demanded

territorial acquisitions in keeping with the spirit of Vhe

Stiimes. These demands were partially satisfied by the lease on

Ktaochow on the Chinese mainland and the purchase of the Caroline

and Mtriana Islands in 1899; and the acquisition of part of

the Samoan Islands in 1899.38

In order to protect the%e far-flung assets, von Tirpitt

6rgued that the Reich needed a powerful nAvy. In these

t 3

-'z r-&- an 263.

$-¾
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arguiments he was supported by many nationalist and special

interests groups, industrialists, most of the middlo class

(professionals and white-collar workers), and many scholars. 3 9

A special campaign in support of the shipbuilding program in

the newspapers owned by the industrialists convinced the

people a~nd the Imperial Parliament (Reichstag) that this pro-

gram would provide more jobs; stimulate business; assist heavy

industry; increase the nation's military pottntial; and assist

Germany in becoming a world empire. Consequently, the navel

program was funded by the ReichstaR. 4 0

Another example of the close cooperation betwe:en the

military and heovy industry in Germany occurred in 1913. When

invited by the Turkish government to assist in the reorganiza-

tion of their army, the German military mission used this

opportunity to sell the Turks new weapons and equipaient made

by Krupp. By being zontinually on the alert for armament

3 9Mann, 262. Max Weber, the n.oted economist, stated in
supp•ort of the shipbuilding prcgram: "Only complete political
dishonesty and naive optimism can fail to recognise that, after
a period of peaceful competition, the inevitable urge of all
nations with bour'geois societies to expand their trade must now
once more lead to a situation in which power alone will have a
decisive influence on thc extent to which individual nations
will share in the economic control of the world, and thus de-
termine the economic prospects of their peoples and of their
workers in particular."

4 0 1bids, 261-263.
4 1A.J.P. Tayior, The Struggle for Mastery in Europe 1848-

1L18, (Oxford- Clarenaiin Pres ,
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contractE throughout the world, the German Army and Navy united5with heavy industry to form a tight partnership. Industry

TA. devoted a great deal of its resources and technology to theJ.
developm~ent of more xuoderr and lethal weapons for their partners.

In this manner the military and industr~al establishments in the

Rec comibined the ir pow-ers to win the arms' race that was

taking place in Europe from 1893 until 1914.

The 'rapid grawth of German industry was accompanied by

a change in perception by Wilhelm 11 (1888-1918), as to Ger-

many's relative standing in the world. The German Empire became

an exporter of finished products and an importer of raw materials.

Consequently, German interests shifted beyond their national

frontiers in search of new markets and so~urces of raw =aterials.4

This search brought the Im~perial, government into conflict

with England, which in turn kindl~ed the. desire for additional

..... naval power. If the nation was to be a Weltreich, she had t

be able to protect her interests anywihere in the world.

Bismnarck long-ago recognized th-e possible tffect that4 industi-ialization would have on the existing social and political

IVE ,1ý,!o -der* and he used athritarian mothds to keep it unde~r con-

trol. A staunch conservative by nature., Bismar~ckl believed in

a strong athoritorian type of government for Geiyaany, HIe

2ThVI&k 71,
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believed that the key to the Reich's growth was in a political
and economic program that satisfied the needs of m~ostly the

well-to-do. As a result of his beliefs, the Chancellor adjusted

the economiic policies of the state to meet the wishes of the

politically strongest classa~s in Germany.4 In implementing

his program, Bismarck found it necessary once in a while to takeI ~a step backwards. To unify the couatry he made some concessions

-~to the liberals, especially in the area of social legislation.

-This, however, did not change his basic attitude towards the
N. .... liberal influences in the German society. Bismnarck considered

the shifts in population frowi the farms and villages to indus-

trial centers dangerous to the existing social order. His

pereeption was exacerbated by the rapid growth and influence of

the trade unions. This resulted from the increasing nu~ber of

workers employed in the indastrial sector of the economy. As

~~ the workers gatned in strength and influence, they demanded

additional social le-giaiation from the goxvarnnen t, again

posing a socialist threoat to the sUta-a au in Gercon society.

Bism~arck conside-red thege elaiments to be contrery to the be--t

intereats of tile Relch, if not the harbingers of doom. The

Chancellor, t~refore, exorte4 his influence through legislation.,
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and by other means,, to stemn any unfavorable tide of change.4

on March 18, 1890, after a heated conflict with the

emperor over ministerial access to the Raiser, Bismnarck resigned

I ~ his office. General Leo von Caprivi (183141899), was appointed

4 ~ to succeed Bismarck. An honest ma~n of sober judgment, Caprilvi

demorzstrated littl.e political imagination during his term of

officeq,4 which caused a shift in the st&Z.e balanc~e after

Bismarck's departure.

The period aftez Bismarck's resignation was marked by

the continued acceleration in the growth of banking and indus -

try. Most Germans during the 1890's felt as though the powers

of the Reich were limuitless; and that she should now take her

"wrightful" place along side the other industrial powers of the

world.4

Caught up in the aura of newly acquired power, Wilhelm

11 entered the arena of world politics in the late 189O's.

Without a Bismnarck to guide him, thie Kaiser made maay ~wiat~kes

as a result of his overwhelmiang desire to cempete- aggressively

wtith Great Britz-in, Fravice, and Rusaia a~s a world poGw-r.

Bfruck, 70.

45 1olborn, 302-303.

A&~7 t 
46iyior, 372.
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V 35
~ I Germany became involved in one world crisis after another

Jbecause of the Emperorts aggressive attitude. The Reich's

neighbors became alarmed, No statesman could predict with any

degree of assurance what action Germany would take in any

given situaticn.

J This uncertainty over Germany led to the formation of

alliances primarily directed against her. Germany was encircled

X by unfrienklly nations; however, she did "...nothing to prevent

..being encircled, convinced that (she) would always remain

master of the situation..,.4

Wilhelm II failed to see the significance of renewing

the Reinsurance Treaty with Russia. This marked the beginning

of the end for Bismarck's system of alliances. With this break- S

down, France was no longer isolated on the Continent. A major

power wsnow temporarily free to shift its weight. France took

advantage of this situation. Suboequent actions led to the

Franco-Ruissian Alliance- of 1892-93. Thssnl atdme

Germany to the possibility of fighting the two-front war that

48
Frederick the Great warned against long ago. The emergence

of new, fairly rigid political and miliuiry alignments in
V Europe after 1893, had a uignificcot impact on tite strategic

M~ann, 288.

48~Holborn. 111, 304.

-~ ~ 2 ~ -~ - . . . . . . . .
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thinking and planning of the German General Staff.

In 1897 Wilhelm II developed plans for a shipbuilding

program to be launched in 1900 which would have challenged

seriously British control of tCe seas and insured the Reich's

emergence as a world power.49 Not only did Great Britain view

this development as a threat to her national survival in

economic terms, but the military danger became more serious

every year. Britain was dependent upon control of the seas for

the unrestricted import of raw materials and foodstuffs, and for

the export of finished products. Any German expansion of trade

outside of Europe would put the Reich into competition with

Britain for the world's markets and sources of raw materials.

Having assessed Germany's industrial and shipbuilding capabili-

ties, Great Britain correctly considered that nation a grave

j: threat to her economy.

By attezpting to depose Britain as "tmaster of the seas

as well as searching for colonies abroad, the Kaiser and von

Tirpitz succeeded in pushing Great Britain into alliances with

France (1904) and with Russia (1907). Europe was now divided

into two armed camps: the Triple Entente (Great Britain,

France, and Russia); and the Triple Alliance (Germany, Austria-

Hungary, and Italy). No major European power was free to

4 9Taylor, 373.
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shift its weight during times of crisis. 50

By the turn of the century European armies were essen-

tially armies of mobilization. They consisted of a relativelyk:
small nucleus of professional soldiers that could expand much

larger in times of war with well-trained reserve forces. The

implementation of all contingency plans was based, therefore,

on the time required to mobilize and deploy the reserves.

Mobilization of reserves came to be accepted by European stra-

tegists as tantamount to a declaration of war. "It was the

object of German strategy to prevent the enemy from enjoying

rk Lthis period of 'war in peacetime 1 ; so Germany, and Germany

alone, thought that it must translate the equation of mobiliza-

51
tion with war into reality as quickly as possible."t Sur-

rounded by her enemies, while constrained in possessing rela-

tively finite resources, the Reich believed that she must have

first-strike capability. This philosophy ushered In the concept

of preemptive wars in the twentieth century.

3earing this in mind German strategists. such ai Count

•: Alfred von Schlieffen (1833-1913), Chief of the General Staff

from 191 to 1906, believed that the Imperisi Army's success on
? 'k

. i5rnn,. 261 and 266.

51Ibid., 296.
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the battlefield depended upon the rapid mobilization and em-

ployment of concentrated forces at the decisive place and time.

This axiom took on added significance in 1893 with the conclu-

sion of the Franco-Russian Alliance, The two-front war was

accepted as unavoidable and plans for its prosecution had to

be developed. Contrary to von Moltke's plan of 1879, which

envisioned a defense against France in the West and an offensive

against Russia in the East, 5 2 von Schlieffen considered France

to be the greatest threat to the Reich and developed his plan

accordingly. Von Schlieffen's plan entailed the invasion of
53

France through neutral Dutch and Belgian territory.

In developing his plan von Schleiffen considered the

time required for mobilization in France and Russia as being

an overriding factor in determining 6ho to strike first. The

plan appeared to be rational, simple, and sound. After adoption,

the General Staff considered the von Schlieffen Plan to be a

52Goerlitz, 100-101.

53.
t3Von Schlieffen's plan for victory against France called

for an overwhelmingly strong right wing to attack through No!-
land and Belgium to avoid the French fortifications. The left
wing of the German Army, consisting of minimt=n forces, was to
contain the French offensive and delay back to the Rhine, if
necessary. The right wing would then sw~eep South of Paris, then
turn East and destroy the French Army from the rear. Victory
was to be achieved within s~x weeks. The bulk of the German
Army was then to be shifted to the East and employed against
Russia. See Montross, 685-686.
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panacea. They completely disregarded the political implications

F of violating neutral territory. It was a matter of military

I ~ necessity.

Adheence to the von Schlieffen Plan practically guaran-

4 teed that iU Germany went to war with Russia, she would auto-

A matically violate Belgian neutrality and be at war with France

and Great Britain as well. Because of the various military

1 clauses in the Triple Entente's alliances, no serious contingency

plans were developed for a war with any of her perceived enemies

on a separate basis. Germany took these military clauses very

seriously, perhaps more seriously than the Entente partners

did. Because of the von Schlieffen Plan, it simply became a

choice of all or nothing. There was no flexibility, no room

for adjustment at the last minute, owing to the very detailed

nature of the mobilization timetables.

Having been successful in their past wars, the General

Staff assumed an exaggerated role in the realm. of foreign nolicy.

They were permitted to prepare contingency plans without consulting

7I~ the political leaders of the country. These plans were then

submitted to the civilian leadership for coment. Because of

their fantastic faith in the General SLaff, these leaders

i usually approved the military plans iii i "rubber-stamp" 'aahion.

C This process exposed some of the glaring shortcomings of the
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454German governmental system. No political action was taken to

contest the invasion of Holland and Belgium under the Schlieffen

Plan.

1k In the economic sphere, no detailed preparations were

made to sustain the army in the event the Schlieffen strategy

failed. The war was to be fought with existing supplies, and

owing to its predicted short duration, there was no need to

Smobilize the economy. It was hoped that the war against France

and Russia would take on the character of the Franco-Prussian

* War of 1&70-71. This would mean little, if any, disruption to

z jthe economic life of the nation. 5 5

4 1 Unfortunately for the Reich, little consideration was

given to the vast quantities of munitions necessary to feed

I rapid-firing machineguns and artillery pieces on the modern

battlefield over a long period of time. The effects of a pos-

isble blockade, limiting or cutting off altogether imports of

critical raw uate-riale and foodstuffs, had not been anticipated.

The poAsibtlity 6f failure apparently was never seriously con-

• sidered by the General Staff. The Kaiser did promise, "We
s halt ba lhv again by Christmas...." 5 6 onc everyone be~ieved

A54olborn, III, 427.

5 5 Stornberg, 140.

" 140.
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it. Faulty as these assumptions were, nevertheless these ideas

comprised the basic thinking that influenced Germany's economic

A and industrial planning for war.

- In examining a nation's capability to wage war, a very

•2 important, somewhat unquantifiable, element of power must be

I considered by the strategist: national will. Ntiorsl will has

been defined as the "...sum total of a nation's motivational

I 57
capabilities.- In order to assess the motivational capabili-

ties of a nation, two major areas of consideration must be

scrutinized: sociological factors and psychological factors.

Elements that contribuLe to sociological factors are: culture;

standard of living; social institutions; race; health; and

the quality of society, government, and leadership. Psychologi-

cal factors are comprised of: belief systems; national images;

and the national character, style, and morale.58

In attempting to superimpose the model for assessing

national will in the case of Germany before World War I, extreme

caution must be exercised to avoid oversimplifications and

U5 7 United States Army CorGand and General Staff College,
Guidelines for Analysis: Elements of PoIN•r. (Fort Leavenworth,

I5 8 bid., PI-AS-3-8, 9 and 10.
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generalizations. Prior to 1871 and the formation of the Second

Reich, the middle-classes of the various German states were

caught up in the Li"Cral movement that was sweeping through

I ~ Europe. The majority of the people were interested in their

own particular situations and ways of life. The spirit of

nationalism had not yet filtered down to the "man on the

street." For the most part the various military establishments

of the German states were held in very low esteem. The wealthy

and educated took every opportunity to"...buy their way out...'

4 of military service. 5 9

with the victories of Prussian arms in the Wart for

German Unificatton, culminating in the establishment of the

Second Empire, a very dramatic change in attitude took place

in the German middle-classes. Intoxicated with pride at the

overwhelming successes achieved during the wars, the middle-

class came to look "...on their army as a priceless national

treasure. Long-nurtured resentment of Prussian militarism and

drill-ground spit and polish paled and vanished.,.,60 The

k59
Gerhard Ritter, The Sword and the Scepter: The Problem

of Militarism in Ger(any 4 7 vols. ; Coral ablies: University
;T o-667D}, tr. by Heinz Nordon, 1I, 96.

i 6 0 Ibid., 1L0.
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emerging nationalistic spirit in Germany was accelerated not

only by the swift industrial growth of the nation, but also

in the equally-rapid militarization of the middle-class. The

latter was achieved by way of the reserve officer program. 6 1

Through the War of 1870-71 there were very few reserve

"officers serving in the armies of the GermLan states. Officers

traditionally came from the landed gentry (Junkers) and the

aristocracy. After 1871, however, German Army reforms per-

mitted the expansion of a program for commissioning reserve

officers. The reserve officers came from predominately petite-

bourgeois backgrounds. The reserve officer program expanded

very rapidly, and the reserve commission became a sought-after

",status" synbol in German society. The bourgeoisie found that

possession of a reserve coxmission opened many doors to advance-

ment that were previously closed to them. 6 2 By 1913 over 70

perceit of the German officcr corps as a whole, and 48 percent

of the colonels -and generals, were of middle-class backgrounds.6 3

The militarization of the middle-class, coupled with

Its growing affluence, as a result of industrialization, and

increased social mobility, enabled this class to determine

6 11bid., 101-103.

62kitter, 11, 101-102.

63Cratg, 235.

235.
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the culture of Germany. Vie bourgeoisie admired and recognized

the preeminence of the Junkers and aspired to join their ranks. 64

The Junkers had always led the way in Prusaia in servic- to

the state, bith in politics and the Army. As a part of the

changing social values, patriotx- and nationalism took their

places at tho top of the middle-class vait.es.

~I The phenomenal rise to industrial power, combined

with the memory of past victories of Prussian arms (1864-1371),

blinded the German people and the government in assessing the

true limits o£ their political and military strength. As a

result, both the people and governmental leaders were embittered

by, and contemptuous of, the encirclement by the Triple Entente.

Both saw this as a threat to their survival and they were

w-Ming to meet this challenge with arms, if necessary. Austria~-

Hungary's partnership in the Triple Alliance gave the people

and the government, as well as the Army, some measure of con-

fidence.

On June 28, 1914. Serbian fdnatics assassinated the

heir to the Austrian throne, Archduke Franz Ferdinand, in the

little town of Sarajevo.65 This was followd by a month of

""Holborn. III, 389.
6 A.J.P Taylor, o Sarajevo to Potsdam, (London: Har-

court, Brace & Wold i9c;-T3 20.

Z.. . ..
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building tensions and ultimatums. Serbia,, supported by Russia,

became the fuse thaL ig-ited the bomb which exploded as the

First World War. Ger-muuyfs support of her ally, Au~stria-H~ungary,

encý,uraged Franz Josef to make demands en che Serbs that he

knew would be refused. The Serbs, casuted of Russian support, 4

could well afford to refuse fulfilling Austrian demands.

Aftr treasco~inter-threats,, and proposed mediation

failed to resolve the crisis, the Germens received worC of

Russian mobiliLation on July 29, 1914'.4 Twt, days later the

East Prussian-Russian frontier was closed by the Czar; and M

notices of general mobil-lzation were posted. After further

attmpts failed to convince the Russians to withdraw the order

of mobilizatiorn, the Germran government ordered mobilization of

her forces on August 1, 1914. Germany was the last of the

Continental polffra to order mobilization. On August 4. 1914t

implementatio~n of the Schlieffen Plan was c-dered. The invasion

of France was about to begin.6 ......6 ..ý.1

With the will of the people behind them, 4thp German
Government and tne General 3-taff were confid:-t c~f swift Vic-

tory as they marched to war in August 1914. What nation could

6 6 Goerlitz, 152-155.

4,
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afford to go to war without the full support of her population?67

The. German people entered World War I in a jubilant mnanner,

convinced that they would win the war quickly and be homwe for

Christmas, as the Kaiselr promised.

Within a week after the outbreak of the war, Walther

Rathenau, a German industrialist,, fearing the war would be

protracted, went to the War Ministry to determ~ine the st 'is

of raw materials in Germany Aft V eemnigte ec'

available supply of raw materials _Aid only support her war-

machine for approximately si7 ý-onths, Rathenau made suggestions

®r'and recommendations . controlling the critical materials.

TPe War Minister, vo alkenhami~quickly grasped the soalndne3s

~K# Iof Rathenauts arguments; and appointed him to organize and
....I head a War Raw Materials Bureauw&'thin the framework of One

War Ministry.

Three weeks later all of Get=ny's hopes for a quick,

-decisive victory over France were smashed at the First Battle

tRI of the Marne. Germany was now faced with the problem of

fighting a modern, long-term war o~f attrition~. By failing- to

adequ~ately conisider this possibility,, Germany foun~d herself

ill-prepared, economically and industrially, for the war ahead

h7 ontross, 633.
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of her. The emergence of Walther Rathenau, soon to become

Germany's organizer for victory, did not change the tide in

favor of the Reich, but it was instrumental in delaying the

eventual outcom~e for four years.

IR
V'
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"I' HCWAPTER II

THE RATHENAU SYSTEM IN WORLD WAR I

One of the first men of the twentieth centur*y to recog-

nize the changing character of warfare was the German indus-

trialist Walther Rathenau. Rathenau's industrial back-rotmd

enabled him to understand the total impact of technology on

military operations. He realized that the basis for political

and military decision had shifted from competing military forces

A I on the battlefield to competing industrial complexes behind the

A front line. Rathenau believed t.at economics and technology

6Econstituted the essence of military and political power.

In Rathenau's view, the nation with the greatest in-

"dustrial potential and with free access to resources had a

distinct military advantage. It could make maztmuai use of the

economic element of power. If, on the other hand, the resources

to feed industry were tuavailable or denied, the advantages

a ccrue-d by having a well developed induscrisl base were negated.

Because of his rare insight and understanding of this principhc,

1 Walther Rathenau becbxe the Reich's economic and industrial

3 tCernot" of the First World War.

t. 68 Erlc Koelms n, 'Walther RAthenau and German Foreign Policy
r Thoughts and Actions," Journal of Modern History, XXIV (1952),

* f 127..
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Walther Rathenau was boninto modest, Jewish, middle-

class surroundings in Berlin on September 29, 1867. Hle was just

a child when Bismarck forged the Empire and he grew u-p during

the industrial boom which followed the uniting of the German

states in 1871. During this period of industrial growth,

* young Walther's father, Emil Rathenau, an early pioneer-in

* German industry, devoted himself almost entirely to his en-

gineering efforts and innovations. The changing moods of his

father during periods of stress had a deep effect on young

Rathenau. He interpreted his father's moods as indifference

i69
and this wounded the bay's self -esteem. 9

When Walther was fourteen, his father secured the

Edison patents and founded the German Edison Company for Applied

Electricity (Dutsche Edison-Gesellachaft fur angewandte Elek- 4

trizitat). Thi@ company was the precursor to the A.E.G. It

weis through this company that Emil Rathenau developed techniques

which made mass production in the electrical industry a reality.

-~~ Froma his father Walther learned the benefits of having centralized4

70
control over econocic units. The elder Rathenau's massive

deveiopment of the electrical induotry was in part responsible

.......... count Harry Kessler, Walther Rathenau: His Life and Work,
(New York: Howard Fercig, 1969) 10:

7lbtd. 12 -13.
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for the rapid expansion of other enterprises in Germany.

Repulsed by his father's addiction to his work, Walther}became completely devoted to his mother. To him, she represented

the "...emnbodiment of the ideal, world of Goethe and of the

great German Romantics...." 7 Impressed with the changing

world around him, besides being subjected to the contradic-

tory, but strong, influences of his parents, young Rathenau

he was a hardworking, efficient administrator, while at the
same time he was a romantic literatiL. This dual-value system

remained with him till the end.

At the age of seventeen Rathenau entered the University

in Berlin,, and later Strassburg. He studied chemistry,

mnathematics,, physical science, anid philosophy. Later Walther

specialized in electro-che-mistry~s relatively new field. After

spending several years working at his profession in the small

72
town of Bitterfeld, Rathenau decided to retire and devote

-YF himself to th-e put-suit of the other interest in his life--

literature. As a young boy he became an avid reader, a trait

that remained with him the rest of his life. Rat~henau was

7ibid.1 18.

7 Kessler, 21.

.... . ....
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also driven by the desire to write and share his opinions and

philosophies with others. In answering his literary calling,

he authored numerous articles, monographs, and books dealing

mostly with the social and economic order in Europe.

Rathenau's retirement from the business world was short-

lived. He accepted an invitation from his father to join the

staff of A.E.G. Young Rathenau soon succeeded his father as

the head of the company, which had become one of Germanyts

largest and most important cartels. In addition to running

the firm, Rathenau was on the board of at least seventy other

74
companies and belonged to over 300 societies or associations.

One of the crosses that Rathenau had to bear was that

of his Jewish ancestry. M4any of his early writings attest

to this. In an article in Die Zukunft, in 1897, he wrote:

"Remarkable sight! In the middle of German life a strange

and isolated tribe, glitteringly and ostentatiously decked out,

hot-bloodedqy mobile of expression. An Asiatic horde on Branden-

burg sand...not a living part of the nation, but a foreign
75

body in it." Rathenau went on to advise these foreigners to

become "Jews of Germsa character" as opposed to "imitation

73

Felix, 639-640.
74,

"-"A German View of the Problems of Peace," The American

Review of Reviews, LVI (August,1917), 200.
-75

Fetx 69
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Teutons."7  Despite his Jewish background, Rathenau became a

staunch nationalist and urged others to do likewise. Unf or-

tunately, he was never able to outgrow his inferiority complex.7

After the outbreak of war in August 1914, Rathenau

4 and one of his associates,, Richard von Moellendorff,, were quick

to realize the technological implications involved in supporting

a large war-machine for an extended period of time. They un-

j ~ derstood the industrial process in Germany and knew exactlyI I how dependent the nation was on other countries for raw materials.

Based on the existing stock of critical materials available to

A.E.G., they did not believe that the Reich co'uld susttain her-

~j I self for long if her sources of supply were denied by a

I Ilockade. Encouraged by von Moel~lendorff, Rathenau went

directly to the War Ministry a few days after the war began

and suggested that a survey be conducted to determine the status

of raw m~aterials currently available in Germany. 7

Based on Rnthensu~s suggestion a survey was conducted.

i6bid., 639.

77
ArMnold Brechtf "Walther Rathenau and the German People,"

The Journal of Politics, X (February, 1948),, 27.

7 8Felix, 641.
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Its findings indicated that Germany only had enough raw

materials forr a half-year of war.,79 Rathenau explained that

being practically land-locked, Germany would be very vulnerable

A. to a blockade. He pointed out that if a blockade were imposed

by Britain while the war lasted longer than eixpected, it would

be almost impossible for Germany to keep her army supplied.

Ratlienau's arguments impressed the War Ministry off i-

cials. He was asked to present his ideas~ to the War Minister,

Erich von Falkenhayn. Von Falkenhayn recognized the validity

A of Rathenau's arguments and immediately prevailed upon him to

A~~l orgaaize and head a War Raw Materials Bureau (Kri&- Pnohstof-.

fabte~lung, or K.xR.A.) within theia War Ministry.

This was a monumental step on von Falkenhayn's pert, for

this was the, first time thtacv~a~and a Jew at that

was appointed to a position of such impotcewhn the

Ministry.8 It was through the K.R.A. that German industry

was provided with the indispensable raw materials necessary

to keep the Army in the war. The K.R.A. was Rathenau's major

7Feldman, 45.

80Stolpe-r. 651.

L1mil Ludwig, Nine E.';ched F'rom Life, (New York: McBride
and Company. 1934) 160-.
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contribution to the German war effort; and its success formed

the basis for the establishment of an Economic General Staff

(Wirtschafticher Generalstab) as predicted by Rathenau in

1915.82 The Economic General Staff became a very important

element in subsequent developuent of the German economy through

the Third Reich.

In organizing the K.R.A. Rathenau had many problems.

His first and most immediate problem was personnel. He brought

von Moellendorff and Professor Klingenberg with him from the

A.E.G. The War Ministry provided a retired colonel to serve

as co-director and an experienced secretary. From this humble

beginning, Rathenau began the monumental task of reorganizing

Germany's economy. 83

Wih his sail staff Rathenuu began assessing the

quantity of raw materials and productive facilities available

in the Reich. He found this was ,ractically impossible to do

in the time available to him. By developing the hypothesis

that the store of supplies available to any large group of

industries would be equal to the supplies available to the

82Walther Rathenau, "Germany's Provisions for Raw Materials,"
Fall of the German Empire, (Stanford University: Hoover War
Lray Tblications--No. 2, 1932), 90.

83Rathen~au, 79.
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nation, Rathenau was able, with astonishing accuracy, to quan- FM

tify the raw materials problem.84
AA

Once the quantity of critical materials was known,

Rathenau had to determine how ie could best control and

allocate them. Paramount in his thinking was that tie needs

of the civilian population had to be subordinated to the needs

of the army and state. Keeping this in mind he implemented

four measures which formed the foundation of his system; and

the basis on which the German economy was restructured. First,

coercive measures were adopted regarding the "tse of all raw
materials in the country. 8 5  No material was to be used for

luxury items, or for anything else that was not absolutely

needed for the war effort. Second, ",..raw materials to sup-

plement the German stocks would have to be procured from

foreign countries, by force if need be., 6  Third, that any-

thing indispensable and not available from outside sources

841bid., 79.

S5Sec Table 6 in e for a listing of the Thirty Raw
Materials most vital in war. Harry N. Holmes, Strategic Materifls
and National Strength,(New York: Macl-illan co.I ,--i.

86Albrecht Mendelssohn Bartholdy, The War and Gernman Society,

½ (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1937•, M.The se--cond-
iMqasure had been deleted from the text of the printed edition
of Rathenau's speech on the K.R.A. by military censors. It
Is obvious that the censorp diC not want to publicize the means
J o be used to obtain raw materials, if necessary.

4Ii .: .-
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would have to be manufactured in Germany. To accomplish this,

A new methods of manufacture had to be developed in in~ny in-

stances. Finally, measures lad to be instituted to substitute

4 easily procurable raw materials for those more difficult to

'A obtain. An example of this was the use of steel, as opposed

to brass, in the manufacture of cartridge cases.87

Rathenau believed that som~e compulsion would be necessary

to insatitute his economic programs however, he only wanted to

'4 use minimum force. To this end, Rathenau placed great reliance

on the nationa-listic attitudes of the industrialist and brought

many of them into his organization as honorary "dollar-a-year-

men." In this manner he waa able to achieve to a great degree

as much industrial. self-responsitility as was poaible. 1hc

addition of these financial and industrial leaders to the staff

of the K.R.A. meant that men who were- intimately familiar

with industry's requirements were- now tasked with providing

and controlling the materials they needed for production. For

all practical purposes, these experts became instruments of

6`7national policy.8

87 Rathenau, 80-81.

8 Feldmn 48.
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To gain control over the available supplies, the K.R.A.

instituted a modified system of requisitioning. Raw materials

were not considered in the light of ownership,but rather in

terms of right of disposal and this was closely regulated.

This permitted distribution of scarce raw materials to firms

producing goods essential to the war effort on the basis of

established priorities. 8 9

IL The primary means Rathenau used to establish policy,

set priorities, and control the distribution of raw materials

N peculiar to specific industries was through a series of

organizations he established, These organizations were known

.-.- . . . . . s War Inductries, Boards (Kriegswirtschafts-Genell!e haften).

These Boards, or War Companies, as they later became known,

served a tnreefold capacity: a) as representative cornsultants

J to advise the governwent on thei-i trades; b) as government

executive agents within their trades, and c) as aututiomoug

90
bodies in spheres not regulated by the government.

IZ The Krtegswirtschafts-Gesellschaften were formed as

jc-int-stock or limited-liability companies, but dlifferd fro

8 9 Ibid., 48.

9 0Brecht. 42.
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* genuine private companies owing ro the govenmental functions

qseigned to them. The Wa1t cmpanies were formed as needed

within the framework of the K.R.A.; and they exercised control

over the raw materials allocated to their industry. As auto-

nomous organs of the industries thus represented, they acted

"...under public control and for the public benefit.?91

1 Governmental control during the first two years of

war w-as confined to the following measures:

1. Raw materials, as they became scarce, were seq,,estrated
and the producers were compelled to sell their product to the
Sar companies;

2. Maximum prices were decreed; and

3. Raw materials were resold to processors for preacrihed
purpogese and diocribution to manufacturers was according to
priorities assigned to their products. 92

I There was actually little legal basis for Rathenau's

systea; especially his method of gaining control over available

raw materials. The legality of his system oas not challenged

initially because of the enthusiasm displayed by thie population

and industry during the first months of the war. This

"espirit enabled Rathensu to accomplish the required centrali-

zation of control so necessary in his system.

r91

9 1Stolper, 66.

j9 Zbid.w 66.
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The major legal problem that Rathenau encountered was

the Law of Seige, 9 3 which permitted the Deputy Cotmanding Generals

of the various military districts to circumvent his control and

pursue independent and inconsistent policies. 94  This stumblin,-

block was eliminated by the Bunde. ,t decree of July 24, 1915,

which officially centralized thL control of raw materials in

the War Ministry. 95

Rathenauts system ef coordinating and controliing the

efforts of industry through the War Companis proved to be

most eff-.ctive. The War Companies grew in number during the

i-iar and by the end of the war they controlled most aspects of

the German economy. After the initial enthusiasm of the popula-

tion and industry died down, Rathenau began to experience much

opposition to his system. Effective as it was in providing

the necessary resources for industry, there was a tendency to

object to governmental control over raw materials. This was

especially true in so far as it concerned the smaller industries

and the manufact'ire'rs of const-uer goods that were determined

9Rathenau, 81. In his speech before the German Society,
Rathenau stated, fOur laws regulating the economic and indus-
trial life in war time had hardly been changed since the time
of Frederick theGreat, According to the letter of the law, ... i.f
a captain of cavalry comes into a village, he may ask the chief
magistrate...for barley, and if the magistrate should raise
difficulties, he under certain conditions may take the barley
himself. That..,in about all the law that we foimd."

94 Feldman, 48. 95 1bid., 48.
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I ~ not to be critical to the war effort. These industries had

the option of closing down or retooling to produce war goods.

Another area of discontent voiced by the industrialists

.~ ~ was that some members of the War Companies attempted to use

these corporations for their own personal advantage. While

in office Ratheniau was able to control this to same extent.

When the Imperial office oi the Interior stated that nothing

could be done to combat rising prices during the latter part

of 1914, Rathenau took it upon Ihimself to arrange price ceilings

Ehtj the industrialists, The first price ceilin.v, wee estab-

lished in Decemnii~or, 1914.0

Eight months after Rathenau accepted von Falkenhayn's

appointment as head of the K.R.A., he tendered his resignation.

Baring this relatively short periol, he established the adminis-

trative foundation which could oversee the procu~rement and

allocation of critical raw materials needed to sustain and

increase war production. By limiting allocation of these

materials to war~-essential industries, Rathenau was responsible

for the massive shift of manufacturing capability from consumer

goods to the war effort. His efforts insured that Germany

6. would noý_ suffer immediate defeat owing to a lack of indvis trial

wherewithall.

9Fel.dman, 50.

.I ... ... ?
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The War Companies, which later caused so much contra-

versy, were good examples of Rathenauve~ inventive genius. The

companies, coupled with the remainder of his system, were so

effective that even the United States, Great Britain, and

France resorted to their use. Considering the Allies' rela-

tively free access to the raw materials of the world and their

strong "democratic"ideals, their adoption of an authoritarian

economnic system poses an interesting dichotomy. It Can only

be* assesud that the Allies also found that modern industrial

-warfare reuired cevok altzi~tiov an4 sringent rcaitrols over all

aspects of the economy.

Available evidence does not indicate the reason for

Rathenau's resignation. Undoubtedly, he made many enemies in

his struggle to centralize the economy. These enemies included

the political, and military bureaucracy, who were. embarrassed

by their lack of adequate coiitingency planning; the Deputy

Commanding Generals, whose power he was usurping in the area

of raw materials; the industrialists, who began to object to

governmental controls imposed upon them; and the population,

who u~s denied in varying degrees access to certain consumer

and luxury Items.. In a letter to a friend, Emil Ludwig,

Rathenau wrote, "IThat I a civilian and a Jew have rendered

the s ta-te a service of my own accord is something that neither

of the two parties concerned can forgive. I believe this

.... __.._._
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attitude will continue to the end of my days.'0 7 This state-

ment seems to confirm that Raethenau was subjected to a growing

resentment during the conduct of his business at the War Minis-

try.

Harry Kessler, Rathenauts biographer, hair stated that

there was never any clear indication that Rathienau. planned to

stay with the K.R.A. any longer than it took to organize the

bureau. The question is academic. Rathenau resigned afLer he

set up the machinery and put it into motion. Continuity of

effort was maintained within the K.R.A. in that Rathenau was

p etrAted to choose his successor. H.e selected Lieuatenant Colo-

nel KDeth,, a co-worker in the War Ministry for the job. Koeth

found '.iathenau's system very efficient and no major changes

were made in it. 9

-~ By providing the army with the means to sustain itself

and stabilize the front lines, the Rat~hertau system sved Ger-

many frcm becomiing a battleground and sharing the fate of Nor-

thern- France. Additionally, this system of waar-production

enabled the Reich to resist the combined economaic and military

forces of her enemtea for four years.99 The K.R. A, proved

9 7 Ludwig, 160. 9 8keasler, 182.

9ýHarvey A. DeWeerod. "Churchill, Lloyd George, Clemenceau:
.......... The emergence of the Civilian." Makers of Modern Stratey(P IrinctŽ-

ton: Princeton Univernity Pr\mas, 1J, ed. Eward ?ad Earle,
291.

J-
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that a country economically unprepared for war need not suffer

immediate defeat if it recogniz2es its inadequacies soon enough

and takes action to overcome them. This is not to say that

that country will necessarily win the war. if not overrun by

~ 11 an economically and militarily superior force, the duration of
I the war can be extended and the victor will be determined byI ~production capability and national will.--

After Rathenauts departure, the K.R.A. continued to

expand. By the end of the F~irst World War it occupied over

a city block of of fices and waa large enough Ito be a separate

ministry. Remaining a branch of the War M4i1oietry, the K,*'e

influence xms felt in all. areas of the economy.

I ~ in searching for an historical precedent to the

Radienau system,, an identical system could not be found. The

closest war-time economic system thAt vaguely rosembled

Rathenauts was that of tamare Carnot'a during the F~rench Revo-

lution and the Napoleonic Wars.* Carnot, before Rathensu, became

the organizer Of his country' s economy during war. M4uch of

the success enjoyed by Napoleon can be attributed to this

brilliant administrator. To accxupliah the tasks before him,

Carnot fou~nd that centralized control of the economy was

essential. it was his belief that all of the resources of

~~ ~the nation, human and material, must be directed Ao.nnn

the war. in this vein Carnot became the "Codfat~hwr" of modernt

war-production techiiiques.
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Unlike Rathenau, Carnot concerned himself mainly with

plans for campaigns. He exercised centralized control over

the economy through two colleagues, Prieur and Lindet. Carnot

charged Prieur with the responsibility for providing the arms

and ammunitions necessary to fight the war. Prieur was given

the necessary authority to accomplish this task. His job can

be equated to that of a Minister of Armaments and Munitions.

The remainder of the economy was entrusted to Lindet. Lindet
was concerned with providing the army with food and transport,

*1 in addition to supervising the commnercial and agricultural

a -airs of the whiole nation.100 Ilia reponsibilit-ies equate

ifto those functions performed by modern Ministers of Agriculture,

Al Transportation, Interior, Finance, etc.

'40 Under Rathenau's system there was no separation of

A; arms and munitions from the rest of the economy. Arms, munitions,

and transport were the driving force& and the economy as a

whole was subordinated to 6upplying the needs of the war-

machines.

As predicted b,-y Rathenau, the Allies implemented a

V blbckade of G rasny during the First World War. This blockade.

put the German goveruraxent, people~end industry to their greatest

1GS 86. Watson-, Lar-not, (L~oadoni: The flodley Rea4, 1954),



test, Although the Reich had not seriously considfired the 6

possibility of becoming an autarchy, she soonl fcowid herself

cut off from free access to her sources of raw materials.

Prior to the war, plans were formulated to make use of the raw

materials confiscated from the countries that were conquered.r ~When the German advance to the west was halted., relatively fewj
sigifiantsorce ofra maerilshad bee captured.

The Allied blockade of Germany during the first few

years of the war uas relatively ineffective.101 The main

veasoan f1or this failure wee the misuMrkermtaiding the nations

4,of the world had concerning the conduct of modern industrial

warfare.. This lack of insight was demonstrated at an interns-

--fe t tional naval conferen-ce in London in 1909. The resultant Dec-

laration of London,, in attemptipg to protect the "legal trade"

of neutral countrieas identified three categories of ahipments

bound for blockaded co~untries: absolute contraband (arwa,

- ~ammunition,, etc.); conditional contraband (fuel., foodatuffs

102

no military value).10

1 ntni Bsh, "Economic Warfaret" introduction to War

EOmics, (Chicago: Pich&,:d D. Irwin, lac2 B~rawn Univer-
sity- -cnito, 199.

Basch198-199. Also see D. T. Jack, Studies in Ecori-
o imiic Warfare, (London: P.S. King & Soin, 1940) 43-81'; and en-
dershausen, Economics of War, (Vew York: Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
1940),, 217-223.

tk
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The t-articipants in the London naval conference did not

realize that in modern industrial warfare, where the total

resources of a nation come into play, it is extremely difficult

to discriminate between contraband and free goods (military and

civilian supplies). Additionally, the members of this confer-

ence did not anticipate the "pressures" that could be placed

on a neighboring neutral country to act as an agent or a

source of supply by the nation being blockaded.103

Because of these oversights, Germany could not be com-

Spletely sealed off frm outside sources of supply, such as

110oU.andY f... •. ..-. Demn k Rio untl YNfy,

jt and Sweden. It was through these countries that the Reich

received much needed finished goods and raw materials from

around the world. Ironically, much of Germany's imports

L •during the first two years of the war came from the United

States, and Germany's imports from her neutral neighbors

and the United States increased as much as 400 to 500 percent.104

The technique used by Germany to get access to the

needed raw materials was to have them purchased by agents and

103
I Basch, 200-201.

104"Assets and Liabilities of the Germanic Position,"
Readings in the Economics of War, (Chicago: University of
Cc s;,191,8) . Maurice Clark, et 21 129.

Vii
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subsidiaries of the cartels; shipped to a "cooperating" neutral

neighbor; and have the neutral transship the goods to Germany.

By using this technique the Reich was able to reduce the effect

of the blockade during the first yearr of the war. i

Industrialization had had its effect on Germany.

During the first decade of the twentieth century, the state

was transformed from a nation that exported agricultural pro-

ducts to a nation that mainly exported industrial finished

products By the beginming of the war Germany relied on

t_ ey tlird ot her foxAfluftG avd a con-

siderable quantity of raw materials,1 0 5

In December 1914, the economist Benjamin Baker postulated

that Germany could sustain herself with foodstuffs for another

year of war without tightening her belt. Also, he asserted,

by instituting a rationing system, the nation could be nearly

self-sufficient. Baker further stated that in the realm of

natural resources no major problems should be encountered,

because the Reich had the requisite ingredients to sustain a

war-machine with guns, armor, and explosives. He concluded

that an embargo would not seriously affect Germany's war-making

106
potential.

105Benjamin Baker, "Is Germany Self-Sustaining in War,"
Scientific Americanl, III (December 5, 1914), 460.

0 6 1bid. 460.

S- ~- -- ~ c -~-.-- •
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While Baker's thesis proved to be tr-ae for the first

two years of the war, he ignore3 Lhe psychological implications

of a long term blockade. The (erman leaders became frustrated

and made some cr,.cical decisions, both political and military,

whi:h furLtner diminished the nation's capability to sustain

herself during the war. A classic example of this was the

decision to resume unrestricted submarine warfare. While this

decision did boost the morale in Germanyit also doomed her

to defeat. The reintroduction of unrestricted submarine war-

fare brought the United States and her great industrial complex

in~itc theA A- LTýt A-diiLoaally, it C_ - -u~

the raw materials and finished products she had been receiving

from the United States.

Rathenau's system was designed to ameliorate the harsh

effects of a blockade. In so far as strategic raw materials

were concerned, the K.R.A. accomplished its intended mission.

The blockade forced Germany to look inward to find tCe necessary

mater6ils to sustain herself. The value of the conquered

territories as a source of raw materials proved to be question-

able. The military advance had not taken its intended objoc-

tive. While Belgium, Northern France, Poland, and Western

Pussia 'Id supply vast amounts of stored materials immediately

after capture, they did not prove to be as significant as

anticipated. This was due mainly to Cermany's lack of planning.

p w--
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No administrative apparatus was set up to expioit the captured

~ [ sources of supplies. consequently, Gerr~ian economic operations

V in the conqcuered countries took on the characteristics of

"tlooting."l Poland and Rumania were exceptions to this. Poland

provided the Reich with significcint amounts of coal, timber

K ~and foodstuffs. After 1916 Rumania provided Ger~oany with great

quantities of oil,timber and foodstuffs.10

The indus trial complexes of Belgium and Northern France

Ver Mxtof as takh alla as Orlgiazly antcipa~ted. "Oe

availability of raw materials in these areas was the major

problem~. if Germany uls to make- maximum use of the captured

industries, she had to provide the-m with the necessary raw

materials. This of course would have further dimiinished the

liintced resources available to her own industries. To try .o

ds'velop and exploit the raw material potential of these coiin-

trieC would have been too costly at this late date;, and od

have required the diversion of mauch needed t sourccý fr . the

war effort.

W~here Blelgium and Northern France did play an important

part in Germany's war effort wa inassigi h t-~Ice

1 0Leo Grebler and Wilhelm Winkler, Vie Cost of the world
War to Gean and to Austria -Hungary, (New. Haven: Yale U~ni-
versity P~ress, 1940) 74-375



ii ~ of the German Army of the West. This situation was described

in some detail in an article by a visitor to the Western Front.

canghofer wrote that the basic economic policy appeared to bring

as few supplies as possible from Germany to satisfy the Armyts

4 ~ needs. Those materials and supplies found in the occupied

countries, and not needed by the local military forces, were

shipped to the Reich. Ganghofer estimated that during the first

three months of the war three-fourths of the army's needs were

4s sat isf ied in this mannr. 'He. further iterated that even Gafter

the initial stocks in the conquered countries were depleted,

:hey coul~d still satisfy two-thirds of the army's needs.

Wbile Ganghoferl 's ,;ures appear to be excessive, there can

b,, no doubt that the. contrib~tions of flelgium and Northern

France- .*re important. The loc-ally procured itemsa us-ed by the

German Army in the West helped to take the pressure o~f agricul-

-1 .... ture, and industry in the homeland.' 0  This undoubtedly gave

Rath-nau the time- he needed to convert Germany'seonoyt

war-time foottna.

Dur In~g the- first ph ases. of the- blockade, the German

peaple rallied behind the governmont. The auivival of the

"Fiatherlandtt ws at stake. They weare more than willing to

"~"System- tic E~xploitation: The Rathenau Plan," Reding

in the Economics of War, (Chicago: University off chicago pricss,
Tnl'7 ed. b~y J. R75urice clark, et al, 73-74.
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mnake the sacrifices required of theta. The rise of Paul von

Hindenburg (1847-1934) and Erich Ludendorff(1865-3 937) to the

heights of the Supreme. Ccxwiad drove the masses to make even

greater sacrifices. These two leaders were the heroes of

Tannenburg and the people had a fantastic, if not childish,

faith in them. Industry met the challenge of the blockade

also. Most notable was the industrialist's ability to impro-

j 109
vise.

iýý T lie most s-Igni-ficant effect of the boclwde arairiat

Gei~wny in that Ut proied tlie state~ with otie of it-s greatest

sides in financing the wer. It forced thie Reich to adopt the

most rigid formas of a state-controlled economy ever imposed

on a nation before. Additional-ly, the blockade was responsible

in great part for the abaolute mobilization of the economy and

the militarization of ind -ty under the- Hindenburg Program in

late 1916.

The K.R.A. had servedJ its function wrell until, the flattle

o~the Somme- in 1916. At this tize the military leadiers

is-I __

A>lonzo E. Taylor, "1The Resulls of the Bloclkade upon Ger-
cany,~ The World's Work, XX.XV111 (October, 1949), 5S2.

jn Aabilitleg of the Germnic 'Position," Readin~s In the
01omici of W4ar# 3112
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began to realize that they were not fighting battles In the

classical sense, btit rather battles of materiel. Once they

A understood the type "game" they were playing, they became

very interested in securing the necessary wherewithall to %in

their battles. This situation gave rise to the emergence of

the de facto Hindenburg-Ludendorff dictatorship in Germany

during the First World War. The power of this dictatorship

rested in the General War Office (Allgemeines Kriegsamt),

under Wilhelm Grooner (1867-1939). This organization, also

control over raw materials, food, labor, and munitions pro-

duction..
11

In the Fall of 19A.6 increasing industrial output

became of prime concern to the military leaders. To accomplish

.- this objective the H{indenburg Program was developed by

(- eaeral Groener and his staff. Basically, the Hindenburg

Proe•rai calle'd .-or the mustering of Gaernyts last reinmining

resources to provide the means to win the war. Thinking that

the econmy could be- ordered about in a razer similar to

military form!ations, the H.indenburg Plan ordered indust-y to

UlIGoerlitz, 1IM,

¢
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triple a.amqments and double munitions production by the fol-

lowing Spring. Little consideration was given to the 1ead-

time required for retooling, consti:-nting new facilities, and
112

securing a skilled labor force.

To achieve this almost tiposeible goal, the Germwn

economy wcs militarized and placed un,'ar the control of the

Wa ministry. Women, children, disabled war veterans, pris-

oners of war, as well as voluntary and impressed foreign

laborers were employed to increase production. The Patriotic

Auxiliary Service Act of December 5, 1916, gave the Wai, Minis-

try a legal basis for the intr(duction ol cc. >ory libor

service in the Reich. The key points of this law were: a) 7U.

males between the ages of 17-60 years old were bound to render

some sort of ;ervice; b) the freedom to changre jobs w.s

abolished; 3) special boards were established in each district

to insure critical jobs were filled and to listen to and make

judgments concerning workerst complaints; and d) a system

of punishments was established for violations oil the Acto1 13

Blinded by ambition and zeal, Ilindenburg and Luden-

dorff set unattainable goals under the Hindenburg Program.

112 Ritter, III, 346.

113
C.E. Ayres, t"The Dependence of War upon Economic Organ-

ization," Readings in the Economics of War, 99-103.
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These goals were established arbitrarily without first deter-

mining the country's capability to meet them. A good example

t~ ihs is that forty new steel furnacps were built to suppr

the expansion of arms and munitions production. Unfortunately

for the Reich, these furnaces could not be put into operation

because of a coal and railroad transportation shortage. These

industries had suffered because their skilled workers had been

4 ~~~ drafted inte th r'.in fact5, most industrial production in

Germany was hampered by the coal shortage. This problem could

have been alleviated somewhat if the workers with hard skills

had benidentifiLed adreleased frmthe a-y 1

Ludecd~ortf approached the labor probli from another

direction. Wlith the power of the Patriotic AwciJli~ry Service

Z Act behind him, unskilled labor and people unfit for service

at the front were assigned to jobs in the skilled labor market.

It is quite obvious that these replacements were not capable

of' t'he same production quotas as their skilled counterparts.

The labor shortage in Germany became more critical as great

rnumbers of new factories were built under the auspices of the

H indenburg Program.'

To provide the necessary labor fu-L her increased in-

dustrial effort, Germany establitshed a precedent that would

11 Holborn, 111, 463.
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later be carried to extremes b ilr os-titdfre

14.ýbor-ers from conquered territories were used to fill the void

in the'Reich'a manpower pool. Recognizing that this practice

was in violation of Internatiunal Law, and the possible conse-

quenzes it might have on neutral neighbors, the desperate, but

determined, leaders of Germany decided to go forward with this

program. Forcei laborers were brought from both Poland and

Belgium in late 1916 and early 1917. Belgium.. because of its

highly industrialized nature, was tapped to provide the bulk

of the Reich's skilled worker needs. There was 'little pretense

at legality.

N Groenerts :riegsamt was charged with full responsibility

to provide 8,000 Belgian workers a week. By the first week

of December 1916, over 40,000 Belgian forced laboi-ergi were in

4 Germany*11  The influx became too much iLor the Kriegsamt to

han~le. Less than one-fifth of the forced laborers were

working, jobs could not be found for the remainder. Auuther

"greatt" experiment failed. Because of pressures from within

and without, Germany halted the importation of forced laborers

on February 10, 1917. over the next few months the forced

Laborers were permitted to return to Belgium.. Always one co4r-34 disassociate himself from failure, Ludendorff stated that the
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{ of forced labor, not the Army.7.16 Ludendorff made no mention

of the. more than 60,000 Belgian forced laborers who continued

1 to work for the Army in its rear echelon areas.11

The expansion of existing and the construction of ad-

ditional industrial facilities under the Hindenburg Program

required tremendous amounts of new machinery and equipment.

Germany could i'll-efford the luxury of devoting the necessary

resources to this project. it would mean a reduction of war

d supplies, if only temporarily, until the new facilities were

operational. The German govrernment:, more specifically the

Kriegsarnt, solved this problem and at the same time established

~~. I another precedent in econoric wa~rfare. The lKriegsanit looked

to the occupied territories again. The necessary machinery and

equipm~ent were confiscated on a large scale and sent back to

Germany. Whole industrial complexes in Belgium and Poland were

crippled or destroyed by this procedure. Using Belgi.umi as an

example, in the last half of 1917 over 106 industrial plants

were transferred to Germany. This number increased drastically

'1Ritter, 111, 372.

117Ibid., 372.
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during 1918.118 It was with this program that the Reich

realized the true value of the occupied territories to her,

and she exploited them to the fullest.

The military leadership kept stiring the masses up

with promises of possible victory. To achieve this victory all

that was needed was a little more effort on the farm and in

the factory. A little sacrifice was not too much te ask for

the survival of the "Fatherland," The average German responded

admirably to the task at hand. The people had come to believe

in Ludendorff's "total victory or total annihilation,, theory

concerning the war. The continued good news of "victories" at

the front spurred them on. The legislators and the people

supported Ludendorff's demand for the reintroduction of unre-

stricted submarine warfare, even though iLey knew that this

action would probably bring the United States into the war.

To a great extent this support was based on the Supreme Com-
mand's promise that the resumption of unrestricted submarine

warfare would be decisive in ending the war in 1917 (supposedly

before the United States could influence the outcome). 1 19

I 1lSGrebler and Winkler, 7ý-76.

1l 9Mann, 318-319.

I,
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Unfortunately for the German people, this was not the case.

With Russia out of the war in late 1917, Ludendorff

hoped to achieve victory by mounting one last great offensive

in the West. With the troops freed from the Eastern Front, he

h.ad 192 divisions for the attack. The Allies faced him with

170 divisions. Ludandorff hoped to negate this relatively equal

combat ratio by massing hia forces at the perceived point of,.;

decision at a time of his selection. 1 2 0 The General Staff did

not believe that the Americans could raise, equip, train, amd

deploy a force in sufficient numbers to interfere with German

plans prior to the summer of 1918. Consequently, the date

for the Ludendorff Offensive was set for March 21, 1918.121

This proved to be a miscalculation on the part of the

General Staff. By the end of March 1918 the Americans had

placed 329,005 soldiers in France with no interruption of

supplies to the Allies. This miscalculation became very costly

to the Germans in terms of success.

By July 1918 it became apparent to the General Staff

that the Great offensive had stalled. They had lost the initia-
/

tive and there was little hope of achieving victory on the

1 2 0 Holborn, ,IU, 495-496.

1 2 1 Ralph Haswell Lutz, ed., The Causes of the German Col-
1ýýps in 1918. (Stanford: Hoover War library-PuLWica-tions--No.
4, 1934), tr. by W. L. Campbell, 61-66.
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battlefield. To their credit it must be noted that Ludendorff

IF and the General Staff had enjoyed notable tactical successes

during the first few months of the ccmpaign; however, the atra-

tegic decision that they had hoped for had eluded them. It

is also worthy of mention that the German industries had met

the challenge placed upon them. The German Army did uot suffer

from a lack of war materials during the campai&n. Its greatest

shortage was in manpower; however, it is doubtful that industry

could have provided the supplies that would have been necessary

to insure success, if the army had had an unrestricted manpower

pool to draw upon.

The realization by the population that the last Great

offensive had failed to achieve its objective marked trhe begin-

ning of the collapse of the German homefront. Until this time

the population as a whole had the utmost confidence in the

Supreme Command's ability to win the war. They had readily

accepted Walther Rathenau t s statement at the beginning of the

war that, "The economic task is no longer a private one, it is

the task of the communityr 1 2 2  The people had endured the

effects of the blockade and in fact the blockade had brought

them closer together in their will to resist.

-122
'2 2 •Wirtschaft ist nicht mehr Sache des einzelnen, sondern

Sache der Gesamtheit., Bruck, 141.
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The will of the German people to make sacrifices,, un-

precedented in modern times, did not appear to wane. They

supported the Hindenburg Program in the Fall of 1916, which

meant that they were ready to assume a greater part of the war

burden. The Hindenburg Program marked the beginning of "total?,

war in Germany. Not a man, wown, or child was spared from

the effects of the war. Despite these personal privations,

the population continued to support the war- and even became

more aggressive in their demands as far is Germany's war aims

were concerned. Annexation of vast amounts of foreign terri-
123

tories would make what they had suffered worthwhile.

The Germans knew that no early peace was in sight as

early as December 14, 1916. On that date General Groener

stated in an interview with a Nzq York Times correspondent that

Germany was preparing and mobilizing her economy and resources

124to continue the war indefinitely, or until she wins. While

some minor discontent did emerge among small elements of the

.12
1 23 Fritz lischer, World Power or Decline, (New York: W. W.

Norton & Co. Inc., 1974 Er--•,7rLT-Farrar, R. Kimber, and R.
Kimber, 78-79.

' 24 General Wilhelm Groener, "Germany's 'Organization for
Victory' 1916," Readings in the Economics of War, 199-201.
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populationt, che German people were ready to give their support

to the! leaders. This support continued until the summer of
..4

11,The national will of the Germans, while giving broad

base support to the goverment prior to the stamer of 1918,

did have the seeds of decay present., Some of these seeds

were: war progiteering on the part of various industries; the

rapid rise in society of the industrial worker; the housing

shortage, caused by the expansion of industry in 1917-18; the

food shortage which was aggravated by the migration of farmers

to industrial centers; inflation, which affected the small

businessman, farmer, and salaried employee the worst; jealousy

between the various sectors of the labor force; discrimination

which allocated move food to certain workers; and the presence

of communist and socialist agitators (especially after the

collapse of Russia in 1917).

Fritz Fischer has stated that the German people's sup-

port of the war was maintained by the propagation of the Middle

Europe (Mitteleuropa) concept. The Mitteleuropa concept envis-

ioned an economic union of Central European nations. It was

originally proposed by Rathenau in 1914 and included France,

Belgium, Germany and Austria-Hungary. The idea was dropped at

the outbreak of the war, but was revived in late 1915. The

revision included German economic domination oland, Rumania,
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as well as the c3untries previously mentioned. The purpose of

! the concept was to create an economic bloc of strength uneq,,,i7'i ,

in the world. This concept played an important role in German

thinking until the summer of 1918.125

Another contributing factor to the German people's

support of the war was the general feeling that any organized,

or uworganized, opposition to the war was tant~awLunt to treason.

7h, survival of the Ge-raan "nation." was at stake and very iew

people were willing to be responsible for crippling the war

effort. 
12 6

After the failure of Ludendorff's Offeusive, the attitude

of the German in the street began to change dramatically.

The staggering losses at the front, coupled with the cumulative

sacrifices of four years of war and blockade came to a head.

The German people were tired, practically starving, and desper-

ate. They had lost faith in the military and wanted to put

an end to the war. Strikes and civil strife became rampant.

Communist and socialist agitators became very active, qowing the

1 2 5Fischer, 46-49.

12 61bid., 80-81.
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seeds of discontent among soldiers and civilians alike. Now,

Germans were listening to what these agitators had to say.

The effect of the agitators on the soldiers and workers

was devastating. Soldiers who went hone on leave either stayed

at home or they returned to the front, but not to their units.

TVe nLmbwr of men falling into the latter category has been
1'

estimated at hundreds of thousando. 2 7  Man' of those who did

return to their units became revolutionary agitators at the

-A

front. Needless to say, this had a telling effect on the fight- :

ing spirit of the frontline soldier. The same type situation

existed in the factories.

The German withdrawals on the Western Front in September

1918, and the collapse of Bulgaria and Austria-Hurgary, signaled

the end for Germany. Her military forces weare in an untenable

position and faced with imminent dostiuction. To prevent this

the Supreme Conawnd advised the government on September 29,

1913, to arrange an armistice a0 avon as possible. This was

0 .. a shock for the government because a few weeks earlier

..indenburg had informed them that, "...he hoped that we

",,•.,uld after all succBod in remaining on French soil and

1 7Report by General von Kuhl, The Canuses of the (Trm.an

Collnose in 1918, 133.
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thereby in finally enforcing our will upon the enemy."123

After verifying the situation, the Kaiser agreed to seek ain

armistice. in an attempt to gain President Wilson's backing

for the proposed armistice, Weiheim II sent State Secretaries

ii von Hintze and Count Roederri to Berlin to establish a parlia-
Mantary fozm of &wverx.-ment for Germanyi,

NTeP-4rox~ aýte-xt to charqea the 11.2ih 'a fo'ia 0 -o~tm

{ xment die~ not have the desireed effect. The siInking of the British

.4 passengeri ship Le-inster by a U-boat (aubrsarineN, on October 12,

191 8, revived the AlliesI ire over "barbaric Gerqn m~illitarism.'

To save Germany from stif-fering the horrors of Northern

France, besides pr~venting destruction of the Army, Ludendorff

4 was dismissed and the Kaiser was forced to abdicate in favor

of a Republic. This was th'e price Germany paid to conclude

the armistice which went Into effect on November 11,1918.

Gernany was a defeated nation at the mercy of her enemies.

The populatiun and civil government were to stand accused by

the Army of 'istabbing the country in the back" by their

eagerness to meet Allied demandse.

......... ---- .. . .f
Cau28
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Much literature h-as been devoted to the "stab in the

back" question in Germany since the First Warld War. The ques-

tion itself is open to interpretation as no conclusive evidence

has been found, either pro or con. The collapse of the Gemzan

hme front did not occur behind a victorious army. All concerned

did their duty under extreme conditions. The soldiers fought

well until they realized the end was near. The civil government

supported the military Supreme Command. The population endured

unspeakable hardships, yet supported their leade s until hard-

ships and unfulfilled promises became too much to bear.

What all failed to recognize has turned out to be one

of the most important lessons of World War I, the nature of

warfare had changed. No longer could a nation depend on conduc-

ting a "short" war with readily available resources and materials.

Industrialization, mechanization,arid evolving technology had

provided the armies of the world with more efficient and lethal

recans of destroying each other. Because of this the conduct

of warfare in the twentieth century betw-een industrial nations

has becaue a battle of technology and production. That is to

say, that industrial capability, as opposed to military forces,

has become increasingly a decisive factor in twitieLh century

warfare.

Since wars between industrial nations are characteris-

tically wars betwoeen rival Industrial complexes, the civil
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populations of the combatant nations will bear an increasingly

heavier burden in support of the war effort. If the war

evolves beyond its "limited" objective, all of the economic,

Siidustrial, human, and natural resources of the nation will

be involved and dedicated to the war-effort. To control these

-,,asset~s bryd meti,.~t~ best use of tne- an~uate Pianningt aend

preparation mwat be undertaken !uri4 times of peace. These

preparations must ulso be under constant review to insure their

-M A adequacy.

IAs a result of their experienc.e during the First World

War, the German Army recognized the need for economic planning

and preparation for the possibility of future war. To satisfy

this need an Economic General Staff was reorganized d,. 4 ng the

inter-war years. This staff played an important role in the

rebuilding uf the German Army and nation; and it proved to be

vitally impo:tant in providing Hitlez with the means to pursue

hio goal of European domination.



SCHAPTER III
I"

RGERMANY DUJUNG THE INTER-WAR PERIOD 1919-1939

At 11:00 a.m. on November 11, 1918, an armistice between

Germany and the Allied and Associated Powers ended the fighting

in Europe. While not formally a capi.tulation on the Reich's

part, the armistice was the precursor of Germanyts uncondi-

tional surrender. The German Army had been unable to stem the

onslaught of the Allied forces, and wanted the armistice to

provide a respite for reorgcnizing end requippping prior to the

resumption of hostilitie... The Supreme Cc=nand's plans, how-

ever, never were achieved. 1 3 0

Whtle the aim.itice negotiations were conduzti d in the

forest of Compiegne, a bloodless revolution spread over Germany.

Soldiers' and workers' councils sprang up everywhere to challenge

131the Imperial state governments. On November 9, alter the

Kafter's atdication, the Social Democrats moved quickly to seize

the reins of government, while Philipp Scheidemrann, their

- ~le•jdcr, proclaimed from the steps of the Reichstag the ettab-

lis hmenL or the republic. The Germn people yearned for peace

130
-Ritter, IV, 340-341.

S11Holborn, III, 517-5!8.
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and if that meant the overthrow of the monarchy, theni they were
~132

willing to accept this.1 3

The conditions of the Armistice were largely Jicta ted

by the French and English in order to make it impossible for

Germany to resm~e hostilities. These demands required, among

othpr things, the retiring of German forces to positions behind

the Rhine; the placing of Allied armies on the Left Bank in

order to sectr:,e important bridgeheads over the Rhine; the dcliv--

ery of great quantities of airplanes, guns, mine-throwers, and

trucks to the Alles; and the uxicndi'-ic~nal ret-rn of Allied

D~izioflrs of war. Addittonali7, the invalidation Gf t~he Treaties

of Brest-Lltovsk ard )3u~arest;. and the withdrawal of all Ger-

man troops from~ Eastern Europe, Austria-Hungary, and ITurk3y

were conditions of the Armistice. Prom the naval asinocc,

Gerrnar.y was req~uired to surrender all. submarines; a substont~kaI

portion of her batt~le fl~eet: and to de-ýilitarize the row-nder

of her rfleet. 133 By complying with these tqrms the Germ~an

nation was completely at the mercy of th.- Allied powers. Now

with unrestrIcted access to the Baltic, the Allies could tighten

the econrxwic block-ade of Germany.

13Holborn, Ill, 58
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During the preliminary and subtiequent negotiations,

only the Allied and N\ssociated powers.. along with those

nationalities that had claims against the former Central Powers,

enjoyed the fruits of Versailles. The Germans were not per-

5 ~miLted to ne~gotiate with their conquerors. The final settlement

was di 'ta.:d And imvcsed upon the vanquished. Without the

power Lo re~ist ope-'l.y, the new German Government had to alter-

native b,11. to accept.

hin Cei7Qin eyes the Treaty of Paris was not a covenent

of p-ace, bcut rather an instrument for revenge. The bitterest

W~i )ý11 ermay ha to swaallow wa Article 231 of the treaty in

I which she was required to accept complete responsibility for

A starting the war. The so-called "war guilt." clause became an

open sore which was very slow in healing.

other :Articles of the Versailles Treaity which wer'2

designed to destroy Germany as a military power were Articles

42, 160, 180, and 181. in substance these clauses restricted

Germany from maintaining, or constructing, any fortificattons

wi-chin fifty kilometers of the Right Bank of the Rhine. The

G'ertain ,%rmv was restricted to seven o-visions (100,000 officers

a~nd men). The General Staff ;as to be disbatncled and not re-J

_ con~-tituted In any form. All fortifications within ain area

fitfty kiloiaeters east of the Rhine we-re to bea (1isarmed and dis-

:Mantled. Tfie Germian Naivy wais limited to six battleships, (D~eutsch-

land or Lottjigý class); si-ý light cruisers; twelve
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destroyers; and twelve torpedo boats. No submarines were per-

mitted. 134

From the economic standpoint Articles 45, 51, 87,119,

and 231 were desigred to significantly reduce Germany's

indust :rial strength and thereby reduce her stature as a world

power. Under the provisions of these Articles Germany was

required to cede the coal mines of the Saar Basin to France.

Additionally, France received the territories of Alscace and

SLorraine. Germany was required to recognize the independence

Sof Poland. All overseas possessions were stripped from the

Reich. In addition to being held responsible for starting the

war, Germany was required to agree to pay reparations (amount

to be determined later by the Allies). 1 3 5

As a guarantee to her compliance to the provisions of

the treaty, Germany had to agree to Articles 428 and 431. The

former provided for the Allied occupation of the West Bpnk of

the Rhine for a period of fifteen years. The latter stated

that, "if before the expiration of the period of fifteen years

13 4Historic Documents of World War I, (Princeton: D. Van

Norstrand Co., 1959 e-d. Ey Louis L. Snyder, 187-188.

1351bid., 186-188.

-2i
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Germany complies with all the undertakings resulting from the

present Treaty, the occupying forces will be withdrawn immedi-
"1363

htely., 1 3 6

From an economic standpoint the provisions of the Treaty

were disasterous to Germany. Prior to the war the German

economic system was dependent on three main factors:

1. Overseas conmerce, as represented by her mer-
cantile i__ ine, her colonies, her foreign investments,
her exports, and the overseas connections of her

merchants;
2. The exploitation of her coal and iron and the

industries built upon them; and
3. Her transport and tariff system. 1 3 7

The economic terms of the treaty were so severe and

unrealistic that John Maynard Keynes (188341946), the principal

representative of the British Treasury, and a renowned economist,

walked oft of the conference and became the leading critic of

Versailles. Keynes believed that the Allied powers grossly

overestimated Germany's capacity to pay reparations and many

items were unjustly included under the title "reparations,"

(e.g., old-age pensions and separation pay for French soldiers).

Additionally, he believed that by stripping Ge~many of ten

percent of her continental territory aud population; one-third

136H
Hlstoric Documents, 189.

1 3 7 john Maynard Kevnes. "The Economic Ccnsequenczs of the
Peace--A British View," The Versailles Settlement, (Lexington,
Moss.: D.C. Heath & Co.-, 1960), ed. by Ivo J. Lederer, 43.
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of her coal; three-quarters of her iron ore; all of her over-

seas colonies; anid almost all of her mercantile marine, thaýt

the Allies robbed the nation of her capacity to pay the huge

- reparations being demanded. Furthermore, Keynes believed that

the Treaty would upset the eronoaiic equilibrium of Europe and

lead to economnic and political turmoil until it wasabrogated.'3

It is noteworthy to mention that the Amierican delega-

tion to the Peace Conference agreed with Keynes, especially

insofar as fixing a realistic "total amount" of reparations

was concerned. John Foster Dulles (1888-1959), an American

I ~representative to the Reparations' Comnmission and the Supreme

Economic Counicil, stated that the question of reparations was

certainly political in nature for France and England. The

public opinion of these two countries prevented their representa-

tives from~ acting with independence and wisdmx during the

conferenee. 13 According to Dulles, emotion rather than

intelligence, rulee during the conduct of the conference of

reparations.

1 keynea, 46-49.

139John Foster Dulles, "The- Dilaumu of r~epsrations--An
IT Aterican View," The Versailles Settlement, (Lexington, Mass.:

D. C. Reath & Co., 1960), ed. by Ivo J. Lederer, 67-09.

I 140ibid., 72.
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The total amount of reparations was to be determined by

the Reparations Commission on or before May 1, 1921. It was

decided that the amount was to be determined on the basis of

claims submitted, rather than German ability to pay. General

Smt.ts, representing the British Dominions, stated that "the

financial demands were kept at a sufficiently exorbitant total

to serve the original object of crippling Germany's economic

recovery." 1 4 1 The United States dropped from participation

in the Reparations' Commission when the U.S. Senate refused Co

ratify the treaty.

In 1921 the remaining members of the Reparations, Com-

mission fixed Germany's indebtedness at 132 billion gold marks

(80 billion for military pensions and 52 billion for damages). 1 4 2

In 1913 the Reich's total income was estimated to be 40 billion

marks.1 4 3 This figure included the income from Alsace, Lorraine,

Upper Silesia, the Polish tc-rritories, the Saar Basin, and her

overseas colonies. The loss of these territories and their

resources greatly diminished Germany's capability to pay the

ridiculous reparations placed upon her.

1 ax Sering, Germany Under the Dawes Plan, (London: P.S.
King & Son, Ltd., 1929), tr. byS. Milton Hart, 11.

1 4 2 1bid., 12.

'4 Ibid. 0 13.
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The German political economist, Dr. Sering, 3uggested

that the French knew Germany would be unable to make the repara-

tions' payments. Germany's default would then be used by the

French to invade prostrate Germany to establish the Rhenish

buffer-state that France was denied at the Peace Conference.

The French occupation of the Ruhr in 1923 seems to give credence

to Dr. Sering's thesis.

Ii Allied attempts to collect payments on the 132 billion

gold marks failed miserably. The wanton destruction of German

i.heavy industry under the supervision of the Inter-Allied Comn-

mission of Control contributed significariy to the Republic's

inability to make the reparations payments. In the Krupp

industries alone 9,300 machines, 801,420 gauges, Jigs, moulds,

and tools in addition to 379 installations were destroyed 44

Thi same situation was imposed upon other firms. In their

haste to disarm Germany and destroy her war potential, the Allies

ft rti-,- reduced Weimar's capability to pay her debts.

The seizure of railways, mines, and capital, 2oupled

with the loss of 43 percent of her pig-iron production; 35 per-

cent of her steel-ingot production; 37 percent of her steel

- ,. 144

wheeler-Bennett, 144.

-4M
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works capacity; and 31 percent of her rolling-mill production,

further diminished Germany'e capability to pay her creditors. 14 5

Weimar's tardiness in making a reparations payment was used

by the French as a pretext t occupy and exploit the Ruhr.

The new German government found itself powerless to resist

the combined French-Belgien invasion on Jantary 11, 1923.

Instead of encouraging overt military action against the in-

vaders, the Weimar leaders called for passive vesistance on

the part of the workers. To make this passive resistance work,

the government wag required to subsidize the workers.

The Germans passive resistance policy frustrated French

and Belgian attempts to extract large amounts of coal from the

Ruhr. The government support of the Ruhr workers by printing

more money, however, led to an inflation in Germany unprecedented

in history. Using 1913 %*olesale ptices as an index of 100,

the index wae 147,500 in December 1922. ene year later the

"index rose to 126,000,000000,000 146

Fritz Sternberg suggests that the period of inflation

was significant for three reasons. First, it made Germany

almost entirely free of internal debt. This made it possible

1 4 5Sternberg, 131.

146W. Arthur Lewis, Economic Survey: 1919-1939, (New York:
_ • Harper and Row Publisher&, ,
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for the National. Socialists to finance their rearmament program.

Second, inflation had a decisive effect ont the class structure

in Germany. The middle-class as a whole lost everything they

hod and were forced to enter the production field to survive.

Last, German capital was able to exploit the working class

during the period of inflation. This permitted industry to

rebuild the~ir facilities along moderis lines taking maximum

advant~a&e of technological advancements.14

As a result of the German inflation and their inability

to extract reparations payments from the Weimar government,

the Allies convened aConference of Experts in Paris in 1924.

j Under the leadership of General Dawes, the committee wans to

determine Germany's capability to pay her debts. The findings

of thisi co=-kittee'a, deliberations became kno%,m as the Dawes

Plan.

The Daw-es Plan recognized the need of reestablishing

Germany'a internal ankd external credi~t through the r,!storation

of fiscs: and econxmic unity in Germany. Confidence, both ait

hom~e and abroad, was determined to be the key element in accw,~

plishing the above- objectives. The Dawes Plan also recognized

that to mr4ke reparatioans pa~aants, Cermarq'Is economy must show

an economic urplus. To assist German industry in reestablishing

itz~elf, countrieg with economic surpluses vpre encouraged to

147Sternberg, 131-134.
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lend Germany money. While the Dawes Plan did stimulate recon-

', satruction in Germany, it did not set a totasl amowtt on her

14

•: ~indebtedness.14

•.- Altnough the Weimar Government accepted the Dawes

• Plan., they found it to be insufferable in a.•me respects. The

i ••Dawes Plan called for foreign econcinic and financial cintrols

• •=,over the German economy. Yoreigners sat on the Board Af Direc-

'•-'• tors of t~he Reicehabahn and the Reichsbank. Foreigners were

...... able to interfere with policy matter& in the Ministry of Finance.

i• • Tese outside "controls," administered by the Allied Agent

S !• ~~General of Repp0rati.ons in Be.rlin contribu~ted aignific..ntly to

lthe German dissatisfaction wlth the Treaty of Versaillast All

z semblance of sovtreiWney sa lost vro the accrpan. thile the

lDans Plan assifo ed in the liberation of the- Rephr, tse Thbne-

land was sPila occupied by foreign eczoopi in violation of Article

ts31 of the Trelcs. n a

abl tBy not settrnn p oefintte, athainable rMiiparatrons

igure, t he Drawe os Plin contribute d to flcal uncertainty in

GeGrmary. Accordingly, in September 192R, the Agent General of

sblaneJofAr Schachto The Eyd of l Rostroth ons, (N.ew York:
Jat an Casape- & iarrson -hibt Io3n1) otr.-hy Lewis iannett. -

149 1bld., 41.

l=dwssilocpedb-oeg rosinvoaino ril



Reparations suggested that another conference of experts be

assembled to resolve the problem of reparations. The Allied

governmeuts agree~d to hold such a miaveting; and the Second EX-

perts Conference, chaired by Owen D). Young, opened in Paris

on February 11, 1929. This time the German government was

permitted to participate actively in the negotiations.15

on May 3, 1929, when it appeared tihat the confereace

was about to break up without resolving anything, the Germ~an

governm~ent instructed its delegation to accept the proposals

of Mr. Young. While Germany's "experts" at the confere~nce

disagreed with the Young Plan, they accepted it as directed

by their cabineL.1~

The Young Plan wont into effect after it was signed on

January 30, 1930. The chief benefits of this plan, as far ais

the Germans %ere concerned, were as follows: a) the total

delht was fi~xed at 37 billion m~arks, payable at, a fixed schedule

through 1988; b) the Agent General was rezoved from~ Berlin, as

were the foreigners frcm the boards of the- Reicishank anad ý(cchs

bahn; c) controlling agoencies of the Dawea Plan uvre replaced

by the Blank for International Settlem~ents founded in Basil,

150 cha~cht, 54-55.

5IlIbid. 77-78.
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Switzerland; and d) a two-year respite in reparations payments

was granted. 1 52 Under the Young Plan the Germans regained

sovereignty over their ecoromy, but were still burdened with

paying for the First World War.

From its dtimemberment immediately after the war German

41 heavy industry began a gradual rebuildiLLg process. The recon-

struction was stimulated by the inflation of 1923 and the pro-

visions of the Dawes and Young Plarn. By having to rebuild from

44. scratch, the German industrial facilities became the most

modern in Europe. New technologies, machinery, and production

methods were used to the maximum. By 1935, German heavy indus-

try regained its position of preeminence in Europe, but the

struggle back was not easy.

The reduction in war production in late 1918, created.

a critical unemployment problem in the Weimar Republic. The

payment of reparations, unstable currency, and the loss of raw

materials severely crippled the nation's industry. Since Ger-

many was the focal pcint for the settlement of European war

debts, the Allies ,,ceded to get German industry back on its

feet. The Dawes Plan was institptvd for the purpose of sta-

btlizin Qerman currency and enabling the Republic to show a

15 2 Stolper, 9--97.
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surplus in her foreign exchange, thereby being able to meet

reparations payments. France, for example, tied the repaym-nt

of her debts to the United States,, to the receipt of repara-

tions from Germany, 5

Tc alleviate the problem caused by huge industrial.

facilities converting to small peace-time markets, controlling

organizations such as the Rohstahlgemeinschaft were established

in 1924. The purpose of this organization was to establish

production quotas for the producti.on of iron and steel. in

Germnany. In 1926, international agreement between Germany,

France, Belgium* Luxemburg, and the Saar did the sam~e thing on

an international basis. These controlling oraaniz.ations were

initiated in other industT:.ca:. ý4 '~Iell and they were contribut~ing

factors to the recovery of German itidustry in the 1926-28 time

154
frame.,

By 10.31, Gormany had succe~eded in achieving a favorable

balance of trade; however, the international mlonetary crisis of

that year dragged the Weimar econom~y down. By 1934, exports

were only half of their 1929 voltmie. In June 1934, Hitler

ordered a moratorium on all payments in foreign exchange.15

15Isaac Lippincott, Economnic Resources and Industr-ies of
the World,, (New York: D. Appleton & Co., 1929), 56T 6,

155
Lewis, 91-93.
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The payment of repi,°uations, the dismemberment of the

Reich, the occupation of the Rhineland, and the foreign controls

over the economy imposea by the Treaty of Versailles contributed

significantly to the dissatisfAction of the German people with

the Weimar govermuent. These conditions provided fertile

ground for revolutionary and radical political movements within

the nation. The Allies and the Treaty were blamed for the

inflation which wiped out the savings and holdings of the middle-

class. This, in turn, resulted in the proletariaation of the

156middle-class.

One of the most radical of the political movements in

the Republic was founded oa January 5, 1919, the German Workers'

Party. On September 16, of that year, Adolf Hitler (1889-1945),

joined the party, and within a month was placed in charge of

propaganda. At a meeting in Salzburg or August 7-8, 1920,

the party changed its name to the National Socialist German

Workers' Party (Nationaleozialiatiache Deutsche Arbeiterpartei,

or NSDAP). On July 29, 1921, Hitler became President of the

NSDAP with full powers and instituted his "Leader Principle"

(Fuehrerprinzip) of personrl authority. 1 5 7

1 5 6 Sternbe-rg, 133.
1 57Adoif Hitler, The Speeches of Adolf lRitler, (2 vols.;

London: Oxford University Prqss, I I23, tr.a d, e. by Norman
H. Baynes, I, 2.
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While attempts to seize power during the 1920's failed,

under Hitler's Sguidance the NSDAP continued to grow and receive

sAsUathatic support from the various elements of German society.

The key point that permeated most of Hitler's speeches and his

written propaganla was the injustice of the Diktat of Ver-

saill'es-158 Alost every German could relate to this theme;

and nedrly everyone harbored a deep resentment against the

Allied nations for imposing such a humiliation on the Reich.

hitler-s arguments initially frightened many would-be

supporters of his movement. While not giving active support

to the Nazis, some pcoplp extended moral support. As Hitler's

strength grew durtug the late 1920's and early 1930's, the

number of active supi-ortZess of th#ý Nazi movement increased.

Of singular importance to th- NSPAP's puolic support was the

25 point program which wes enameAtxd st the Hofbrauhaus in

Munich on February 24, 1920. The progrw was broad based qnd
called for the abrogation of thrc Ve-isailles Treaty. Additionally,

the 25 points listed the requireuents for Germin citizenship

(German blood only); voting requirement4; a halt to non-'enuar

immigration; the duty of citizens to perform labor for thg

"Nhitlier, 1 11I; al~o a*,e Adolf 117tIer, Mein Lnf (New
Votk: Stackpole Sens, 1939); H.t~lr's Secret Bo TNew York:
SGrove Press. 1961), t by Salv-tor A anasio; and -- New Oider,

(New York: ReynBl & Hitchcock, 1941), ed. by RAoul de Roussy
de Sales.

[
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state; an attack against capitalist and war profiteers (this

was later clarified by Hitler on April 13, 1928 to mean cornf is-

cation ofJewish comnpanies); and right to an education among

.01 other proposals. In other words, the Party stood for everything

* ~good and it was determined to combat the evil influeacea. that

had crept into the German nation, 15 9  The Nazi program did not

appear radical and it offered much to people who had nothing.

Hitler was obsessed with the potential conspiratorial

threat that, "non-.Germuan"l Jews, Masons, and Marxcist were capable

1 5Hitler, 1,, 102-107. The points fromn this program that
had broad base appeal were: "Point 1.. We demand the union of

Zý_lall. Germans, on the basis of the right of the self -determination
of peoples, for a great Germany. Point 2. We demand equality
of rights for the German People in its dealings with other na-
tions, and abolition of the Peace Treaties of Ve'rsailles and
St. Germain. Point 3. We demand land and territory (colonies)
for the nour'ishmtent of our people and for settling our surplus
population. Point 7. We demand that the State shall make
it its first duty to promote the industry and livel.4 hood of the
citizens of the State. if it is not possible to nourish the
entire population of the State, foreign nationals (noncitizons
of the State) must be. excluded from the Reich. Point 14. We
demand that there shall be profit-sharing inihe great indus-
tries. Point 15. We demand a generouis development of provision
for old age. Point 17. We demand a land-reform suitable to
our nation requirements, the passing of a law for the conf is-
ca .tion without compensation of land for communal purposes, the
abolition of intereat on mortgages, and the prohibition of all
speculation in land. Point 18. We demand ruthless war u~.on
all those whose activities are injurious to the common interest.
Connuon criminals againat the nation, usurers, profiteers, etc.,
iiiust b~e punished with death,, whitever their creed or race.
Point 22. We dnamnd the abolition of mercenary troops and the
formation of a national anmy Point 25. Tha all the foregoing
requirements may be realized w- demand the croation of a strong

4 central power of the Reich. Unconditional authority of the
politically central Parliament o'er the entire Reich and its
organization in general.rt
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of under the aegis of Versailles; so, naturally, they became

key targets for Nazi propaganda during the 1920's and 19307s.

By focusing the attention of the German people on these "inter--

nationalist" foes of the Reich as the cause of their current

problems, Hitler, with his able propagandist Joseph Goebbels

(1897-1945), was able to provide the masses with a common enemy

to hate. Coupled with this message, the Nazi theory of the

superiority of the German race, along with the twin beliefs

of Nordic domination and Lebensraumi encouraged the nation to

make sacrifices for the future--even if this mpent war.

Long recognizing the value of propaganda as a crucial

element of persuasion, Hitler harangued his way to power in

January 1933. In March of that year, the new Chancellor reward-

ed Dr. Goebbels for his stupendous efforts and contributions to

the Party, by appointing him to the newly-created office of

Minist4r for National Enlighcenment and Propaganda. 1 6 0

Goebbels' Ministry played a leading role in the Third Reich

until the latter's collapse in May 1945.

The German economic recovery under the Nazi leadership

was phenomenal. Basically, the NSDAP policy of 1933 emphasized

1 6 0jochim C. rest, The FE19 of the Tlird Reich, (London:tm Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 1W) tr."TyimcffTh o&, 92.
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a massive public works program designed to end unemployment.

The public spending progr~ams were directed at improvir~g natural

resources (such as the forests); improving public services

I (e~a.,roads and railways); and subsidies to heavy industry to

stimulate private investment. Government investments in heavy

industry from January 1933 to January 1934 totaled approximately

I ~ four billion marks. 1 6  These investments were financed through

Istate loans which the capitalists were compelled to subscribe

to and by increasing taxation. To insure that only the

"sBelected" heavy industries received capital for expansion,

the Nazis linited investmnt opportunities in Germany to invest-

merit in state loans and state approved projects,16 The NSDAP

economic recovery program proved to be very successful. Unem-

ployment fell frcaw six million in 1933 to 2.6 million by Janu-

ary 1934. integral to the success of the Nazi progr-am was the

163
abolition of all trade unions in 1933. This had the

* -~ effect of providing induatry with "cheap"' labor under H-itler's

reign.

EP 161Lowis, 95.

162Sternbe-rg, 227-228.

S-16
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As private capital was reinvested In industry, the

subsidies by the state were not reduced. Instead, after 1935,

with the official policy of rearament, government contribu-

tions to industry, especially heavy industry, were greatly

j multiplied. By fixing wages early, bes'des abolishing the

unions, the Nazis were able to put more people into the fac-

tories. The increased revenues from taxation, cuL-!ed with

the diminishing outlay for unemployment benefits, provided

larger portions of the national resources to the Nazis for

their own purposes. To reduce the threat of inflation prices

were controlled vigorously in 1936; and by 1938, unemployment

all but disappeared in the Third Reich%1 64

In the military sphere several important changes took

Iplace in Germany after the First World War. The German Army

was deprived of its influence in the arena of politics. Except

for a limited comeback early in Hitler's reign, this lack of

influence exitted through the end of the Second World War.

This is best demonstrated by the following exaMple. At the

beginning of the Fit-t World War the military asstued many

Kiviliau functions ader the Law of Seige; however, the opposite

was trus during Oie period 1939-45.165 Under Hitler, the

1"L,/-.i, 96.
165.,Rw Gordo- A, GrTig, W*r, Politics snd D! kcy, (New York:

Frederick A. Praeger, 19667, nA(e133.w--k
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military districts and their economic functions remainad in the

hands of the local party officials (Gauleiters). Hitler probably

chose to do this because he had absolute control over the party

officials.

Perhaps the most devastating changes for the Army took

place under the provisions of Articles 42, 160, 180, and 181

of the Versailles Treaty. Limited to a total of l00noo officers

and men, restricted in weaponery (no tanks, airplanes, heavy

artillery, etc.). required to dissolve the General Staff, and

having minimum periods of service set at twelve years for

enlisted man and twenty-five years for officers, the German

Nation found itself asaopt complete dicarmed. 6 6 The nissions

of the 100,000-man force were reduced to police internas order

and maintain bord4r protection. With the nations around Germany

still heavily emad, the aiBssiL to provide border protection

was tau-aeo*At to nothing I*" than a military absurdity.

vmmediately after ihe November Revolution of 1918, the

Army fomd itself in the str e* position of dctarmining who to

support politically. The ELaser had fled to Holland and the

officers aod men did not feel any loyalty to the new Republic.

vli w CIedmblzto or tba Ragular Am~y, per-mi.litary

: 1 ~Gerii~, -.5
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organi•tiorm the so-called Free Corps (EreiIorps), sprang up

thriughout Germany. Under the leadership of experienced com-

bat officers, the FeE? became either instruments torestore

law and order or implements of self-aggrandizment, Under

these conditions the years 1919-1920 were ones in which the
"decision had to be made to orgenize the now German Army,

either after the Freikorps or under the old General Staff

167•!,. ~concept*.16

The mam who was responsible for the selection of the

traditional appreach was General Hains von Stekt (1866-1936).

Seaeckt believed that the loyalty of the armed forces was to the

state, not to a particular for1 of goverxmnt. The General

adopted this view because he ralized that the monarchy would

not be retstablished in Germany, His objective was the preser-

vation to the Army. To insure accoplishment of his objective

aud lay the kroundvork for Germany's revival as a greet power,

von Seeckt kuew the aray must act as the organ on which a

stable Soverhlsnt could be built. 1 6 8 With this in mind von

Seeckt set himself to depoliticising Aud r'bu•lding Germany's

Amy. By divorcing the Army frea internal political struggles,

16 7 Goarlitz, 211.

1064o~born, III, 5a4-.585.

t,

-.
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he suecieded In mainI~iining the respect of the population in

gencral, this uts especially important since riost of the people

still h~d the bad taste in their mouths of the Hindenburg-V Ludendorff dictztorship. "All force of political activity,

participation in any political organization or in any political

I ~gathering, were strictly forbidden to both officers mud atu."16I ~ Soldiers even lost their right to vote while in military service.

I The method Seeckt used to circt"vent the restrictions

of Varsailles on any Germuan General Staff was the introductiosu

of a horizontal organization of Reichavehr departments under

tie War Minister. 2he two major departmients under this system

4 ~~~wera~ the Amy Off ize (Heeresamt) and the Troop office (j~~

penamt). The Heeresamt was organized to carry oa all of the

functiona: of the old War Ministry. The Truppenast was charged

I ~with all. time rosponsibilities that; had previously belonged to

the General Sta ff. This arganization had one sarious flaw, it

ij permitted direct 4ccess Ny dep~artment heads to the War Minis-

ii~T overcr~e VhIis problem the horizontal arrangiment of

Sdepart!mentra w-s rpl&ýd by a vetcal oraizto on uctotwr

1, 1920. With this reorgant~tion the post of Chief of Aray

1 7Goerlitz, 217-218.
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-'oxaend (Chef der Heer~iulaitýnp was c-.eted subordinate to

the War Minister. Thi~s new office was for all practical pur-

poses the old Chief of the General Staff position. Like th~e

Trupnnm, Che de Heeresleitung was forbidden by the Ver-

sailles Treaty; however), Seeckt aought to overcome this by an

exercise in Semantics. One critical difference in the pro-

1919 and current systemis L that the Chief of Army Ccxmowad

performed two functions: he was the Supreme Coummander; .9nd the

Chief of the General Staff. By being subordinate to the Chef

der Heerealeitung, the. Truppenamt Lost the old General Staff's

rlf~t to approach the head of state di.rectly (Imiediatatellung)

Thi.' had Ithe effeet of f urthter diminishin~g their pol itica I

V2Iinfluence-4 ti Mar~ch 17 , 1921t Seackt was, appointed Chief

0J. Army Ctinmnd.

usiiug this appointment so a carte blanche, Seeckt,

bsg&g- rebuilding the ary in~ earuest. Die Reichaweh- W&f3

staffed by m~any aampetent Geine'al Staff offI .era of his chcoasing.

The tarm '"Cneral Staff" war, replacad by Leader Staff (Fuz-hrers-

atAb). Now dapartmtats were added to the he,4quarters structure..

Thece (tncluded the Geeral Army Office C 1.gereines 1Hseresamt ),

the Army Pereooinel off ice (HC qr09Lrutonz-att)) tht Army kd-

nm1rtistration ~ftiA- (He- sve-rumltmewsanlt) and~ the Army

1171
Goerlt~t 28-2190 &nd 22L.
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Armaments office (Heerer-Waffeugt). The T'rqpienamt was organ- _

izsd into four elements: T.l-Operatiom aend deployiamnt; T.2 -

Organization; T. 3-Foreign Armies; aud T.4-Trainirig.1

Limited to 4,000 off icers with tours of duty set at

tw~enty-f ive years, Seackt ýws faced with the iumense problem

of educating his General Staff officers for future expansion

of the army. Denied the use of the War Academy (Kries kdemie)

by Versailles, Seeckt had to rely on on-die-job training for his

staff officers. While m~any of Germanyts renowm-d World War 11

leaders (von Braushitach, Kesseiring,, Gudertan, Beek, von Fri~clh,,

Raider, ga,.P others) were trained tan this mamver, the system

did not permit enough professional training for the off ic~Ar

corps- as a w.hole. This deficiency becese evident during the

rapid expansion of the armiy under H~itler. 7here were not enough

173A veil --11trained General Staff officers to-o around. a~t ri

his suldiers on zodern we-Apons (tankA. airplance, heavy artille-1yo
etc.), vun Sea~.tcLsitterstila's 'vtradS~oa prc~~n

wl th the ked Army. The tio4emnt to~rd Rsso-tfermn ~prs che
Vf..

w~ent was i~ccelars*_ed by t~IIwRaois Amy's poor showi{ng duia&itI

I' i1 3 bid., 225-227.

(~i~ q
M.
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the Russo-Polish War of 1920-21. After the signing of the Treaty

of Riga (March 18, 1921), Lenin formally requested German

174assistance in reorganizing the Red Army.

Von Seeckt had anticipated this and had Get up a secret

unit (Sondergrupp R)wthnte ry o nd to supervise and

administer military agreements with the Soviet Union. The

first agreement was the German-Russian Conuerciai. Agreement

of Hay 6, 1921. in September of that year secret plans were

-' negotiated for German assistance in the expansion of the Russian

armaments industry. Di addition to providing German tech-

nology to the Russians, the secret agreements permitted the

Germans to train their personnel on tanks, airplanes and other

forbidden wasýons in Russia. Also, operatin~g under various

cover organiz~tibns, such as the Society for the Furthering of

Indu.strial Ente% prises (Ges-ellschaft fur Forderun, gy ziblicher

Unternetatungen~ or GU.-),~ German industry opei-ated branch

factories ir1 Russia. 11heae factories produced miliitary aircraft,

tanks, poison gas and heavy artillery, all of uhich uvre-

176
expressly forbidd-an by the- Versai~lles Tre~ty.

174hý
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Many other subterfuges were employed by the German

military leaders and indiistrteliiits; during this periAod of Becrat

'r~J ~rearmament. In the firm of Xhein-IMetal., the railway coach

department began producing artillery pieces. in 1922, Krupp

began developing new heavy artillery designs for the Reichswehr;

j1
and in 1925 that firm began designs for a "large scale tractor"

I (tank) mounting a 7.5 cm gun. Submarines were constructed in

Dutch and Spanish shipyazis. The secret and close relationship

Sbetween the Army and industrialists was further strengthened

r~i when, from 1926 onwards, industrial specialists were voluntarily

attached to the staffs of all military districts (Wehrkreisie).177

One of the most significant developments for the

1:~ 4]
fleglngReichswehr occurred in 1.924 with the creation of

the then highly secret Economic General Staff, known as the

Replacement Staff (Nachschubstab), under General Wurzbacker.

At te '-ginning of World War 1. von Seeckc saw at first hand

the problems encountered when the economic element of power

was not considered in military contingency planning. He was

al.so aware of the contributions of the Rathenau System of war

production and how it kept the Reich in the war for over four

-~ yea.ýsf Because of this recent experience, Seeckt was deterauined

to couDle economic planning with military strategy to maximize

17Goerlitz, 246-247.

T*
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4 . the power of the nation.

The Rep'Lacements" Staff was formed in November 1924

~~ with four off icers and two civilian consult~ants. Its main

functions were to prepare plans for the economic mobilization

~ of the Republic to support a 68 division army. Additionially,,

the Nac1hschubstab was to provide centralized, long-term planning

178
~~ ~and preparation for general industrlmoiiaon This

staff, later known as the Armaments Office (Rustungsamt),

received a warm welcome from the heavy industrial community in

~ accomplishing its mission. The industrialists of Germany saw

the opportunity cf rebuilding their armaments plants3, which were

largely dismantled and destroyed under the supervision of the

Allied Control Commission. Foreign industrialists in Auistria,

Switzerland, Sweden, Holland, and Italy, also cooperated with

the Rustu at by providing information and accepting armaments

contrant~ 74; By 1928 the Replacements' Staff had grnwrn to six major

sections and occupted twenty-five off ices in the Armaments'

Office. At this time the agen.cy ts name was changed from the

'7Berenice A. Carroll, Deaim 'for Total War, (Providence

R.I.: Brown University, 196 D,. 7T eais

4 '79Wheeler-Bennott, 142-144.
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Replacements' Staff to the Economic Staff (Wirtachaftstab).

V While the Economic Staff was involved in illegal procurement of

arms in Germ-iny, it waa not involved in Che clandestine activi-

ties of CEFU in Russia. The Waffenamt handled this part of the

material acquisition program.18

As the Wirtschaftstab grew in size., its responsibilities

Tý were Increased correspondingly. Complying with its charter,

the Economic Staff began compiling axhbaustive reference files

on the war production capability of the national induatrial

base. To get this information, a series of questionnaire~s were

~- ~,developed and sent to every production facility within the

Republic.181 Needless to say,the full cooperation of the indus-

trialist was essential to make this program a success. in

this manner, the Wirtschaftstab had at its disposal accurate

data concerning industry's capability to support a war produc-

tion program. Requirement, for raw materials, labor, transport,

power, and machinery were identified. For example, this utaff

knew of every piece of machinery capable of being used for or

converted to war production in Germany. E~ach machine, was

Carroll,21-.

181A. D. Strenger, "'In~sight into the Nazi In1dus-trial. War

........... M 'chine," (Prepared copy of a apeech delivered in 1943)0 10,
6 _6-17., Also see ýýerjdix B,, f~r -sample questionnaires.
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identified by several criteria: a) locatioii; b) age of the

machine; 0' expectedI useful life; d) type'product to be produced;

*1 e) quantity of output; f) conversion time (if necessary); and

g) raw materials necessary for production of war goods.-8

The information required by the Wir~tsahaftstab was

gathered in several ways. The industr'alizts provided much of

the information by responding to questionnairez. Another method

* used to gather information resulted from the introduction of

Economid-c off icers (Wirtschaftoffiziere, or W.O.), Vc the

various military districts. In addition to providine -iata, the

Wirtschaftoffiziere served as the interface between the Army and

industry on the local level. From this position, the Economic

officers were able to provide the Economic Staff with current

'p. capabilities on a timely basis. Lastly, the Statistics Company

(Statistische Gesellschaft), was formed within the Economic

Staff2 , to collate the data gathered, prepare questionnaires,
183

and record and analyze the findings.

In addition to determining Germany's capability to

produce war materials, the Economic Staff act up an economic

182
Strenger, 12.

18Carroll, 23.
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intelligence division which concentrated on identifying the

sources of raw materials, production capabilities, and tech-

nological breakthroughs in the other countries of the world.

ii ~Primary emphasis was placed on Continental Europe. The inforra-

tion provided by the intelligence division and the theories of

Dr. Karl Albrecht Haushofer played a very important part in

Hitlerts plans for the conquezt of Europe. 184

~i ~.When originally chartered, the Nachschubstab was charged

I ~ with centralized economic planning responsibilities for preparing

the nation for the possibility of future war. During war it

C was envisioned that the Economic General Staff would assume

responsibility for directing the entire national war economy.

Rathenauts imprint is clearly seen here.

1ý X
While in existence the Nachschubstab later its successor

organizations the Rutungsamt. the Wehrwirtschaftss tab, and

the Wehrwirtschafts-und Rut continuously atternoted by

various means to gain the authority commensurate wIth its

responsibilities in all. natteris concerning war production.

This was a matter of prime concern for Georg Thomnai (1890- )
who headed the 1Lcononiic Staff during the 1930's until it was

a bs orbe-d into the Speer F.ni.-.Ly in 1943. Vhom.&sl goal was5

1 185

18418~ jStrenger, 35. Carroll, 237-239.
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Through various decisions Hitler managed to stifle the

Army's call for the appointment of an Economic Dictator. one

of the more serious decisions which robbed the Economic Staff

~i1of its desired authority was: the military services were per-

mitted to continue their individual dealings with private

industry without going through the Economnic Staff. This made

it impossible for the Wehrwirtschaftsstab to control rezources

~ or establish p'-i~rities. Hermann Goering's (1893 -1946) appoint-

.3 ment to head the new Four Year Plan in 1936 put another

Alstumbling block in the path of a can%.lycnrlldeooy

With his chariter under the Four Year Plan, Goering ineptly

meddled in economic affairs. Hitler had a fetish of assigning

high priority projects to trouble-shooters such as Fritz Todt

(1891-4~42), and giving them sweepintg authority to accomplish

the prj-sihnee h rject was completed, or there war.

no~onger,a need for this economic authority, it was not

usually vichdrawn. By doing so Hitler rdded to the chaos that

was present in the economy. G~erlitz suggests that the prG-

liferation of ngencies,~ organizations, and individuals with

overlapp~ng respcasibilities was Hitler's tway of pre-venting any

~ one individual frou~ gainii-., LC(o rauch ppower and becoming a

M rival.186 If this was the Ftehrert-s intent, he accomplished

18Goerlitz, 341.
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what he set out to do.

Under the Nazi dictatorship centralized control over

the econony should have been easy to achieve. The P.eichsehr

presented Hitler with the necessary organization to exercise

centralized control over the economy--the Economic General

Staff. Additionally, when the Fuehrer came to power, he had

taths disposal information concerning the war potential of

the nation and the cooperation of heavy industry. Unfortunately

for the Third Reich, the Chancellor chose not to make full use
of the assets available to him. Instead, he was enthralled

with the accomplishments of Frederick the Great, the strategies

3 of Bismarck, von Moltke, and von Schlieffen. Based on this
-y'4

1 rcxance with the past, besides his growing fascination with

the potential of mechanized warfare, Hitler chose to adopt the

single military strategy of Lightning War (Blitzkrieg) as the

means to achieve his goals. Economically unprepared for total

war, nevertheless Nazi Germany launched her wars of aggression

with the invasion of Poland in Septerber 1939.

...............

N. "
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CHAPTER IV

I ~WORLD WAR II AND) THE SPEER SYSTEM4

~1 During the periods of secret (1933-35) and open (1935-

39) rearmament, Adolf Hitler proved hinself to be an able dip-

1 lona t. By constantly testing the resolve of his probableI ~opponents (France, England, and 1Russia), he wos able to predict

with some accuracy the risks involved in his various adventures.

When Hitler ordered the reoccupation of the Rhinelaric,.against

4~ 1the advice of his military leaders,'he was prepared to withdraw

K., his forces should any significant opposition take place. Hitler,

however, did not believe that this aiction would be violently

*~187
opposed, and events proved him to be correct.1 8

The remilitarization of the Rhineland in 1936; Anschluss

-~~.(union) with Austria on March 12, 1938; the abandonment of

Czechoslovakia to Hitler by the British and French at the Munich

Conference on September 30,. 1938; aad the relatively unoppoued

~.Nazi invasion of the -remiinder 'of Czechoslovakia on March 15,

L. ~~~1939; boosted the stature of the Nazis in Ger anyt rcdne

heightu. In the eyes, of the- G~rvaona these "~blow"less"~ victories

were wonierous to behold. They ra.ised the national pride and

-c7~old C.. Deutsch, The Cons21rnc r Aainst Hitler Tn The
fl~iih War, (Ninneapolis: niver~t of Minnesota Preas~ s,
26, 3 0.

........ . . . . . .
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spirit from the depths of despair to the point where H{itler'!

protestations about the superiority the German race seemed

to make sense.

Goebbels' Propaganda Minictry exploited to the maximum

each of Hitlrer's diplomatic and military achievements. By

mid-1939 the Gerrnn national will was firmly under the Fuehrer's

control. It was difficult to argue with success. Thereafter,I

when Hitler spoke on t.he veed for living space (Lebensraumn)

the people, reinforced by each diplomatic success, agreed with

J ~him. When he stated that Lebenetaunm must be secured by force,

if necessary, there were no broad, violent objections. Their

Leader knew besL...

The onliy majox objections to Germany's 'txpansiofl by

force came from the economists within 'the armed forces, men such

as General Thomas. Thomas, G bjectiou to launching wars of

conquest was not based on principle, but rather, the Reichts

state of economic preparedness. He believed that Hitlerts

BlitzkrjiE would eventually lead Gertuany into another world

war -- a protracted war of attrition. Thomas felt that the

S nation should continue her econom~ic preparations before under-

taking any military adventures.lb

163
Carll 8-fI
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In order to achieve the maximum preparedness for war,

Thomas continued to press openly for "armament-in-deptht"

(expanding existing industrial facilities and constructing

4 new ones), as opposed to "armament-in-width" (increasing pro-

duto in existing facilities) whichwathofialNz

policy. Hitler chose armamient-in-vidth for several reasons:

it had the least impact on the civilian economy; this policy

relied on using the industrial capacities of the occupied

countries; the Blitkrieg could be adequately supported by this

concept; no prolonged expansion of industrial facilities was

necessary; and the Fuebrer did not believe that total war

would be the final outcome of his aggressive policy. Conse-

quently, Thomas? callJ for armaments-in-depth fell on deaf ears;

adhe beaeknown asthe "emihof doom" in high N~azi.

circles,.8

After signing the- Non-aggreassion Pact wittý the Soviet

Union in 1939, there-by precluding the possibility of a two-front

war,, Hitler em3bre oi te military conquest of Europe. On

2; Septem~ber 1, 1939, the Blitkrie was launched against Poland

with dvastating effect.

In its strategic concept, the Blitzkrie& bears a very

strong resemblance to the techniques employed by von Blismiarck

tzl-9

l9Joachim C. Feat, Hitler, (New York: 1.i~rcau.rt, Brace, Joys-
novich, Inc., 1973), tr. by Richard and Clara Winston, 676.
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and perfected by von Schlieffen. Wars were aimed at achieving

a strategic stranglehold over the enemy. The objectives of

the military action were carefully selected to achieve the most

decisive result; either secure tervitorial advantage, or defeat

enemy forces. MAobility, firepower, and surprise were the key
I2

elements used to achieve strategic advantage. TranslatedI

into today's terms, Blitzkrieg was a limited war strategy.

Hitler, when adopting the Lightning War concept, realized

that Germasny possessed finite resources (raw materials and

manpower), which must be used with great care in order to

achieve prompt reaults,19 Additionally, lie recognized that

Germany could not hold out indefinitely I.n a war of attrition

against the other industrial nations of the world. The First

World War had proven tb1s quite clearly in his mind. Finally,

Hitler wa.-i aware that excessive privation of the civilian, as

well as the military, sectors of the nation would endanger his

regim~e (ainother les~son from the -reat War).

In attempting to apply th-e lessonis lear-ned durling World

War 1, while at t~'e same t~ime making economic preparations to

achieve his expansiotiist deeires, the Fuehrer chose the

Blitzkrie-& strate-y. The economic support of tdi Milt

concept enta-,iled: short buit intensive hursts of ecoiiomic

F 190Carroll, 209-210.
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PU effort (increase in production, not facilities); continue

providing consumer goods for the public; state-supported pre-

ferntaltreatment for heavyiinuqtry on the trsof "bus iness

as uual aproah; ad a litledisruption a osbet h

civiiansecor shitin ofwor focesto new factories, etc.).

Hiterthought this method of warfare might avoid the hardships

that total war brought to the civilian population.19

TeBlitzkrieg was an extremely flexible strategy for

liamited war. It could be tailored to suit the target country

with economic preparations made in advan'ce. This strategy

V found wide support amnong th,: civilians, industrialists, and

eventually the miilitary. By minimizing civilian sacrifice, the

Nazi Pacty im-proved its political standing. Big business sup-

ported the Partyts strategy becauge of the profit motive and

it required no large, competitive increaseo in facilities,

192
only production. The military doubters uvre won over by

the success.es9 of the Blitzkrio& in Polaad, Dlenmark, Novui-ay,

and France.

In addition to enhancing Germany's political and military

stature, the Lightning War waa very instrmxental in adding to

the Reich's industrial capacity. Sowe of the countries

I 9 U.SS.B.S 21,



occupied by the Nazis (e.&., Belgium and Northern France'

were amoug the most industrialized in the world. Their added

indusat.-ral facilities, stockpiles and sources of raw materials

and manpower, immensely aided the German war-effort. The heavy

industries of Austria, Czechoslovakia, and France were of par-

ticular importance to Hitler.19  This enabled the Fuehrer to

"rattle his saber"t throughcut un-occupied Europe and intimidate

t those countries he chose not to conquer~.

it looked for a while as thoug nothing could stand

in the way of the Blitzkrieg; however, Hitler, like, Napoleon

before him, underestimated the Russians and m~ade the decision

<to '-wade the Soviet Union. John G. Stoessinger suggests in

Why Nations Go to War that the over-riding consideratian which

influenced H~itler to invade Russia was hit contempt and hatred

of Slays and CoMmunists. 9  While Stoessinger's conments about

H ittler's obsession with Slavs and Commi-tists are certainly

~ true, this hat-red was not the overriding factor in Hitler's

~'Louis iDomeratzky, "~The Industrial Power of the Nazi-%,"

____ig ______ Vl.XI (April. 1941), 642--644. (~Y~&
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decision. The Fuehrer's decision. was based on several factors.

First of all, the Nazis cor-rectly perceived the weakness of the

Red Army ais a result of the purges of the 1930ts. The poor

military performace bythe.Soviets in the:Russo-Finnish Wor

valiate thi pecepton.Secondly, the Germ~ans believed

exploited using the Blitzkrieg. Finally, Hitler believed the

East iias where the Reich's Lebensraum could be found. It. was

in Russia that Germatn requirements for raw materials and food-

stuffs could be satisfied, at least temporarily.

The Fuehrer Directive. Number 21,, dated Dect-ember 183, 1940,

clearly atated that after crushinZ the Red At-my in Western

Russial, the objective in the South would be the captr f he

Donets B4sin, which was of vital importance- to Germany's war

...... i..d.. ry. in the North tha capture of m4oacow (with her

industrie-o and 'rsilnets) would represent a decialve political

an4 ecoriomic victory, while also serving to disrupt thia railwiay

transpo~rtation indutw.ry West of the Urals. Subo-equent to the

capture of the Donets Rasin and Moscow, the Ural. Mounztaias were

to be t--aLken. dttrier belfieved this to be the last suxvivirtg

Mindustrialized area in the Sove 1~ion, 9 TIsbsac

4 5Hp. Trevor-R-orer., ed., 51litzkrieg to D~teat' hIitlerls
Wlar Directives 1939-1945, (Naew york:t¶i-t, ~Trinz~irt &nd witsto~n.
1965), 49-51.
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Sif this directive suggests that economics played a key role in

Hitlerts decision to invade Russia.

What Hitler failed to recognize prior to initiating Case

Barbarossa (the invasion of Russia), besides Operation Sea-

Lion (the invasion of England), was the inherent limitations in

the Blitzkrieg strategy. To begin with., the Germany Army at

the beginning of World War II was aeither motorized nor mechanized

to the degree popularly imagined. in September 1939, the Wehr-

macht only had seven tank divisions, five motorized infantry

and kc-ir nlieht" divisions in the force structure. The remaining

90 divisions were almost completely dependent upon railroads,

horse-drawn carts, or their own feet for strategic mobility. 19 6

Employment of these forces was based on the double

envelopment. The mechanized and motorized units were expected

: to penetrate enemy lines, and encircle the defending force in

a giant nboiling-pot,, (Kesselschlacht) configuration. Once

_ 5:thi3 was accomplished the bulk of the army could be brought

to bear in delivering the S de grace. It was a land-based

strstegy that was dependent upon the speed with which the bulk
of the Wehrmacht could be deployed and committed to battle.

This doctrine, which was based on the marching speed of infavtry

19 6A6dington, 41.

~_
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-Aý units, envisiaged encirclement and annihilation of enemy forces

relatively close to the German borders. It was not designed

for employment against insular countries, such as England,

197nor countries with large land areas -wh'ich would permit maneuver.

other serious limitations of the Blitzkrieg which were

not immediately recognized w-ere: the inadequacy of a logistical

re-supply capability (lack of trucks and roads); an overreliance

was placed on the use of railroads. The Luftwaffe. because of

its initial "feasy?' victories, was not aware of its own limita-

tions. German aircraft was designed to support the Blitzkrieg.

Because of this, range was sncrificed, and strategic bombers

111 .... .... took a back seat to fighter aircraft. Additionally, the Luft-

waffets planes lacked the necessary armor protection which

became so vital later in the war. The final major driawback

of the Lightning War was that it did not have a trained rese~rve

198manpower pool to draw upon to replace Wattle casualties.

These limitations were not apparent to any significant

degree when th~ Nazis were operating on interior lines of

commiunications against neighboring countries such as Austria,

Czechoslovakia, Poland, Denmark, Norway, flelgit=n, Holland, and

3 197Addington, 216,

ibid., 39.
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France. It was only when Hitler unsuccessfully attempted to
use the Blitzkrieg agatnst Great Britain in 1940 that some

4of the strategic limitations first appeared. Germany did not

have the naval or air forc( capability to support the cross-

Channel operation. The Ge,.4eral Staff had not prepared plans

in advance for an am~phibious assault of England. In tfact, the

General Staff did niot have any sound doctrine on large-sc&le

amphibious operations on which to base their planning. Planning

was initiated; however, the Ge-.man Navy was not strong enough

to control the relatively small English Channel in support of

an army landing. Eventually, Gperation Sea-Lion was cancelled.

Hitler turned his attention to the East. Hie hoped that by

V ~ conquering Russia, he could take Zingland out of the war.

During the Battle for Britain, the Blitzkrieg had failed to

achieve its objective in an admittedly unique situation.

The initial failure of his strategy did not appear to

cause Hitler any real concern. instead of triggering some

reflective.thinking, Hitler decided to apply the Blitzkrieg

against Russia. This would be a continental battle. No new

doctrine or equipmnent had to be. prepared to implement it, The

sAmie techniques used against Poland were to be applied only on

16A ~ a much larger scsle.

on June 22, 1941, the Wehrincht invaded Russia. The

initial operations were so successful, that on July 14, 1941,
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Fuehrer Directive Number 32a was issued. In substance this

directive forecast an early victory in Russia and ordered a

cutback in the production of arnaments. Additionally, selected

war industries were ordered to convert to a peace-time footing.

Raw materials that had been reserved for war production were

released for production of consumer goods. All contracts for

weapons, munitions, and equipment which extended beyond six

months were cancelled. Finally, an impending cutback in the

size of the armed forces was announced.199

Hitler's issuance of Directive 32a was quite premature

under the circumstances, as General Timoshenko's successful

stand before Moscow was to prove. Directive 32a resulted in a

• •reorientation in economic planning which proved debilitating

i. to the German Army in the Winter of 1941-42. Hitler had the

mistaken belief that he could command the industrial operations

in the same manner he commanded military forces in the field.

The Fuehrer apparently did not realize that his constantly

changing demands and priorities reduced the efficiency of his

industrial base.

An extreme example of the effect of changing priorities

on industry ums the experience of the Henschel firm--a prime

producer on the Ju 88 fighter for the Luftwaffe. In 1940

199
Trevor-Roper, 82 -84.

*, ..',
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Henschel was ordered to convert its facilities to produce the

HS 129 bomber. When half complete with the conversýJn, the firm

was ordered to switch to production of JTU 188 aircraft. When

finally prepared to start production, Henschel was ordered to

retool &gain to the manuf~icture of ME 410's. Again, before the

conversion was complete, the company was told to change to the

Ju 388. This time Henschel finally got the aircraft into

production, only to find the Air Ministry had decided to abandon

its bmuber program. Henschel was ordered to resume production

of the ju 88 fighter. It has been estimated that losses In

aircraft becauiie of frequent changes in models amounted t~n

20 percent of the t:-otal production in 1942.201

The Russian stand before Moscow marked the first time

that the Blitzkrieg had been defeated on the European Continent.

Tiinoschenko's force~s destroyed the myth of infallibility long-

held by stizategists on the Blitzkrieg, while confronting the

Nazi leadership with the first shock of defeat. This setback :I

cost the Germain Army great loases in men, ar-ms, and equiluent,

uiiich wetv initially difficult to replace be-cause of H1itler's

premature issuance of Directive 324.

In Decbr 191teFerr began to realize thait his

economic preparations may have been inadequate. With the entry

2 0Carroll. 192-193.

piw.
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of the United States into the war against the Ihird Reich,

Hitler found himself in the unenviable position of being opposed

by three of the greatest inaustrial powers of the world--

Great Britain, the Soviet Union, and the United States.

To rectify the situation, Hitler directed Fritz Todt,

Minister of Armaments and Munitions, to undertake an extensive

reorganization of the productive facilities under his supervision.

Todt found it almost impossible to convert the industrial base

from one of width to one of depth to support a war of attrition.

The coaversion would have caused an initial cut-back in much

needed supplies. His only alternative was to squeeze as much

production as possible out of existing facilities. At this

-< point it became very obvious to insiders that Germany was ill-

prepared, economically, for a long total war. 2 0 1

The initial successes of the Blitzkrieg had a profound

effect on military and economic thinking in the Reich. These

successes led the Nazi leaders to believe in their own invin-

cibility, which ultimately resulted in the invasion of Russia.

The apparent success of the economic preparations precluded

any change and stymied purposeful centralized planning over the

country's economy. Consequently, the German economy durinj

2 1 Stolper, 164.
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the first three yea':s of war was a "butter and bullets" one

202operating in a leisurely, semi-peacetime fashion. During

this period the unique feature of Germany's war-effort was .the

- relatively low output in armaments production. Considering the

resources and industrial facilities available to the Reic¾•,

and her subsequent accomplishments in production, it became

J apparent that Germany's war production was not limited by

potential, but rather by the whims of Hitler, as to what he
203

considered necessary to achieve his aims.

'I Many scholars have taken the stand that Hitler was

preparing for total war during the early years of his regime.

They attribute the Fuehrer's success in rearmament to economic

"efficiency" and the Nazi form of government--e dictatorship.

The dictatorship supposedly provided the Nazi Leader with the

necessary powers to centralize and control all aspects of the

economy. It was through this centralized effort that all sectors

of the civilian economy were suborJinated to the state-directed

204task of war production.

- While this thesis &ppeared t, be valid to foreigners

ai, many people within Germany, a close examination of the

'22.S.S.B.S., 23.
- 203Ibid.2, 6.

2 04 Carroll, 1-2.
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period 1933-39 quickly reveals its inaccuracy. Groat strides

were made in the economic field during the era of the Third

Reich; however, the dictatorship never instituted cenLralized

control over the economy. Quite the opposite was true. Get-

r many's economy was in fact decentralized, fragmented, and in a

state of constant confusion. The principal reason for this

economic disorder was the proliferation of multiple agencies,

departments, and bureaus charged with often overlapping economic

responsibilities. When these various offices ceased to function,

they were not dissolved; rather they continued to exercise their

205authority to the detriment of sound economic planning.

During the mid-1930's General Georg Thomas of the Wi

Ru Amt had called for the appointment of an Economic Dictator.

The latter was to be charged with the overall responsibility

I of centralizing and controlling all aspects of the German

economy. Thomas felt that the Economic Dictator (subordinate

to Hitler, of course) should come from the Army; hcwever, he

would have settled for any strong military man. When on May

31, 1935, Hitler appoiuted Hjalmar Schacht, Chief Authority

1 for the War Economy (General-bcvolln~achtigter fur die-

wirtschaft, or G..K. Thomas and 0he Army had seriou6 doubts.

2 0 5Norman Rich, Hi"ler's War Aims, (2 vols.; New York:

W. W. Norton & Co. ,1, i--9-
) •
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They never envisioned a civilian being appointed to this post,

and some believed that the Wehrmacht's position in economic

206planning would be jeopardized. The Army's fears about

Schacht were in vain. In 1938, Schacht was forced from the Nazi

Cabirt when he criticized Hitler's methods and plans for strip-

207minir4 the economy qaubbau) to support aggressive wars.

Hitler's growing lack of faith in the senior military

leaders was again manifested by the appointment of Dr. Fritz

Todt, a civilian, as Plenipotentiary-General for the Control

of Building, in December 1938. By this appointment Todt became

responsible for construction to include Wehrmacht projects.

Todt's successes in his various economic projects for Hitler

led to his appointment as Germany's first Minister of Armaments

208
and Munitions on March 17, 1940.

While the title Minister of Armaments and Munitions

appears to be very broad and all encompassing, Todt's activities

in this area wvre restricted almost entirely to the Army. The

control of the Navy and Air Force procurement programs remained

with their respectIve armaments' branches.

There were several reasons for Todt'3 appointment.

2 0 6Carroll, 103-104.

f 2 0 7Rich, I, 535-538.
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First of all, he was a well known organizer and administrator.

, 1 He succesefully accomplished many tough projects for the Fuehrer.

Because of this, Hitler had implicit faith in Todt, A more

I significant reason for the appointment was that Hitler was

I beginning to become annoyed at the "defeatist" or "we cannot"

attitude held by some Army leaders. These men wanted the Fuehrer

to proceed more cautiously in his political ambitions.

General Thomas had repeatedly warned Hitler of Germany's

poor economic standing to wage war. Thomas' latest warning had

been at the outset of the Polish Campaign. During the relatively

short war against Poland, Thomas' predictions were proven

valid and the Army experienced some serious shortages of muni-

tions. At the beginning of the war, the Wehrmacht only had

six weeks of reserve munitions; and this figure was misleading

because the consumption rate exceeded the planners' estimates
209

from two to eight times.

While the shortage of munitions did not prove to be

critical, as earlier feared, it could have be-n, if the German

Army would have to fight the French or English concurrently

with the Poles. Hitler held the Army responsible for this minor

crisis and retaliated the next Spring with Todt's appointment.

Todt was one of the Fuehrer's chie., trouble-shooters

for quite some time. In June 1933 he becam~e Inspector-General

f 2 0 9 Carroll$ 200-201.
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of the German Highway System and was responsible for the Autobahn

pro jects. In December 1938 Todt was appointed Commissioner

General for the Construction Industry. In this capacity he was

rearonsible for projects involving civilian and military con-

j struction throughout Germany. (This was later expanded to

include the occupied territories.) Additionally, Txit h'old

the position as Inspector-General for Waterways and Power Plants.

To assist him in fulfilling his manifold responsibilities,, Todt

created the Organisation Todt (O.T.). The O.T. was a para-

military organization which dealt mainly with construction of

fortifications (e.,&., the West Wall, U-boat pens, etc;.)2l 0

Upon assuming the additional responsibility as Minister

of Armaments and Munition, Todt saw that his most immediate

Vi need was to eliminate several layers of overlapping bureaucracy.,

which he found in the Wehyriacht and otther sections of the e,:ono-

2m:. Todt believed that the best way to accomnplish this

vital Ctask, and to increase production of Anrny ar~maents and

munitions, was to put technical dire-ction of industry back in

the hainds of the indus-trialin's. In or-der to (1o this, Todt

esabliuhed serles of cocx mit,:ees to control p~oduction. Very

2~Arnold and V'eronica km. To'.inbee, ed. , rv of interno-
tionnl .fftrs 1939-1946: ~1iitlers Eurore (Ird

~~ t k~~~niversity Press, 1954), 2377. no:Oir

H1"ilward, 59.

'~a 1 -polo
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basically, the committees were organized in the following man-

eer. A main committee controlled the munitions industry (Haul-

tausschuss). Under the main committee were a series of special

committees (Sonderausschusse), charged with specific types of

ammunition production. 2 12

The main committee hsd a broad range of responsibilities.
It controlled all factories making munitions. The Hauptaus-

schuss was responsible for pooling knowledge of production

techniques and maintaining statistics on productivity of the

various factories under its control. Additionally, the main

committee was responsible for implementing a program to standard-

ize equipment and munitions produced. Movement of machinery

and labor from factory to factory was strictly controlled

by the main committee. Furthermore, the main committee was

responsible for allocating its share of the raw materials to the

factories under its control, This enabled the Hauptausschuss

to selectively distribute resources to the most productive

facilities and meet its v-equired delivery dates for finished

products. 1 3

Alan Mil.-rd in his book The Ge ran Economy at War

argues the co~mttee system of war production was originated

by Todt and not his successor Albert Speer. Hilward believes

21ZAilward, 60. 1 3 1bid.

I.
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that too many historians, such as Burton Klein, have credited

Speer with this system of production which played so important

a role in lengthening the Second World War. Nilward, however,

is only partially correct. Speer, by his own admissio~n, did

not invent the commirttee technique, but neither did Fritz Todt.

Both of these administrators adopted the Rathenau System of war

production, whiich was used so effectively during the First

World War.

While botLh Todt and Speer proved themselves to be very

capable organizers, Todt's record in the realm of war production

is less impressive. This was due, perhaps, to several factors,

chief among these were: his overwhelming preoccupation with

the construction portion of his responsibilities; his lack of

real control over the economy; Hitler'3 economic policies of

Blitzkrieg; and his urntimely death on February 8, 1942.14

The contributions of occupied countrie& to the- indus-

trial 3trength of Germany was hus. In addition to agricul- 3

r~irl goods, the Ntazis gained control over the industrialized

eiistricts of Tipper SllesiA uiA.en Pc-laA was conquered. The

cote~tof' Denmark and Norway was planrted to giip access of

zN*orwegia riw iia&Lerialrs; and ostansibly to isolate Swdnfrom
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the Allies, thereby securing uninterrupted access to iron-ore

and industrial finished products. The subjugation of the Low

Countries and France, with their natural resourrces and highly

f ~ developed industrial facilities, contributed significantly to

Germany's economic posture for continued w-ar .re. The Boy

I copper mines in Yugoslavia; the iron. of Austria; and the in-

dustrial. facilities of Czechoslovakia all played an ivrportant

I ~role in the Reich's war effort. By the Su~er of 1941 Germany's

I ~acquisition of additional sources of raw materials and indus-

trial facilities in Russia led Hitler to believe that the prob-

215
lems of having enough raw materials were at an end.

Arnold Toynbee believes that Gerwny had the capability

of ar-ming- in-depth as late- a-s the. winter (-f 1941-42, but because

the then existing industrial capacity was sufficient, no changes

were made. 26It can bae argued that with the invasion of Russia

L In June 1941, the GermAns lost their last opportuni 'y tG arm-

in denth. Five m~onths 14ter the Wehrt-acht lost L)he initiative

and b-ccae ijuvolved in I p'-Otract@ed C(c-Iflfct. Five ~~

woldhvehrdybensufficient tirwe icr G~r-w % to -eorilnt

her @conolic progrrns. much lesc canstruct. or -,on~vert the noces-

unry facilitttts for a--~et-ndph In add~1tion to the

co ee Table 7 tn ýU!endtx for statts-t~cg orn iron and steei,

coal an oi avalabe t Gý-y fonoccupied aiad allied

ttg
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sources of raw mat~erials from occupied countries and her allies,

Germany irtitmnddated other nations inl Europe into providing her

with the resources she needed for her war-effort. With the

Nazis on their borders and invasian a possibility, countries such 43

as Sweden, Switzerland., Spain,, Portugal, and Turkey had little

choice but-to comply with German demands. These nations provided

t~he Reich mainly with strategic metals such as zinc., chromite,

maganese, magnesium, tungsten, copper, wolfrani, and tin.21

Sweden's major contribution was ten million tons of iron ore

219
annually.

IF Dr. Strenger, an industrialist under Hitler during the

2204
:onquests w6s based on economics and geopolitics. With the

exception of Denmark, each country absorbed, ov allied with cbe

Third Reich, added to 1_he Nazi industrial base with human and

natural riziources besides industrial fazilities. A~dditionally,

each of these nations was of territorial importince to Germnany

either as a stepping. stone to the next tar~.et, or as a bulwark

froia which to defcnd the expanding Reic~h. A

with the na"'ural. resources and tvighly 6eveloped indus-

.:trial plants of Europe at his disposal, it is difficult to :

j~ ~ 1 Strenger, 37-64. 2 1 Milward) 48.V

22stronger, 43.
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imagine that Hitler did not reap the full benefit fron, these

advantages. This is interesting because the Fuehrer had outlined

economic objectives in his war directives. These additional

facilities could have provided the armament-in-depth that Thomas

and others so urgently wanted. This was, however, not the

case. The economic planners in the Third Reich h-d failed to

develop comprehensive contingency plans for the systematic

exploitation of the occupied countries.

The failur( of , azis to orderly exploit the indus-

, :ttrial potential of the occupied countries can be attributed

to the lack of centralized economic planning in Germany herself.

e ~The vario,. economic agencies, departments and bureaus worked

"N •in a vacu•n attempting to further their own rather specific

roles. This lack of foresight resulted in the unorganized rape

and robbery of the occupied countries characteristic of the

First World War, The agency that got there first plundered

the country, often to the detriment of the other competing

agencies within the same country.

Nilward and other historians have identified the failure

to amalgamate the occupied countries economies into one German

A o economy da a major reason for the failure of the Blitzkrieg.

This coupled with the proliferation of competing economic agen-

cies operating sans centralized guidance, led to what has been

called a "smash qnd grab" policy in the occupied countrips.

221%Milward, 49 and 52.
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There can be little doubt that failure to take full advantage

of the potential of the occupied countries demonstrated a major

weakness in the Nazi economnic machinery.

A. D. Strenger presented a conflicting point of view on

this subject in a speech in 1942. Strenger believed that the

Nazis fully exploited the occupied countries, however, in

arguing that these areas "~solvedtt Hitler's problems of produc-

tion.22 There can be no doubt that the occupied countries

were explcited, but they were not exploited systematically,

nor to their full potential. Were this done, their contribu-

tions to Hitler's war-efforts would have been much greater.

There are two "schools of thouaht" concerning the turning

poi~nt for Getmwny during the Second World War. One &,roup of

historians comprised of man such as 1-10.1 H-olbor-n Gordon Wright,

Arnold Toynbee, and Burton Klein, subscribe to the thesis that

Ritlerts defeat at Stalingrad was the critical turning point.23

The other group of scholars represented by men such as Alan

MIlward, Larry Addington, and Walter Goerlitz, postulate that

~ii the turning point occurred in December 1941 with the failure
Ii 224

of the Blitzkrieg before Moscow. A precise date may never

------

222 Streneer, 43.

~lJolborn, 111, 805; Wrigh-, 194; tIlein, 203; and Toynbee,
32 ~nd 191.

2 'Nilward, 56; Addington, 215; and Goer-litz, 40O3.
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be agreed upon since the scholars' perspective (i.e., economic,

military, political), is fundamental to the determination.

For the purpose of this study the significance of

deteranining as closely as possible the turning point in the

war is that it marks a crucial change or reorientation of mili-

tary strategy and economic support of the new strategy. From

an economic standpoint, it is quite clear that Hitler perceived

December 1941 as being decisive. His demands in industry for

higher productivity and rationalization, as well as the increased

authority he granted his Minister of Armaments of Munitions,

Fritz Todt, point to this perception.

It was after the failure of the "eight-week" Blitzkrieg

to subdue Russia, that Hitler recognized the necessity for

gearing for total war. He gave up the concept of Blhitzkrieg

* •very grudgingly; however, notes from his conferences in early

1942 with Albert Speer, show that the Fuehrer was convinced to

make a more strenuous econtmic effort in support of the war.

While Speer's control over the German economy grew with his;

"tiure in office. it was anything but complete. Hitler was

reluctant to give any one man too much power, even a confidant

and friend.

Or, February 9, 1942, the day after Todt's death in an

airplane accident, Hitler summoned Albert Speer to his office.

After an exchange of condolences over Todt's untimely death,

£.?aXA
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Hitler said: ItHerr Speer, I appoint you the successor to Minister

Todt in all his capacities.",225  Speer had been a personal

friend of Todtts and had been working with him in the construc-

tion industry. Th.'e new Minister was also a long-time friend

and the personal architect to Hitler.

As early as the Spring of 1939., Hitler informed Speer

that he would be appointed Todt's successor in the construc-

tion industry, if anything ever happened to the old trouble-

shooter.22 Even with this forewarning, Speer claimed to be

"fthunderstruckt, by his appointment as Todtfs successor in all

a'ztivities.227  To many people Hitler's choice may have

appeared irrational; nevertheless a closer examination of the

circumstances indicate that Speer's selection was quite logical.

Speer and Todt had many cormuon characteristics, They

L were both from middle-class Baden families. They were tech-

nicians at heart, and both men were basically apolitical by

nature. As experienced adrninistrfltors, they proved themselves

as able organizers; especially since Todt and Speer operated asi

FLrouble-shooters" on various projects for Hitler. Speer worked

in the construction branch of the O.T. and was familiar with

its operations. F'inaily, and most im~portant, both of these

mecn had direct accesa; to Hitler while they enjoyed his cornfidence.

Sp25 r 195. I26 bid., 194

-J -
2 2 7 1hi(i. 194-195.
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I While Todt's association with Hitler went back to the

I early days of the Party, Speeris association was more recent

I and initially on another level. As a young architect, Speer

was commissioned by Goebbels to rebuild a new district head-

4 quarters building for the NSDAP in 1932. In 1933 Speer was

ii brought to Berlin by Goebbels and given various building comn-

I missions. It was through Speer's connection with Goebbels,

that he finally came to the Fuehrer's attention. When Hitler's

Munich architect, Paul L. Troost, was comnmissioned to refurbish

completely the Chancellet's residence in Berlin, Hitler had:lfThrughhiswor ontheChacelory Sper ecae btte
Serassigned to Troost's staff.22

Thog i oko h hncloy pe eaebte

acquainted with Hitler. Impressed with Speer's works on the

various projects assigned to him# the naehrer began to keep a

closer eye on him. For quite some time Hitler searched for a

promising young architect, one who could design the gigantic

building program he envisioned to memorialize the Third Reich.

After Troost's death, Speer became a regular member of Hitler's

entourage; and the architect anid the dictator spent many hours

together d~ecussing architectural designs.22

ii 22 Speer, 25-28.

229 bid.0 50-1
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Speer has described his early association with Hitler

as an artist to would-be artist relationship. That is to sayo

politics were not a part of the relationship. Hitler fancied

4 himself an architect; and by having Speer around, he could

relax and con~t~rate on artistic rather than political matters.

U In any case, throughout the middle and late 1930ts, Speer was

a close associate of the Fuehrer's. It was during this period

that they got to know each other very well. Hitler was impressed

by Speer's abilities, and Speer was enthralled by Hitlerts

At the time of Speer's appointment in February 1942,

4 ifit was not anticipated that he would -cake any radical changes

in the economy. on the day of his appointment, Goering attempted

to secure control of Todt's responsibilities within the frame-

work of the Four Year Plan; however, in front of Speer, Hitler

informed the Reich's Marshall that he had entrusted all of

I Todt's responsibilities to Speer. The tone of Hitler's voice

was so unequivocal that Goering seemed stunned and alarmed.

After regaining his composure, Goering left the Fuehrer's

.5office without congratulating Speer on his new assiginment.23

Goering end Todt were never. the best of friends. They

t ~wcre compctitor5 not only for H'itler's favor, but also for the

2 3 0 -er, 195-196.

'Spe-
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limited resources of the Reich. Each had several economic

commissions, and each pulled whatever strings were necessaryJ b .o insure he received the proper priority on his projects.

Unfortunately for Speer, Goering's enmity for Todc was carried

over into Speerts Ministry; and it proved to be one of the

mnajor stumbling blocks in gaining complete control over the

economy.

Speer's first Fuehrer-Konferenz as M4inister of Armaments

and Munitions was on February 19, 1942. Between the time of

his appointment and this conference, he conducted an initial

.A analysis of the problems in production. At the conference

Speer recommended the Train committees, along with the Indus-

trial Rings (Industrieringe), which was what Speer called the

subcommittees, be expanded to include other areas of the econotuy

vital to the war-effort. Speer also recormended that all ap-

poitotments to the main committees, and Industrial Rings be

made by him. His final recommendation at this initial confer-

erice-, was that all personnel of importance in the armaments

business over 55 years of age be required to appoint 4 deputy

not older than 40 years ole.23

2 3American Historical Association, Guide to Genrman Records
Microfilmed at Alexandria, Virg4§ia (Washington: fiieThtional

1ivi~s, l93n),Records of the Reich Ministry for Armaments
anid War productio;n, No. O~T 1 3, roil 192, FDW3 7Fi
February 19, 1942f "Besprechungspunkte uber Reise zumn Vuehrer-

5hnuptquartier," 8, hereafter designated as Speer Nachlase

wi,
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7 Hitler readily approved Speer's recommendations and

stated that he placed

... the greatest importance to peace-time planning and
developments in all firms being stopped immediately.
Contemplates heavy penalties and emphasizes that there
will be time enough for this after the War, and also
that industrialists must not make any sort of attempt,
Inthe organization of their factories take account
of peace-time purposes at this stage.

This statement by Hitler indicated fairly conclusively that

he sensed that it was time to abandon the economics of Blitz-'

krieg. As early as Febrtary 1942, the Fuehrer began gearing

industry for the long war that he had so desperately tried to

avoid.

As Minister of Armaments and Munitions, Speer had

relatively little control over the tconixay. In the tilitary

sphere, the Air Force and the Navy were outside the realm of

his authority. Under the rules then in force, even the Army

retained the right to deal directly with industry. Speer found

this situation to be intolerable, particularly from the stand-

point of efficiency, Hitler looked to him to increase produc-

tion, but Speer found too many players in this field. 4

During the first several months of his Ministry, Speer

: was able to gain increasing authority froth Hlitler in the

"area of armaments. At the Fuehrer-Conference on lmarch 5-b,

'Nilward, 77.

_Z_
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1942, Hitler authorized Speer to establish War Utilization

Companies (Kriegsverwertungs-Gesellschaft), which were to be

similar to Rathenau's war companies of the First World War. On

March 16, when Speer comnplained about the hijacking of armaments

workers for Luftwaffe projects, Hitler directed that Speer's
233

Ministry would have priority on the available labor assets.

In order to gain some control over the critical labor

situation, Speer had recommended that a Plehipotentiary for

Labor Allocation (Generalbevollmachtigter fur den Arbeitsinsatz,

0or __Ak), be appointed. The Minister told Hitler that he could

not handle the new office pe-sonally, owing to his other re-

sponsibilities; but Speer did recommend an old friend, Hanke,

for the job. Borman, the party secretary, fearing that Speer

was bcoming t-oo p.terful, vetoed Hanke's -xnomination, and

recoawended Cruleiter Fritz Saucket, a party croney, for the job.

At the Fuehrerts-Conference on March 19, 1942, Hitler announced
:~ 234

that Sauckel would head the G__.

At this same conference Speer made Hitler agree to

speak to Goering in reference tc the labor situation. He also

convinced Hitler t( deny Goering's request to separate the anti-

aircraft artillery and bomb supplies from the Main Comnittee

.2335.,., roll 192, FD 3353/45, March 5-6, and 16, 1942.

1112 3 lword, 80-81,

j - I4
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structure. Admiral Raeder asked Speer at this meeting to appoint

the head of a newly organized Shipbuilding Main Committee.

Speer appointed Staatsrat Blohm. 2 3 5  It was through the Main

Committees, besides the War Companies, that Spcer was able to

indirectly influence those sectors of the war economy outside

of his realm of official authority. He affected thia indirect

control through the allocation of raw materials.

Another important step towards centralized control over

the economy was achieved by Speer on March 21-22, 1942. At a

meeting with Hitler, Speer was given authority to refuse re-

quisitions from the General Staff. 2 3 6 He used this authoriza-

tion, along with the Fuehrer Cammand of March 21, 1942 announcing

the expansion of the committee system, to establish himself as

the sole in uedilary between the High Coand and indh --y0237

At the March 21-22,, Fuehrer-.Conference Speer finally

convinced Hitler of the need for a centralized resources

allocation and planning agency. The Central Planning Board

(Zentrale Planung Abteilun&), was born of this meeting. The

2 3 5S.N., 3353/45, No. 192, March 19, 1942, paragraphs 10,

131, & T7.

2 3 61bid., March 20-21, 1942, paragraph 2.

2 3 71bid., 1434/46, No. 170, "Umstellung der Rustun,,"
Verordnung zu Schutz der Rustungswirtschaft.
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Board was to be responsible for the allocation of all critical

raw materials. 2 38

Speer was very concerned about Goering, and the influence

the Reichts Marshall could wield in economic affairs, To

circumvent anticipated interference, Speer convinced Hitler

that the Central Planning Board should be set up within the

framework of the Four Year Plan and that Goering should sign

the authorizing document. The Zentrale Planun• was organized

with three pemanent members: Speer, who represented the

armaments industry,. Paul Korner, representative 6f the Four

Year Plan; and General Milch, an Air Forta officer,,the

representative from the Wehrruacht. Speer's selection of Milch

was designed to serve two purposes. First, it would placate

Goering iand aecoodly, I.t 16ON!d brlng the L .tu ffe into closer

coouperation with Speer. The Luftwaffe had been the biggest
S~239

thorn in Speer's side because of the influence of Goering,

The Reich's Marshall did not favor the idea of Speer

heading the- Zentrale Planung. He saw this as a tremendous

increase in the Armements Minister's power and at the same-

ti=- a diminishing of his own authority. AXter dragging his

2 38 .N., 3353/45t No. '92. March 21-22, 1942, paragraph 44.

2 9Garroll, 230.

$-
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feet in this matter, Geering was ordered by Hitler to sign the

authorizina docwment for Zentrale Plnn at the Fuehrer-

Conference on April 14-1.5, 1942.240

A& head of the Central Planniing Board, S-eer was in a4

position to influence the German war economiy much rrore so than

any of his predecessors or contem~poraries. Speer was now in a

position to elizminate wasteful competition-for eziiating oupplies ý

and by controlling allocations of raw reaterials, prim~arily

stekl, exert control over previously autonomous industrial groups
241

and all sectors of the economny. Zentrale Planung functioned

in much the same manner as Rathenuls K.R.A.; however, raw
materials in general were still "officiallyn handled through

Funk's Ministry of Ecoaomic8.

The Hi~gh Cuw~aads W1 Ru i"Tt w~a i-tcorporated into

Speer's Ministry during. the first week of 1M4y 1942.24  It UV

at this point that acxe.o historlans believe. that the Nazi

econowy was ready to start producing for the war of attrition.

While Speer worked organixationtal. worder, in centralizing

A Ii~ C~ennany's ecortoy, the tnotion was not yet prepared for a long

total wer. Facts that support this conclusion are: most

___________________4____________o_____
'~S.N,. 3.1:3/45, No.. 1921, April 14-15, 1942, paragraph 15.

2 4 14il~~srd, 84.

24ibid., 86-87.
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factories were still working one ahift; consumer goods continued

to be produced in quantity; unessential construction continued;

and the population was not fully imobilized to support the war-

effort (relatively few women were working in factories).2 4

The conditions just listed did not exist in the United States,

Great Britain, nor the Soviet Union, By not fully u~tilizing

available resources, it is obvious that Germ~any was not prepared

to f ight a war of a ttr ition in 1942. A s subsequ': n ts

point out the Nazi economy did not reach this ,sintil

the way wva lCost in late 19414.

E~arly in his m~inistry, Speer determined that there were

only two ways in %hich he could give Hitler the desired increases

in production. The first way was by a more efficient utilization

of p-toduction potential; asnd the second twthod was to reduce

civilian consumption. one. of Speer's first actions isas to try

to get a acutWc in non-essantial industries. Hie was only

moderately successful in this area, be-cause the Gauleiters

protestLexr to Ritler. These party off icials believed the cut-

backa xre- unnacessary and thst Ut~y would infringe upar. the

Civilian atandard of living. Hitler cupparted the Cauleiters'

position. This cau~sed Speer to intexnsify his study of the me-ans

-2C

~Klein, 200-202.
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available of expanding production in existing industrial

facilities. He determined the only way to accomplish the latter

I-: was to introduce assembly line methods o4f production; control

the raw materials; utilize machinery and space to the utmost;

124A
and to amplify production programs.

IT One of the prot' x areas that Speer encorntered was

Robert Leyts Labor Fr,.,: and the crade organizations. The

latter operated as strong pressure groups that were continually

Jockying for competitive advantage, moncpolistic advantage,

245
and postwar markets. The trade organizations bitterly fought

Jpeerts organizational changes and increase in power. They

considered them as an attack against their established pre-

rogatives. However, Hitler had decided that Speer was to

1K •have a decisive role in war production and Speers' opponents'

k -objections were silenced. Armed with the Fuehrer's support,

Speer moved ahead with a comprehensive plan of industrial

k self-responsibility, which was to account for the rapid rise I

"in German armaments production. 2 4 6

Ri

Fritz Todt iad..implemented a .1mitet1 program of industrial

self-responsibility, as had Field Marshall Milch of the Luftwaffe;

v24A

• ~International Military Tribunal. Trial. of the Malor War
.Criminals, (42 vols.; Nuremberg: 1947-49F, XV4, "43ý,-" Feaft--

S[s-ignated as I.M.T.
,R, 245U 246Miwr

S2 'U.S.S.B.S., 24. ilward, 132.

'OW
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.4 however, it was not pursued to any great extent. It was only

after Speer came to power, that the concept was excpanded to

its fullest. In his book Inside the Third Reich, Speer

acknowledged, "The real creatoT of the concept of industrial

self-responsibility was Walthe-.c Rathenau, the great Jewish

organizer of the German economy during the First World War."24

Unlike Rathenau, Speer was not appointed to a position

of power until the war was in its third year; however, both

men were faced with the same problem; the conversion of a peace-

A time economy to a war-time footing. In both cases these adruinis-

trators were required to organize the econoray to support a war

of attrition after the ftilure of their nation's limited war

s trategy.

The minutes of the Fuehrer-Conferences for the rema~cinder

of 1942 and 1943 clearly show Speer's growing authority inh"'economic matters. On Speer's recommendation, Hitler authorized

the designation "tkey worker" in the armaments industry. This

precluded conscription of selected individuals for other civilian

or military purposes. At their meeting on June 28-29, 1542,

Speer convinced Hitler not to order a resumption of consumer

goods production. At a later meeting on July 23-25, 1942,

i4~~ 24 Speer, 208.

W,4
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Hitler agreed to Speer's recommendation that Boards of Direc-

tors (Aufsichtsraete), in armaments firms should consist of

a maximum of 20 percent bankers and lawyers and the remaining
t248

positions to be occupied by industrial expert;% A month

later Hitler ordered price controls imposed in the coal, iron, :

249and semi-finished products industry at Speer's request.

In September 1942, over the objections of the Trade

organizations and the Gauleiters, Hitler approved another of

Speer~s plans for increasing the efficiency of armaments pro-

duction. This plan called for consolidating production. The

losses of men and waterial in Russia had been much higher than

predicted; and the German economy was beginning to strain itself

in supporting a war of attrition. The consolidation of pro-

duction, where possible, would relieve this strain. In essence

of five factories making the same type product, two would be

closed down. The remaining three factories would then work two

shifts, as opposed to one. This technique would provide an

increase in production, while at the same time release two
250

factories with tbeir machine tools for new production.

2 4 8 S.N., FD 3353/45, No. 192, July 23-25, 1942, paragraph 39.

2 4 9 1bid.,FD 3353/45, No. 192, August 10-12, 1942, paragraph
46.

250 Ibid., FD 3353/45, Nk.. 192, Sep ember 20-22, 1942,
paragraph 23.

S••• • ''r--•• •• •7• • • '' " . ••. _:•_•-e,.•.•• • ----. - . . . -•,.•. s•• ,•. .• I.v --••.•.•
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{. Four additional major decisions by Hitler greatly

assisted Speer in his attelnpt3 to centralize the Nazi economy.

In April 1943, the Fuehrer agreed to a reduction in consumer

goods. These goods were not to be banned, but rather phased

out of the system gradually. The main consideration heixe was

not to alarm the civilian population. A2te5ue16 14

Fuehrer-Conference, Hitler directed Speer to take over the

Naval armaments program. During the same meeting it was de-

cided that the remaining production and raw materials functions

of Funk's vconom-.'cs Ministry were to be absorbed by Speer and

252
the Zentrale Pls At this point Speer's title ixas

changed to Minister of Armaments and War Production to show

his increased authority.

Even with this new authority, 5everal aspects of the

economy still fell outside Speer's realm of influence. First

of all, the Air Force, at Goering's insistence, retained

their own programs of production. the SS under Himmler had

set up their own state within the state. Based on their charter

from Hitler the SS established their own progra-ms of production

-~ to which Speer had to allocate scarce raw materials. This was

25 S.N, D 3353/45, No. 192, April 25, 1943, paragraph 4.

2521bid., FD 3353/45, No. 192, June 26,1943, paragraphs
27 and 28.
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a particularly sensitive area for Speer, because the SS's

production techniques were extremely inefficient and wasteful. 2 5 3

This was one sector of the economy, however, where Speer never

gained control.

Labor was a third area that eluded Speer's control.

Fritz Sauckel's conscription policies, especially concerning

I ~-skilled workers,proved to be a constant headache to Speer. In

many instances the indiscriminate corscription of skilled
S• • •, 254

workers was responsible for bottlenecks in production.
A co•pla•nt.s to iii"er only brought periodic relief to the

9 problem; and this respite was generally associated with times

of crisis in production.

Sauckel's relationship with Speer was anything but

cooperative. 2 5 5  He was concerned with placating the Gauleiters

and with ingratiatbig himself with Bormann and Hitler. In

the reelm of manpower, Sauckel's authority was very broad both

in Germany and the occupied tert itories. In addition to supply-

ing civilian laborers, he was responsible for military conscrip-

Lion. By having a number of industries classified as vital to

I25 3 .M.T., XV1, 472-73.

"2 5 41 bid., 445.

25Speer, 218-29

t:
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the economy, and their skilled labor designated key workers,

S'Speer was able to provide minimal protection for the war pro-
duction effort. 2 5 6

As the labor problem became more acute, Speer's indus-

tries were being manned by conscript labor from the occupied

257
countries. Speer did not object to the use of conscript labor;

however, he felt that these workers would be more productive

I if used in the industrial facilities in their own countries.

E Because of this perception, Speer attempted to integrate the

it occupied countries into a German dominated war economy. This

entailed. tle~ Reizb putdi*ng a greater reliance on the occupied

countries for war production needs. Under this program, each

I country was to be given a production quota and be required to

4 meet it. To protect the occupied countries' industrial and

44 •labor resources, Speer introduced the designation "blocked," or
258"protected," factory (Sperrbetriebe). This designation

effectively blocked the transfer of workers from their factory

L to the interior of Germany.

The benefits of Spear's plan were obvious. Critical

I~ 2 5 6 NMilwrd, 78.

2571.T. XVI, 459.

2ibid. 458-459.

._ 7I
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Swar industries would be dispersed throughout Europe and be more

difficult for the Allies to bomb. The factories would be :loser

to the sources of raw materials, which in turn would aid existing

transportation difficulties. The conscripted foreign labor

could remain in their own countries and expected to be more

productive, rather than rebellious. The overtaxed German

industrial and transportation facilities would be relieved of

the inordinate pressures they were under. Finally, Speer

expected, in the long-term, this program would set the stage

for an European econmic community under German leadership

when the war was conldedo259

In many respects Speer's proposed program bears a

V unique resemblance to Rathenau's Mitteleuropa concept. Strangely

enough, Speer's program found its strongest support from a

French technician and administrator. Jean Bichelonne, the Vichy

Minister of Econony, was very enthusiastic about Speer's plan;

however, Bichelonne warned that any further recruitment of

French workers in great numbers would make implemen-at ion of

- " the plan impossible. Speer agreed, and both men decided to
.,60

Odeclare French production, as a whole, "blocked industries."- 6 0

Speer's plan was never adopted. When Sauckel heard of the plan,

2 5 9 Wright, 121-122.
2 260

I.M.T..) XVI, .462.
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he went to Hitler in December 1943 and convinced him of the

I necessity of ordering the "...round-up of a million more French

workers in 194"21if Speer's plan had been adopted, it

L would have given the desperately needed "depth" to the Nazi

v war-effort.

L Borrowed from Rathenau, while being modified to meet

the needs of the times, Speer's system of war-production accomn-

plished miracles., Its success can be attributed to inspired

improvisation on the part of industry; the skillful administra-

tion of Speer and his subordinates; and the undeniable threat

Jý tothe Geruiwn nation. Very basically, Speerts system required

thef~ol-owig-main r,1onn,,_-tLees were es-t-ciblished for the vai1ou-s

J Major items (e.g., munitions, armaments, tanks, shipbuilding,

etc.). These com~mittees were headed by an industrial tech-

nician, appointed by Speer, who had achieved the greatest

success with that particular product. Directive pools were

fir established to allocate the necessary resources within the

4-. co~nittees. Those factories that proved themselves to be

L inefficient or recalcitrant did not receive raw materials.

Under Speer's orders, industrialists were- required to share-

2 6 lWright, 121-122.

2 62M~ilward, 128.
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patents for the duration of the war. New production techniques
263

resulting in increased output were also shared.

Speer embarked on an intensive program to rationalize,

standardize, and simplify armaments and munitions designs. To

accomplish this, he organized Development Committees for each

Main Committee which was concerned with research and development

programs. This left the Main Committees free to concentrate

on production; and, at the same time, enabled Speer to influence

264
the designs for new equipment and armaments from the Wehrmacht.

Speer took great pains to squeeze the maximum production

out of each fsctoryo T'o aosist him in accomplishing thist he

instituted a program whereby a single factory would be responsi-

ble for producing one end-item instead of three or four. This

stopped a lot of competition for new contracts, along with the

resultant loss of production owing to re-tooling in these

factories. 6 5

The most important aspect of the Rathensu System that

Speer was able to convert for his own needs was control over

raw materials. The Zentrale Planung, like the K.R.A. before

it, became so powerful that most sectors of the economy bowed

to its wishes or lost access to raw materials. It was Speer's

263Speer, 208. 2 6 4 Ibid.

2 6 5 1bid

lit _ Ibid_
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power in the Zentrale Planung, coupled with the increase in

Allied bombing, that caused the Luftwaffe to give Speer re-

sponsibility for their productive needs in the Summer of

1944.266

1 Under Speer's guidance production of weapons, aircraft,

and ammunition increased 300 percent in two and one-half years.

Tank production increased almost 600 percent during the same

I period. Even so, both Hitler and Speer knew that in a war of

attrition Germany could not match the industrial might of the

SUnited States, Great Britain, and the Soviet Union on a one-

for-one production basis.267

t r to q gr;'at e _.

Reich's only chance of winniag the war rested in her technologi-

cal ability to maintain "qualitative" superiority over the

Allies in weapons, equipment, and munitions. Both men knew

Germany could not build more guns; but thought they could build

better and more lethal ones. From mid-1942 to the Suzw-r of

1944, qualitative superiority was the principle on which

the war econmy rested.Y6 8

I While appearing to be a rational policy, qualitative

'• ~266K
26 Klein$ 221.

_6 -Milward, 100-10.. Ibid., 101.

4'! !
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superiority had one major drawback. As soon as the new items

of equipment were fielded with the military forces, one of these

jr items would fall into the hands of the enemy. Being a highly-

developed industrial powr, the enemy was soon able to exploit

the advances in technology, then produce .ýieapons, muni*:ions,

and equipment of comparable quality. This put an almost im-

possible strain on Nazi scientists. They found that it was

very difficult to stay one step ahead of the enemy in tech-

nology. German industry also suffered from this program.

"N ,\ Replacement of machinery and re-tooling to produce the new*

item of eqcuirvent required a le~ad-time, During chis porio-d

production oi other itt was reduced. Tohis resulted in fewer

"conventional" items reaching the hands of the troops at a

time when they were desperately needed.

When Speer persuaded Hitler to publish the Conczntration

Order of June 19, 1944. the policy of qualitative aperiority

was officially dropped in Germany. The idea shared by both

Hitler and Speer directed the conceutrction of industrial effort

on Weapons already in series production, r , han on develop-

men.t of new systems. Qwintity, not qual, y, was determined

to be the Reich's only hope.

The issuance of the Concentration Or,-Ier 'rk tk another

2 6 9 Milward, 128.
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drastic change in the Nazi war economy. It Wa3 only at this

point that the government began gearing for total war in earnest.

Greater restrictions were placed on consumer goods and labor.

The gains achieved by this new policy were short-

lived. The labor freed by the Concentration Order did not find

its way into the armaments industry for the battle of production

capabilitieq. These men for the most part were drafted into the

armed forces. on October 18, 1944, Hitler made another decision

which further reduced the capability of the armaments industry

to satisfy his needs. On that date the Fuebrer created the

Volksturm. This marktd the end of civilian status within the

All. eV 1 3 X t~ n a -'ad '%,: ~tVW wt h

few exceptions came under the control of the High Comwe-nd.

Iroulcally, with the exception of a few highly skilled tech-

nicians, armaments workers were included in the call up.

In Hitler's mind it was monre important for mer. to shoot
•,-•.i270j ¾ -weapons than to make them.

I , i•Speer's assumption of the duties of Miniister of Arma-

nments and Munitions coincided with the- intensiflication of the

Allied bxnbing of Cermaniy, What is amazing about Spe-ar's

achievemonts in production is that the more tombs the Allies

2 7 kIlward, 129-.
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dropped on his industrial facilities, the more he seemed to

produce. This was true through the Fall of 1944.271 The

explanation for this phenomena is a combination of Allied bombing

strategy and of Speer's system of war-production. These factors

j ~enabled the Nazis to increase their industr!al output to

unparalleled heights despite the air raids.

Speer has suggested that the air raids, in effect,

assisted him in his efforts to mobilize the population. The

air raids, cQupled with the Allied demands for "unconditional

•' �'aurrenerl? cr"Žated an enviroTaent of constant th -iat ,and national

n,.c r n*c z, d pe-ŽopŽlZ to ruk- evn -Atl

The Allied governments uere constantly amazed by the German

populations' "...ability to absorb air attacks...." 2 7 2

Although the-a-hiveme-nts of the Speer Ministry were

indeed phenomenal, they were for naught. Faced by the over-

wbelming economic potential of the Allitea, Gernany did ~t stand

•a chance of winning a war of attrition. Dependent upon raw

materials from the occupied countries, Germn prodoction begon

Lo ebb when these areQa were lost to the Allied advanc-s to

* late 1944. Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that Geraii

171SOe Tak)les j and 9 I.n A pendtx for statiatj*i on Geurmn
armaments pr ciction aW AllIing tonnage.

;; ,? 272 t,
"VS.S..B.S., 26.

~g
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production for the second half of 1944, during the period of

the heaviest Allied bombiing, was the highest of the war.

Speer's efficiency and organizational ability pa;ŽvdC

beyond a doubt the value of having technicians in the bureaucracy.

Being a technician, he was one of the first members of the

Nazi hierarchy to realize the war was lost. At his trial

I Speer stated that he did not consider the war lost until the

late Autumn of 1944. During 1944 he produced material to re-

equip 130 infantry diviaions and 40 armored divisions, in addi-

"tion to providing new equipment for tw) million men.274 He

on to he tht thcmui tb* Retchr highestih

OfLPL Ih n Lankajt aii:CrlA and j-U'-aag du'rthŽ 2244

1944, the use of these weaponA was severely restricted by the

loss of fuel plant3 to Allied bombing.2 7 5

In the Fall of 1944 Hitler was &etermlned to fh

the last GermAn. He wa3 equally determined that nothing of

value should fall into the hands of the advancing Allies. To

insure the Allies foind nothing but barren land in tUetr path,

the Fuehrer issued orders for a wcorcha--earth" policv to be-

carried out. Implementation of this policy would have copletely

•226
U, •. S .S-. B.S.,3 26

274 , T T. 4 84.

7 5 ibid., 484.
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detyed Germanyfs industrialbs 27

Realizing the ef~fect a "scorched-earth"' polic~y would

have on Germanyts abili~ty to recover a~ter the war, Speer

op;.niy f ought these .oneasures,27  Later he w'as successful in

gettin Hiler to modify his orde-rs0 To accomplish this.,

S peer played oni ýhe Fliehrer' s fantasy that Germany would soon

rally her strength and push the Allies hack. When thiv happeried,

the recaptured factories and equipment would be needed for

278armaments production, By his actions in the laist days of

the war,, Speer ,;ontributed greatly to the economic recovery of

Germany.

At the Nuremberg T~rials Speer wi. ,oth candid and frank

concerning his relationship with Hitler and h!.ls role i- the

Third r~eich. Whea describing his rise to power from the witness

stand on the first day of his tiial., Speer steted:

Through thls predilection which Hitler had for archi-
tee-ture I had a close personal contact with him. I
belongd to a circle whfich con3isted of other artists
znd his personal staff. If Hitler had had any friends .

at all, ý~ertainly would have been one of his close
frie~ds.

- Ka~~erl D. Bracher, The German Dietatorshi, (New York:
Praeger Publ.ishers, 19707 t-r. by J~n Ste iEg, 464.

277t~I*iM*T., XVI, 286-290.

2 7Speer, 448-451.

2 7 9 MT xt4.0
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Later in the trial Speer voluntarily described his guilt as

follows:

I should like to say something of fundamental impor-
tance here. This war has brought an inconceivable
catastrophe upon the German people, and indeed started
a world catastrophe. Therefore it is my unquestionable
duty to assume my share of responsibility for this
disaster before the German people. This is all the
more my obligation, all the more my responsibility,
since the head of the Government has avoided respon-
sibility before the German people and before the world.
I, as an important member of the leadership of the
Reich, therefore, share in the total responsibility,
beginning with 1942....Insofar as Hitler gave me orders
and I carrie8 them out, I assume the responsibility

*for them.... 80

Speer made no effort to shift the responsibility of his actions

to Hitler or any of the other defendents. He was tried and

convicted at Nuremberg for "war cries j crimes against

hamanity." Thij judgment was reached because Speer had

knowledge that slave-labor was used in his armaments factories.

For his "crinmes" Sneer was sentenced to twenty years in

prisono2 8 1 While convinced that he committed no personal

crmnes, Speer assumned institutional responsibility for the

0 crimes of the Nazi government. He failed to convince the other

Nazi defendento to do the same.

The Speer System of wer-production, like the Rathenad

System belore it, clearly demonsirated the effectiveness of

:k 280
I.M.T., XVI, 483.

281 Eugene Davidson, The Trial of the Germans, (New York:
qcMiln Co. ,1969), 504.
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closely coordinating economic planning and military strategy,

Additionally, both systems have shown that to achieve maximum

effectiveness and efficiency the centralization of e~conomic

power is a must, especially in a nation of finite resources.

Both Rathenau and Speer realized that modern wars are won on

the assemblyline; and that the largest army in the world is

I ~ impotent., unless it is well ~supplied with the impleme~nts of
'1 war.

Z

p



CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS

In assessing the war-making potential of nations, the

economic element of national power as it affects military

strategy is often Misunderstood or ignored, During the late-

nineteenth ant early-twentieth conturies, the raipid rise of

indu•trialization; advancenmnts in science and te.-hnology; and

the competition for diminishing natural resources were not

sufficiently considered by military strategists. These military

planners tied themselves to superannuated tactics, techniques,
A

and doctrines merely because these approaches were successful

in the past.

This inability to exercise seriously their powers for

I innovative thinking, much less exploiting the contributions of

scientists and industrialists for real military advantages,

was by no weans unique to Germany. It was true of the strategists

in the other nations of the world also. These men tended to

Sassess military power in terms of manpower that could be mobi-

lized for the front, stockpiles of arms and munitions available

to fight, and the speed with which they could field their

forces at the perceived point of decision.

Unfortunately for all concerned, economic planning

for sustaining the committed military forces was almost completely



neglected. This situation was caused by the overwhelming con-

fidence that the military planners had in the strength of their

Sarmed forces, and an over-reliance on a single strategy. By

relying on quick victories in short wars, the strategists of

the world failed to conduct any in-depth contingency planning
which involved all the of the nation. Despite the

an oer relounces onatsiongl.tatg.B

•} pr'oliferation of inreasingly lethal weaponery, the wa•c of-

g' attrition was not foreseen at the turn. of the twentieth century.

Therefore, nineteenth century doctrines were dogmatically ad-

Shered to--to the point of being completely inflexible.

Because of an inflexible military strategy, the German

experience in World War I provides an excellent example of a

nation that initiated what evolved into a world war. The

anticipated war was to be one of short duratiorn and economically

supported by existing supplieq0 No serious preparations were

made in advance to husband limited natural resources, nor to

provide an industrial base to sustain the military forces in

the field should the war last longer than expected. One month

after the war was dUclared, the optimism of the Kaiser and his

generals was shattered when their basic military strategy was

defeated.

The anticipated qulck-victory was not realized. The

German Army and industry were required to mak fundamental

changes in their strategy nnd production techniques respectively.
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They were faced with the vexing problem of static-trench war-

fare, which evolved into a war of productive capabilities.

The assemblyline, as opposed to the frontline, became the point

of decision.

When the Kaiser t s forces marched into France, German

industry was not prepared to support them for any period of

time. Walther Rathenau, ihe industrialist, had foreseen the

probabii.£ty of the conflict being protracted, besides costly

in terms of! military equipment and supplies. Acting on his

own initiative as a civilian, he contacted the War Ministry

and warned them of the possible consequences to German industry

if a blockade was instituted. 28 2 The Reich's position in

respect to natural resources was particularly vulnerable.

In August 1914, Rathenau's commission to organize and

head a War Raw Materials Bureau enabled Germany to sucvive

the initial defeat of her military strategy. Additionally, by

Shaving control over the finite resources of the Reich,

Rathenau's organization, the K.R.A., was able to exert a

significant amount of control over the entire economy. The

K.R.A. proved that centralized control of limited resources

could add materially to a nation's war-making potential.

28' 2 elix, 641.

li' "k-'4' " " " - - , w • • • a• ... . ...
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In 1917-1918, the rise of Hindenburg and Ludendorff

to Supreme Command soon was followed by their realization that

they were involved in the first total war in modern history.

- - Unlike past wars, the First World War eventually affected all

segments of the nation. Consequently, with the initiation of

-, the Hindenburg Plan in late 1916, Imperial Germany geared

herself for the battles of production that were ahead of her. 2 8 3

1 Unfortunrtely for the, Reich, the realization and effort came

too late.

By 1917 the United States with its huge industrial base

entered the war against Germany. This action doomed the Reich

to eventual defeat, The superhuman efforts of the German

people and industry only postponed the outcome of the war by

two years. If the Imperial strategists had anticipated a war

of attrition, and if they would have developed adequate

economic contingency plans prior to the initiation of hostili-

ties, the outcome of the war probably might have been different.

The conversion of the economy,under fire, while enabling Germany

to continue the war for four years,proved to be inadequate to

achieve the national objectives.

While Hitler learned many lessons from the First World

War, he initially failed to see the significance of ceutralized

2 8 3Groener, 199-201

k:
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, control over a war economy. in 1939, wher the Third Reich
initiated her wars of aggression, control over the econciy

especially natural resources was so fragmented that it really

did not exist. 2 84 The Fuehrer attemptedcI to achieve some semblance

of self-sufficiency in raw materia] prior to 1939 through the

Four Year Plan; however, the Rai_ n never achieved complete

independence from outside sources of supply. Hitler's pattern

of conquests seemed to reinforce the theory that each terri-

torial acquisition placed Germany in a bett eenc ic position

to wage the next war. This is especially true considering the

natural and hmnan resources, besides industrial facilities,

which each victory placed at the Nazi disposal. 2 8 5

Hitler's greatest failing, however, was that he did

not make adequate use of the resources or facilities available

IJ !:! to him. Rather than having an organization similar to the K.R.A.

1. I controlling the economy, the Fuehrer was reluctant to give any

one organization, or individual, too much power in economic

matters, Furthermore.. with the initial successes of the

Blitzkrieg, Hitler saw no need to change the existing structure
< • f th ecoomy286

of the German industry, as organized, had met

2 84 Rich, 1., 59.

2 8 5 Strenger, 43.

Su.Ss.S.BS, 6 and 23.
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his demands. Intoxicated with success, and confident in the

strategy of Blitzktie&, Hitler made the fatal mistake of invading

the Soviet Union in 1941.

The planned "eight-week" Blitzkrieg against Russia

ended in defeat six months after it was initiated. The Russian

stand before Moscow in December 1941 became the critical turning-

point in the Second World War for Europe. The Nazi strategy

had been defeated, and much to his regret, Kitler fcund h...self

involved in a war of attrition. The Nazis, like the imperial-

ists before them, were not economically prepared for the

battle of production.

Since Hitler was intimately involved in the European

War, there is every reason to believe that he should have

benefitted from the historical lessons of developing a rigid

military stT. tegy. The Dictator should have been aware of the

need for contingency planning to supplement, or replace, a

strategy which had proven itself inadequate to achieve national

objectives. In spite of the lessons of the last war, Hitler

chose to place his confidence on the strategies of Bismarck,

von Moltke, the Elder, and von Schlteffen. The mentors taught,

and believed in planning for intense, short wars of movement,

which were designed to achieve quick strategic victories at

L• minimal cost.

Because cf an overreliance on a single, r'gid strategy,
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Hitler, like the Kaiser before him, was forced to change his

strategy and convert Germany's industrial base, to support a

war of attrition. The Germain defeat before Moscow in 1941, and

the subsequent loss of personnel, equipmuent and supplies,

quickly demonstrated Hitler's lack of economic preparations for

total war. The Nazi war-machine's potential was rejuvenated

only by the appointmenL of Albert Speer as Minister of Arnmamnts

and Munitions in February 1942,

Sp~eer6 , an architect by training and a tach.xician at

heart, was quick to grasp the incredible confusion that was

t supposed to be the German economy. With Hitler's power behind

him, Speer brought order out of chaos. He methodically set

about reorganizing the German economy in support of the war

effort. Speer fought to gain control over all aspects of the

economy; however, he was only partially succecssful. The Luft-

waffe; Himxnler's S, and Ley's Labor Frot;ueihsdmnto

almost .ornpletely. Goering's Luftwaffe only came under Speer's

Ministry in the Summer of 1944;28 when the war waa virtually

lost.

On becoming Hitler's organizer for the war effort,

Speer adopted Rahnat System of war production. The Zentrale
Planunj became the Nazi equivalent of the K.R.A. Industrialists

Ni287
I. ..iI 17
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and technicians were identified and br,4,it Anto government

economic programs, The committee system of wsr production was

instituted. Under his supervision, new committces were estab-

lished to concentrate on research and de.•oplopent, and permitted

to remain independent of the committees < production.

While Speer's achievements of produ~ction arf now a

288matter of record, they are insignificant i4- terms. of
'what could have been'R hswA Hitler beeen willing t•o centa'ize

econmaic plarming prior to the war. By 1935 the Fuehrer had

at his disposal infoimation on the capacity of all machinery,

factories, labor, resources, transportation, and power in
289

Ger'wny to support a comprehensive prog•ram of war production.

This information was never used to its full extent because of

Hitler's economic program of "butter and bullets."

The evidence indicates that Hitler did not abandon this

economic program until 1.944, when the change was forced upon

him by Allied initiatives. It was only when the Tbird Reich

w.&s in her death threes, that the economy was geared for total
war. Again it wa• Zoo little and too late. Opposed by the

United States, Great Britain, and the Soviet Union with their

S28ee Table 8 in Appendix for tA-tistics on selected items

4 ,• of equipament under the Speer Ministry.

"2 8 9Strenger, 16.



well-developed industrial bases and easy access to natural

resources, Hitler's Germany did not stand a chance in the battle

for production.

Faced with the delimma of being unable to out produce

his opponents, the Fu-hrer attempted to achieve qualitative

superiority. If he could not produce more guns, then the guns

produced would be better. Evidently, Hitler did not recognize
Sthat his atterpts to maintain _ techno icl ai nta were

a dv ge w re

in vain. Me Indktrial r;ttoc iht otpp oed him wve quite

Scap.bie of ex lolt.in h.Ls technology once they captured a
ki K

piece of new equipment. The German scientists, were unable to

develop new technologies faster than the Allies were able to

exploit the information gained ftow captured materials.

IL was only after the Nazis gave up on qualitztive

superiority in the Sumer of 1944, that they instituted a

program to compete with the Allies in production. This pr.ýgram

if quantity was hindered when Hitler decided it was more

impotant to have Germans on the frentline, as opposed to the

asse-mblyline.

By 1918 and 1945 respectively, the situation in Germany

had deteriorated drastically. During the First World War*!.i
Ludendorff had plarined the last great offensive that would

achieve final victory. In late 1944, Hitler's goal tn the

Ardennes Offensive was similar. In botah instances the last
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great offensive failed to accomplish its objective; and promptly

served notice to the rational members cf the German hierarchy

that the war was lost.

Unlike Wilhelm II, who eventually conceded defeat,

Hitler refused to listen to his -'.isers. The Fuehrer was

deterrined to fight to the last Cerman and de-stroy the Rei•c•s

790ICRPabtityt durvk'L'e Whathe Var -ýMrn OvrJ9 0  His eaf Crrtt; i n

this avta wri It"arted tn considevbhle measure by one of hiE

oldest surviving friends, Albert Speet.

When Speer finally recognized that further effort was

futile, he transmitted his thoughts to Hitler. The Fuehrer

refused to listen, and ordered the implementation of a "scorched-

earth" policy in fror~t of the advancing Allies. At great

personal vAsk, Speer intervened and on many inst .nces counter-

Smeanded Hitler's instructions. He could not bear to see Germany's

industrial base destroyed. It was the nation's only chance for

rehabilitation after the war.

Of all the elements of power, the national will is

paramount. Without the support of the people, a nation's

tmilitary, or political strategy stands very little chance of

being successful. This is especially true in time of war.

"I.M.T., XVI, 488.
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L The determination demonstrated on the battle and home fronts

can often mean the difference between success and failure. A

key factor in the formulation of the people's determination is

their recent experience.

At the beginning of World War 1, the German people were

* : still •lushed with the vtctories achieved during the Wars for

German Unification. Also, the Reich's rapid rite as an tndus-

trial power cl-dad th-r v'sion and cuasged the people to Tis-

i perceive their actual power and potential as a ration. Tlhe

4! r political events that led up to the European War tended to

reinforce the people's conviction that their neighbors were

j jealous of their rising stature, arnd that they were conspiring

to restrain Germany's growth as a world power. Many believed

they were encircled by their enemies. Consequently, the

populace perceived the Kaiser's preemptive strike against France

as being defensive in nature and supported it fully.

As the war progressed, and they were called upon to

make even greater aacrifice3, the enthusiasm of the German

people began to wane. Political unrest becoze active in 1917.

After the failure of the Ludendr.t-ff Offensive in 1918, the will

of the- German people to resist disintegrated completely. This

in turn culminated &nthe bloodless revolution of November 1918

which ended the Second Reich. The masses no longer supported

the ir goverrmnt.
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The importance of maintaining the support of the populace

was one of the key lessons Hitler learned from the First World

War, This lesson played & very important role in. Hitlerve

decision-maki-tg policies. He first became active in propaganda

activities on October 16, 1919, while still a member of the

I ~ %rmed Forces. on that date, he undertook propaganda activities

for the German Workers? Party.29

Prior to his assumption of power in 1933, Hitler very

* skillfully used propaganda on national issues; especially the

Versailles Ireaty, to gain the support of the German peoples

for the 1NSDAP. After his rise to power, he almost immiediately

created a new ministry, Enlighterment and Propaganda, and

appointod Joseph Goebbels, an old party cohort, 44-- head it.

Goebbelst keen insight, besides his uniuatched ability

as propagandIst, whien coupled with Hitler's charismatic

Iewnntoa will during the 1930's and early 1940's.

These two men ably demonstrated that they could gain nnd

* ~main~tain the support of the masses.

7.8ch of Hitler's political. end =ilitary victorie-s Wre

exploited to the fullest. When the wars of aggression (ex-

j pans ion), began in 1939, the- Gertwn people supported them,

_______ert Sroeeches 1922-1939, 1. 2.
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The Dictat of Versailles was still fresh in their minds. The

public support of the Nazis continued through the defeat at

Stalingrad. At this point the national will began to waiver.

Ironically, it was the Aliiea that stabilized and reinforced the

German national will once again.

At the Casablanca Conference in January 1943, the Allies

adopted the policy of "unconditional surrender" towards Germany.

It was this policy that caused many of the noncot~mitted, and

waivering, Germans to throw their support behind Hitler. The

Germans were all too aware of what had happened to them at

Versailles, and they wre equally determined not to let it

happen again. If the war-effort required more sacrifices from

the people, so be it. They peiceived tne "uncL'nditional surrender"

policy as n dintl-nct threat to their national survival.

Needl'.ss to say, thm %aris exploited the Allied poAi':y

to great advantage. An examination of German producLion accom-

plishments in the, 1943-44 time frame attest to this rejuvenated

national will.

of Another contributing factor to the Nazis mant~nance

of popular support, was Hitler's economic policy of "butter

and bullets.", While the Allies were required to restrict

consumer goods early in the war, Hitler was reluctant to do

so. It was not until 1944 that the Fuehrer finally agreed

to tha advize of his economic advisers, and seriously curtailed
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the further output of consumer products along previous levels.

Under the Nazis the German national will remained stead-

fast with few notable exceptions. Even when some of the na-

tional military and political leaders predictied early defeat

and urged surrender, the majority of the people remained loyal

ta Hitler and looked to him for guidance and deliverance.

This faith in the "leader" remained until the end of the war,

In examining the German experience in the First and
SS~cond World' :JP, one critical question keeps emerging. How

did a nation with so few natural resources sustain itself in

total war for s. long a period of time after the defeat of its

militavy strategy? This problem takes on added sigaificance

when i• ts understood that Germany was not economically prepared

fur the total war which she eventually fought in both irstances.

The study of both wars clearly indicates that Germany's

"success" in sustaining her war-vaschine can be attributed to

a centralization of the economy. In the First World War the

!... and later the Kri_.•emnt performed this function. In the

Second World 1,/ar centralized control was never fully established;

however, Zentrale Planung did exercise a significant influence

over the economy.

Another lesson of both wars is that military scrategy

must consider the other elements of ntional power, especially

the economic element. Economic plannInZ .nd pOreperation.
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go hand-in-hand with military strategical-planning. In this

sphere military strategy must be flexible and contingency

plans prepared in case the basic strategy of the nation fails

to achieve its objective.

During both World Wars, German strategy was extremely

inflexible. It was based on achieving quick victories in

short, methodical wars. The wars were to be fought with

* existing supplies, and no serious economic preparations were

made to support the conflict if its nature changed from a

limited war to one of attrition. This was Germany's major

failing in both World Wars.

A third important lesson of the two wars lies in the

realm of natural resources. Industrialization has clearly

made the nation-states of the world interdependent upon each

other for raw materials. With the possible exclusion of the

Soviet Union, no industrial nation can provide its own needs

in raw materials. 1h!is "chink in the national armor" is vulner-

able to exploitation by a would-be enemy.

In both wars Germany was able to minimize this vulnera-

Sbility by various means. The first method relied on the stock-

piling of resous'ces before the war. Although Germany had

stockpiled raw materials, the reserves were based primarily on

her limited-wsr strategy, but not really adequate to support

a modern industrial war of production. A second method at

S'. L " - • • - • = .= i .,
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whic Geman prvedherelfto be quite proficient was the

itirodctin o sustiute(Ersatz) products. Ersatz pro-

ducts ran the spectrum from coffee and food products, to

synthetic fuels and rubber. A third means was the exploita-

tion of raw matetbls in conquered co~nf1.ries. Germany?s

inidustry benefitted greatly from this source of natural

resources; however, not to the maximum extent possible. Prior

to, and durin&: both wars, Germany failed to make comprehen-

sive plans aaid establish an efficient administrative machine

for exploiting these newly gained sources of materials. Cen-

sequently, German operatiotis in this area resembled large-

scale looting by competing economic agencies. The last and

most effective means Germany adopted to minimize her vulniera-

bility in natural resources uls the establishment of an agency

to control the allocation of the nation's limited reaources.

The K. R.A. and 2entrale Planungy performed this function in

the First and Second World WarA raspectively.

While failing to prepare comprehensive economic plans

for war, Cerniany was "blessed" during both world wars by the.

emergence of men of unique orgianizational libility. Rathenau and,

Sp'e r L b-oth technicians at he-art, clearly demonstrated their

ability to assess strategically the situation Lhat faced thc.,

and to take ivesures for minimizing obstacles in their waiy.

One sign~itcant terhnique that pach man employed was in
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identifying well-qualified industrialists for strte work: and

then bringing them into the management of Germanyts resources

and programs of war production. By doing so, both Rathenau and

Speer significantly increased productior,, while at the same time

eliminated waste.

One critical area that successfully escaped the control

of both of these organizers was labor. The effective use of

manpower during a war of attrition presents the strategic planner

wiLh many difficult problems. The competition for skilled

labor becomes frantic. Men must be made available for military

service, and at the same be available to support a program of

war production. Both World Wars are replete with examples of

industrial bottlenecks and slow-downs in production because of

inciscriminate conscription of workers into military service.

It is very obvious that extensive forethought by planners

concerning the best utilization of labor is esuential.

Disputes over labor also occurred within Germany's

industries as well. of the skilled, semi-skilled, *nd unskilled

* labor that wms available for war production, constant battles

were fought over the existing manpower pool. It was very

clear from the German experience that a supreme authority was

needed in the labor field to set priorities and allocate the

available manpower.

during the Second World War. Sauckel's efforts proved to be~q
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counter-productive because he worked independently of (and

2 • many times at c:ross purposes with) Albert Speer. Had Sauckel's

Ministry been subordinate to Speer, or at least Zentrale

Planung, a more efficient utilization of manpower would have

been achieved. From this experience it is easy to conclude

that labor must be under the control of the Supreme Economic

Authority of the state.

Many of the techniques outlined thus far may be inter-

preted as being "totalitarian" in nature; however, this is not

true. During both wars the Allies (Great Britain, the United

States, and France), adopted them after the wars began, and

employed them more effectively than the Germans. This may

appear to be a dichotomy, but the nature of industrial warfare

dpmanded centralized control measures. The economic systems,

as they existed prior to the wars could not support the needs

of military forces involved in a war of attrition.

The lessons learned in the two world wars of the twenti-

eth century must not be forgotten. As more and more nations

* bec•me industrialized, the compt! tion for natural resources

Is increasing geometrically. This competition for raw

materials will inevitably lead to confrontations between indus-

_trial mtlon&. The corfrontation- cculd lead . .wa - , Cxity
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of the nations involved determine their vital interests are

involved. Whether the war would be iLmited in nature, or

mutate into a total war is academic. If a nation-state is

contemplating war, offensive or defensive, it must plan ahead

for the possibility of total war. To do less would reduce the

chances for final victory.

'A
1P

~.I
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Table I

POPULATION SHIFTS 1871-1910'10

Tots 1 Rura 1 Urban
Year Population Percentage Percentage

1871 41,059,000 63.9 36.1

1880 45,234,000 58.6 41.4

1890 49,428,000 57.5 42.5

1900 56,367,000 45.6 54.4

1910 64,926,000 40.0 60.0

Table 2

GEIR14AN RAILROAD NETWORK, 1835-1916293
(in Kiloneters)

STrack in Increase during
Year Operation Preced'igq Decade

1835 6

1.645 2, 300 2,300

1855 8,290 5,990

1865 14,690 6,400

1875 27,960 13,270

1.885 37,650 9,690

1895 46,560 ,910

216 1905 56,980 10,420

61 91t5 5 430

9 2 C1ha, 278. 2 9 Sto.per, 40-4.
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Table 5

PRODUCTION OF CRUDE POTASSIUM SALTS 2 96

(in MetriZ Tons)

GERMANY

1861-- 2,000 1891"-1,371,000

1871--375,000 1901--3,535,000

1881--906,000 1911"-9,607,000

Table 6

THIRTY RAW MATERIALS MOST VITAL IN WAR 2 97

1. Almuinum .......... Airplanes, Incendiary bombs, camp equip-

ment.

2. Ammonia ............ Nitric acid--most explosive, fertilizer,

3. Antimony ore ....... Primers for shells, tracer bullets,
storage battery grids, type metal.

4. Asbestos........... Brake linings, insulation.

* -i 5. Chromium..... ,"....Stainless steels, tanning.

6. Cotton.............Smokeless powder, photo filmplastics,
kcellalose) clothing, cotton du.-'-

. *7. o.. Explosives, neoprene rubber, ammonia,
dyes, medicines, heat, and power.

8. Copper ...... ...... Brass shells, dynamos and motors,
power line6.

9. 'ats .............. Glycerine--nitroglycerine and dynamite,

296(1apham, 305. 297Holmes, 9-11.
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Table 6 continued

1. Iron .............. Steel, cast iron.

12. Lead ...........*,*..Bullets, ethyl gas, painits, storage
batteries.

13. Magflesium..........Airplanes, incendiary lo-mbs.

'f .. . .. .1ý+. Magarnese.a.*,......Alloy steels (deoxidizing and de-
sulfurizing).

15. Mercury.......02....Mercury fulminate primers, scien~tific
work, anti-fouling ship paint.

OP, 16. Molybdenum .........Alloy steels (especially high-speed
tools).

17. Nickel ....... ,......Stainless steel, metal plating.

18. Petroleum ...... ....Gasoline, lubricants, synthetic rubber,
glycerine, fuel oil, di~esel oil,
mustard gas.

20. Potash.,.,.. ..... .. !Lrtilizer..

2i. Ru~r......Tr~,gas masks, gaskets, hose,
cloth' ng.

22'2 Salt...,.0 ........Chlorine--neoprene rubber, chlorinated
rubber, war gases, degreases, anti-
freeze, bleaching, water purification,

. . . .. . . .sod~i~ hydroxide and soda.

23. Starch ............. Dextrose sugar--alcohol--smokeless
powder$ Nitrostarch, f~ood, adhesives.

24. Sulfur.............Surfuric acid to aid nitration of
cotton, toluene, etc; sulfur dioxide
for b)leaching; mustard gas; funds-
mental cheinical.

25. Wood ..f..............Cellulose--smokeless powder, photo
film, paper, construction, laminated
plywood (airplanes, etc.).

74jt
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Table 6 continuedI

26. Wool.... &*** .. .Clothing.

27. i*.......L cans, metal bearings, bronzes.A

28. T~ungsten,,.........A'lIoy steel (especially high-speed
Cutting tools).

29. Vanadiumx.....#60.,.Alloy stesis.

30. Ziric .......... 0....Brass cartrides,, die castings, galvanized

steel.

(air and water are taken as a matter of course).
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Table 7

SELECTED RESOURCES AVAILABLE TO GERMANY 298
FROM OCCUPIED AND ALLIED COUNTRIES, 1938-41

(Jigires at time of association)

Year Cc'intry Coal + Iron&Steel Oil

1938 Austria 2,500,000MT 389MT

1939 Czechozibvskia 15,814,717MT ------------- 109,00OBls

1939 PolanJ 382114,OOOMT 810,O00GT 3,319,OOOBls

1940 Demnark ---.- -- ---.-.-- -- -- --

1940 Norway -- Str3tegic metals

1940 Holland J1,058,000MT 200,00OCT -----------..

1940 Belgium -29,847,000MT 4,420,OOOMT-------------

1940 Luxemburg ..---...... 2,350--00GT -------------.

194o France 51,000,000W' 10,O00,000MT 479,00OBls

1940 Hungary* 1.G,625,O0OMT 350,0OOGT 693,00OBls

1940 R,'ania* -- ------------- --------- 35$988,000Bls

1941 Bul1garia* -- Strategic metals
1941 Yugoslavi4 -- Strategic metARl.

1941 Greece -- Stratngic metals_...._ _ _

*-German Ally

MT-metric ton-2,204.62 pounds

GTgross tonm<,240 pounds

BlsaU.S. Darrels-42 .. S. sallons

+-Includes Lignite

2 '•Strenser, 37-6.,
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Table 8

Indices of the production of army and aircraft weapons and
ammunition, quarterly, fourth quarter 1939--first quarter 1945.2

Army Army Aircraft Aircraft
Year/Qtr Weapons Munitions Weapons Munitions Bombs

1939/4th 186 41

1940/1st 86 195 40
/2nd 101 268 146
/3rd 97 299 179
/4th 101 185 124

1941/1st 127 178 75 72 122
/2nd 144 142 91 78 117
/3rd 132 94 101 100 106
/4th 90 86 117 89 100

194Z/Ist 109 117 114 100 103
2nd 148 267 167 109 120

3rd 156 319 135 160 148
4th 179 534 221 142 150

194.3/1st 195 632 284 176 93

2nd 254 646 307 152 106
3rd 287 639 364 105 112
4th 337 722 426 148 126

1944/Ist 348 825.- 376 153 124
2nd 402 838 583 162 1023rd 439 914 722 162 93

4th 470 849 676 150 38

1945/Ist 276 465 279 149 12

(Monthly Averages, Januaty-February 1942-100)

2 9 9 I.SSB.S., 286.
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Table 9

Tonnage of bombs dropped on Axis Europe by str 8 gic air forces

by type of target, quarterly, 1940-April 1 45.

Year/Qtr Area Raids Industry Transportation Miscellaneous Total

4 1940/lst --- 46.. 31 311
2nd 390 --- 717 1,344 2,451
3rd 360 218 767 4,638 5,983 4

4th 703 326 603 3,450 5,082

1941/lst 1,385 320 368 2,611 4,684
2nd 3,989 928 3,061 3,303 11,281
3rd 5,502 362 3,538 4,149 13,551
4th 3,599 199 885 2,987 7,590

1942/1st 3,782 44 21 2,906 6,753
2nd 11,502 13 149 3,330 14,994
3rd 15,715 357 126 1,474 17,672
4th 8,045 780 477 1,735 11,037

1943/lst 16,578 682 1,322 12,195 30,777
2nd 39,951 3,864 1,423 5,884 51,122
3rd 43,211 3,546 2,112 17,290 66,i59
4th 31,928 4,401 6,766 15,035 58,130

1944/1st 44,966 9,723 34,023 25,648 114,360
2nd 58,785 33,224 146,108 95,439 333,556
3rd 114,602 72,567 108,348 108,291 403,808
4th 106,612 69,630 125,729 47,839 349,810

1945/1st 76,967 75,949 166,265 50,506 369,687
April 19,461 10,981 52,274 28,746 111,462

(in Short Tons'2000 pounds)

30% .. .,2-5.
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APPENDIX B

SAMPLE QUESTIONNAIRES USED BY THE

GERMAN ECONOMIC GENERAL STAFF

Table of Contents

Lead Questionnaire ................. ........... ........... 202

SMachinery Questionnai~re. *~ 0*** 7 203

Raw Materials Questionnaire . .................................. 205

Sources of Power and Maintenance Questionnaire ............ 206

Labor Questionnaire ................... ................. .207

I •.\
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Lead Questionnaire 3 0 1

Business or Firm Name:

Established:

Business Address:

(City) (Province) (Street) (No.)

Main Railroad Station:

Where located:

Distance to next Railroad Station:

Do youhave tracks connection with the railroad?

What is distance to next Harbor:

Are there maritime connections, water-ways

I or channels-

Where are your dealers located:

Where are your clients located:

These questions were the basic ones used on all Questionnaires
for Machinery, Raw Materials, Sources of Power Production and
Maintenance and Labor, Therefore, they will not be repeated
on the following questionnaires.

3 0 1Strenger, ii,

I"
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Machinery Questionnaire 30 2  20

Questions A - Q inclusive were the most important questions

of this questionnaire and were arranged as follows:

a..) Amount of Machines:

b.) 'Type of Machines:

c. ) Factory Numbers of Machines:

d.) Manufacturers of Machines:

e ' Age of Machines:

f.) Condition of Machines:

g.) Are the machines operated by transmission:
Are the machines equipped with own motors:
If so, how many h. p.

h.) What are you manufacturing with your machines at present:

i.) Are your machines fit for conversion:

k.) If they are, what could you manufacture when converted:

1.) Pave you placed orders for machines:
If you have, what type did you order:
State names and addresses of your dealers:

m.) Do you manufacture machines in your factory for your own
use:

n.) Do you have supplies in stock:
What 1(ifd of supplies:

o.) Have you plAced orders for supplies:
if so, from whom did you order them:

p.) For what purpose do you need these supplies.

q.) Have you any unfilled orders for machines:
If you have, state names and addresses of your customers
and specify the m=chines ordered:

3 0 2St-enger, 12.
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7I Use supplementary sheets to answer the above questions:

Specify list of machines on separate sheets.

i i"

[I

14

-l?,

.•
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Raw Materials Questlonnai'e 3 0 3

Questions A - N inclusive were the most important questions of
this questionnaire and were arranged as follows:

a.) Do you mine, manufacture or distribute:

if so, :,pecify Raw Materials:

b.) What Raw Materials do you have in stock:

c.) Type of Riw Materials:

d.) Weight of Raw Materials:

e.) Whet kind of Raw Material do you minL:
State quantities per day; per month:

f.) what do you manufacture:
What quantities per day; per month:

g.) What do you distribute:

What quantities per day; per month:

h.) dave you placed orders for Raw Material:

j i.) St":te names and addresses of your dealers:

k.) For what purposes are these Raw Materials designated:

1.) What unfilled orders for Raw Material do you have:
State wnae.s and addresses of your customers:

m.) For what purposes are these Raw Materials designated-

n.) What w.ms the everage mining or production during the past
live years:
State average for period of one year:

A separate sheet has to be used for each kind of Raw Material.

303
3 0Stronger, 13.
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Sources of Power Production and Maintenance
J304

~~' Questitonnai±re 3

j Questions A -F inclusive were the most important questions of
this questionnaire and werE arranged as follows:

Re: Sýources of Power Production:

a.) Motor c.) Diesel Motor e.) Gas Motor

b.) Steam Engine d.) Turbtne f.) Transaiissiin

State Quantities of Power and indicate Sources of Power Produc-
tion.

Re: Sources of Maintenance:

a.) Long Distance Power Statioti d.) oils

b.) Water Power e.) Gas

c.) Coal; hard or soft f.) Electricity

Whewre are the Sources of Maintenance of your Power Production

coat con- .;Ion of your present Power Maintenance- to another
type i~s possibic.

what supply wras your ntoesasry requirement for the past fiv-,
years:

Staste your average r-equiraenn~t6 Afcr one year period.

3 0Strenger, 14.
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305Labor Questionnaire

Questions: Answers:

a.) How many laborers are
working at present:

How many hours does a crew
work at present:

How many shifts does a crew
work at present:

How many hours does
each shift work:

b.) Nutnber of skilled workers:

Number of unskilled workers:

c.) What was the average number
of workers employed during
the past five years:

Number of Men:
Average Age:

Number of Women:
Average Age:

Nmwhber of Juveniles:
Average Age:

d.) How many laborers do you need
for one shift if all available
machines 4n your plant are
operating:

Where do your laborers live:

e.) How many laborers live
within one mile:

How many laborers live
within two miles:

How many laborers live
over three miles away:

305Strenger, 15.
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f.) What transportation facilities
do your laborers use in traveling
from the'- homes to the plant:

I

'4'

Ii-
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